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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes the preparation and development of highly porous and 
permeable macroporous polymers via emulsion templating. Macroporous polymers 
with a gas permeability of 1 D and compressive strength of 3.5 MPa, are desired as 
permeable filters for fines control during hydrocarbon production in oil wells. These 
materials termed "polyHIPEs" can be prepared by polymerising High Internal Phase 
Emulsions (HIPEs), conventionally stabilised by surfactants. However, polyHLPEs 
are limited by their poor mechanical performance and gas permeability of up to 0.46 
D only. This work on the other hand explored the use of particle stabilised water-in-
oil emulsions, so called w/o Pickering-M(edium)/HIPEs with volume fractions 
exceeding 0.70, to prepare novel materials termed "poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs". 
The first aspect of this work involved preparing and polymerising Pickering-M/HLPE 
templates, using particles with adequate hydrophobicity. Hence, Pickering-M/HIPEs 
with volume fractions of up to 0.92 were prepared using oleic acid surface modified 
silica and titania particles. The resulting poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs had pores, which 
were considerably larger than those of conventional polyHIPEs but were closed-cell. 
Pore size and mechanical properties of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs were tailored by 
altering the internal phase volume, electrolyte concentration and particle 
concentration in the emulsion template. 
The second objective focused on synthesising open-cell and highly permeable, as 
well as mechanically sound macroporous polymers. Pore throats (interconnects), 
which were significantly larger than those found in conventional polyHIPEs, were 
successfully created within the polymer pore walls by adding low amounts of a non-
ionic surfactant, to pre-made Pickering-JVI/HIPEs prior to polymerisation. Gas 
permeability increased with increasing porosity and pore throat size, while 
mechanical performance decreased with increasing porosity. 
Abstract 
Furthermore, hierarchical macroporous polymers having large closed-cell pores 
typical of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs and pore walls containing much smaller 
interconnected pores typical of conventional polyHIPEs were prepared. These 
hierarchical macroporous polymers, which could be employed in controlled delivery 
apphcations were synthesised from mixed particle and surfactant stabilised emulsion 
templates. The degree of pore intercoimectivity increased with increasing surfactant 
concentration, while the structure of the hierarchical materials approached that of a 
highly permeable poly-Pickering-M/HIPE at high particle concentrations in the 
emulsion template. 
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Chapter 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Motivation 
Macroporous polymers are very attractive materials for a wide range of science and 
engineering applications. These include their use as substrates for tissue engineering [1-
5], sandwich cores for instance in roof decking structures [6], thermal insulators [7], 
supports for sohd state chemistry [8-14], filter membranes [15, 16], monoliths for heavy 
metal separation and chromatography [17-19] and also as ion exchange modules [20]. 
Traditionally, such macroporous polymers can be prepared by various methods 
including solvent casting/particulate leaching (SCPL) [21], thermal induced phase 
separation (TIPS) [22], chemically induced phase separation (CIPS) [23], syntactic 
foams using hollow glass spheres or plastic beads [24-26] and chemical or physical 
blowing (or foaming), more commonly gas-blowing [23, 27-31], 
In recent years, emulsion templating [32-35] as a method for preparing macroporous 
polymers has received considerable attention, since it offers a route to synthesise 
materials with controllable pore morphology, interconnectivity and physical properties 
[32-36]. High Memal Phase Emulsions (HIPEs) containing monomers, most commonly 
styrene and divinylbenzene (S/DVB) [33, 34, 37-41] within the continuous phase, are 
usually used as templates for the synthesis of open-cell macroporous polymers, so-
called poly(merised) HIPEs [32-36]. HIPEs are defined by a minimum internal (or 
dispersed) phase volume of 74 vol.-% [32], or 70 vol.-% according to Lissant [42]. This 
critical limit of 74 vol.-% corresponds to the maximum packing density of uniform 
spheres [32, 43]. The structure of the resulting macroporous polymers is usually a 
replica of the emulsion structure at the gel point of polymerisation [32]. 
Conventionally, polyHIPEs are synthesised by the polymerisation of water-in-oil (w/o) 
HIPEs, commonly stabilised by rather large volumes of non-ionic surfactants, usually 
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between 4 - 5 0 vol.% [44], ahhough Mork et al. [45] and Zhang et al. [41] demonstrated 
the use of much lower concentrations of an oil soluble polyoxyalkyl containing 
surfactant and cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), respectively to stabilise 
HIPEs. PolyHIPEs have characteristic small pores of up to 10 jim in diameter and are 
interconnected via pore throats of up to 3 jum in diameter [32, 46] as shown in Figure 
1.1. However, the industrial use of polyHIPEs has been limited by two major 
drawbacks. Firstly, S/DVB polyHIPEs have poor mechanical properties, low crush 
strengths and Young's moduli, which can be explained by their extremely low foam 
densities and rather brittle physical properties [39, 47, 48]. Studies have nonetheless 
shown that the mechanical performance of polyHIPEs can be improved simply through 
the use of particle reinforcements [39, 49], increase of the foam density by increasing 
the organic phase levels of the emulsion templates [39, 47, 48, 50] or by introducing 
elastomeric monomers such as 2-ethylhexylacylate (EHA) [29] or a flexible co-
monomer like poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) [47]. 
Pore 
throats 
Pores 
20 urn 
Figure 1.1: Representative SEM image of a conventional polyHIPEs. 
The second aspect, which constitutes the main aspect of this work, is concerned with the 
low permeabilities of conventional polyHIPEs of up to 0.46 D [46], which is determined 
by their characteristic small pore and pore throat sizes. The permeability of 
macroporous polymers is of paramount importance for various applications. For 
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example, scaffolds for tissue engineering require big enough pore throats for cells to 
migrate through the scaffold and a high level of interconnectivity and permeability to 
allow for the effective transport of nutrients to and waste metabolites away from cells 
[46, 51]. The reliability of various separation processes such as membrane separation 
and chromatography are dependent on the permeability of macroporous polymer 
monoliths [52], while the permeability and pore structure of porous catalyst supports 
affect the flow of reagents, which effectively influence reaction rates [53] . 
One major application for highly permeable macroporous polymers, which serves as the 
main motivation for this project, is in the oil industry. Mechanically strong and 
chemically durable porous materials having a gas permeability of I D and formed 
directly down an oil well from a liquid template, are desired as a replacement to 
conventional gravel packs currently employed as a permeable filter in the aimulus 
between the oil bearing formation and the screen wrapped perforated production pipe in 
oil wells (Figure 1.2). A high permeability is necessary to allow sufficient hydrocarbons 
to be produced while retaining fines commonly produced from weak consolidated 
formations [54]. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a perforated production pipe, wrapped by a gravel pack 
screen, which fills the annular space between the pipe and oil bearing rock formation 
down oil wells \ 
The primary focus of the work described in this thesis was to develop highly permeable 
macroporous polymers with excellent mechanical properties. This involves increasing 
the pore and pore throat size of polyHIPEs in order to increase permeability [55]. 
Previous work carried out to increase the pore and pore throat sizes of conventional 
polyHIPEs through increased internal phase levels or controlled destabilisation of the 
emulsion template by adding additives or altering emulsion temperature however 
inadvertently led to thinning of the polyHIPE walls and thus poor mechanical properties 
[51, 56]. Hence an alternative strategy to preparing macroporous polymers with big 
pores and big pore throats was explored. 
A possibility to create stable emulsion templates is to replace the molecular surfactant 
with particles. Particle stabilised emulsions, also known as Ramsden [57] or more 
commonly as Pickering [58] emulsions, have attracted immense interest recently [44, 
59-61], as they are extremely stable, owing to the high energy of attachment of the 
particles at the o/w interface and the formation of adsorbed particle layers acting as 
mechanical barriers against droplet coalescence, which enhance emulsion stability [60, 
62-69]. 
' Image provided by Dr Angelika Menner of PaCE 
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The challenge to be addressed with Pickering emulsions however was that w/o 
Pickering emulsions tend to phase invert (catastrophically) between internal phase 
volume fractions of 0.4 and 0.7 [62, 70, 71]. Binks et al. [62, 71] state that the internal 
phase volume at the point of phase inversion is dependent on the oil type. Nevertheless, 
Arditty et al. [72] successfully stabilised non-polymerisable o/w HIPEs with internal 
phase volume fractions of up to 0.9 and w/o HIPEs with internal phase volume fractions 
of up to 0.75 using as received hydrophilic silica particles and silanised hydrophobic 
silica particles, respectively. In the area of macroporous polymers synthesised from 
Pickering emulsion templates, Mermer et al. [44] and more recently Blaker et al. [73], 
presented evidence of macroporous polymers synthesised from w/o Pickering-
M(edium)IPEs with internal phase volume fractions of up to 0.7, which were solely 
stabilised by carbon nanotubes and hydrophobised bacterial cellulose nano-fibrils, 
respectively. Colver et al. [74] on the other hand described the preparation of "poly 
(merised)-Pickering-HIPEs" from emulsion templates stabilised by polymer microgel 
particles with an internal phase volume fraction of 0.5, which they subjected to forced 
sedimentation and centrifugation in order to concentrate the emulsion template. As a 
result, the resulting polymerised sedimented emulsion had a thick and clear highly 
crosslinked top polymer layer fused to the top "poly-Pickering-HIPE" [74] (Figure 1.3). 
I a l p 
i . 
Figure 1.3: Photograph of Colver and Bon's "poly-Pickering-HIPEs" with clearly 
visible bulk polymer layer at the top. Samples were turned upside down [74]. 
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All these poly-Pickermg-M/"H"IPE materials were found to have a pore structure, 
which was mainly closed-cell, while more recently during the course of this study, 
Zhang and Chen [75] reported a partially open PMMA based macroporous polymers, 
synthesised from HIPE templates stabilised by monodisperse copolymer particles. 
However, the formation of the pore throats could not be controlled but was thought to 
randomly occur by mechanical rupturing of the thin polymer films during drying, which 
was also previously reported by Menner et al. [76]. 
The use of Pickering medium and high internal phase emulsions with internal phase 
volume fractions in excess of 0.7, which can be prepared without forced sedimentation 
and centrifugation of the emulsion, presents a novel means to prepare macroporous 
materials with superior properties to that of conventional polyHIPEs. This thesis 
describes the activities directed to developing highly permeable and mechanically sound 
macroporous polymers via Pickering emulsion templating. 
1.2. Project aims and objectives 
The main aim of this project was to develop liquid formulations that set when pumped 
into the annular space between an oil bearing rock formation and production pipe in oil 
wells to form highly permeable macroporous polymers with a minimum gas 
permeability of 1 D and minimum crush strength of 3.5 MPa, which act as a permeable 
filter for fines control. The proposed route involves emulsion templating using newly 
developed Pickering medium and high internal phase emulsions. The successfrilly 
prepared macroporous materials can potentially be used in various other science and 
Engineering applications. 
In order to achieve this aim, the following objectives had to be met; 
• Preparation of suitably modified particles with sufficient hydrophobicity to stabilise 
w/o Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
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Formulation and preparation of Pickering-M/HIPEs and understanding of how 
various properties (pore structure, porosity, density and mechanical properties) of 
the closed-cell macroporous polymers which result from the polymerisation of the 
Pickering-M/HIPEs can be tailored. 
Identification of a suitable method to induce interconnectivity in the poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
Tailoring of the permeability and mechanical properties of the highly permeable 
macroporous polymers to find optimum properties. 
1.3. Thesis structure 
This thesis summarises the formulation and characterisation of novel Pickering-
M/HIPEs and the resulting poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. The thesis is organised into 8 
chapters. Chapter 1 (Introduction) summarises the overall motivation behind this 
project, including the aims and objectives and the thesis structure. Chapter 2 presents 
the background literature, covering earlier work carried out on surfactant and particle 
stabilised emulsion systems and their use as templates for the synthesis of macroporous 
polymers. Chapter 3 gives details of the materials used in this work and experimental 
methods used in preparing and characterising the particles, emulsions and poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the closed-cell macroporous polymers 
synthesised from titania and silica particle stabilised emulsions, respectively, while 
chapter 6 describes a method to successfully synthesise and tailor the properties of 
open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs with high gas permeabilities and mechanical 
properties. Chapter 7 discusses the formation and characterisation of hierarchical 
macroporous polymers prepared from mixed particle and surfactant stabilised emulsion 
templates. Finally, chapter 8 presents the overall conclusions from this work and makes 
suggestions for future work. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
This work focuses on the preparation of new poly(merised)-Pickering-HIPEs, which 
have been prepared from w/o particle stabilised HIPEs with internal phase volumes 
of up to 92 vol.-%. Such w/o HIPEs are conventionally stabilised by surfactants, 
while their stabilisation by particles has so far resulted in a maximum reported 
internal phase volume of 75 vol.-%, beyond which they phase invert [62, 70-72], 
This chapter provides an extensive background review of HIPEs and polyHIPEs in 
terms of their definitions, mechanisms of formation, properties and uses. 
2.1. High Internal Phase Emulsions (HIPEs) 
2.1.1. Introduction to HIPEs 
High Internal phase emulsions (HIPES) also known as highly concentrated 
emulsions, high internal phase ratio emulsions [42], gel emulsions [77] or biliquid 
foams [78] are defined as emulsions having an internal phase volume firaction greater 
than 0,74 [29, 39, 47, 48, 50, 76, 79] or 0.70 according to Lissant [42]. The lower 
limit of 0.74 corresponds to the maximum packing efficiency of perfect spheres, 
above which emulsion droplets deform into polyhedrons [32, 52, 79], Although 0.74 
is generally accepted as the critical limit for definition of a HIPE, it is worth 
mentioning that there are still deferring views, since research groups like Welch et 
al. [80] base their work on the earlier definition of a HIPE as given by Lissant 
(volume fraction of 0.7) [42]. 
As an emulsion, HIPEs consist primarily of two immiscible liquids, usually an oil 
(organic) phase and an aqueous phase (e.g. water) and can be water-in-oil (w/o) or 
oil-in-water (o/w). HIPEs can also be non-aqueous, having 2 immiscible organic 
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solvents [81]. However it was also shown that supercritical fluids e.g. CO^-water, 
HIPEs can be used as templates [82-85]. In addition, HIPEs most importantly, 
contain emulsifiers, which stabilise the emulsion against coalescence and inversion. 
In conventional systems, this emulsifier is usually a surfactant [52], while particles 
have more recently been under investigation for stabilising HEPEs [62, 68, 72, 86]. 
HIPEs could also contain other ingredients such as an electrolyte or additives 
depending on the use of the HIPE. Electrolytes act to reduce Ostwald ripening, and 
therefore enhance emulsion stability [87]. 
2.1.2. HIPE formation 
HIPEs form when two immiscible liquids are mixed together in the presence of an 
emulsifier, under constant agitation. The emulsifier acts first and foremost to stabilise 
the emulsion and prevent phase separation. The right emulsifier will also act to 
prevent the phase inversion of a HIPE from an o/w to a w/o emulsion and vice versa 
above a critical internal phase volume [52]. An emulsifier can be a surfactant or 
particle as illustrated in Figure 2.1 and can stabilise an emulsion by (i) lowering the 
interfacial tension between the water and oil phases, (ii) forming a rigid interfacial 
film and (iii) rapidly adsorbing at the interfaces of w/o droplets [52]. The nature of 
surfactant and particle stabilised emulsions are discussed below. 
Oil 
Water 
Surfactant 
Water 
Particles 
Figure 2.1: Pictorial illustration of (a) dynamic stabilisation with surfactants and (b) 
steric stabilisation with particles in emulsions [88]. 
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2.1.2.1. Surfactant stabilised emulsions 
Surfactants are "surface active agents", traditionally used as stabilising or wetting 
agents in many industrial, medical and biomedical applications. They possess both 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic ends and can self aggregate, forming micelles. 
Surfactants stabilise emulsions by migrating to and adsorbing at the o/w interface 
[89] (dynamic stabilisation illustrated in figure 2.1a). At the interface, surfactant 
molecules create a monolayer, reduce interfacial tension, increase viscosity, and 
therefore reduce the driving force towards droplet coalescence. The "packing 
parameter of the surfactant in-situ" at the oil/water interface determines if the 
surfactant monolayer curves towards the water or oil phases [86, 90]. 
The suitability of a surfactant to stabilise an emulsion is primarily determined by the 
hydrophilic liophilic balance (HLB) of the surfactant [52, 86]; HLB is a measure of 
how hydrophilic or liophilic a surfactant is. Researchers discovered that the HLB of a 
surfactant required to stabilise a w/o HIPE should be low and between 2 and 6 [34, 
52, 91], with an optimum value for stability reported to be 4.3 [52], while surfactants 
with much higher HLB values are suited to stabilise o/w HIPEs. However, it has 
been reported that the chemical nature of surfactant molecules can equally be 
important in determining the suitability of a surfactant to stabilise an emulsion [52, 
92], since interfacial activity and chemical compatibility of the surfactant with either 
phase of the emulsion, is influenced by the surfactant's chemical nature [52, 92]. 
Furthermore, the type of emulsion formed is usually dependent on the surfactant 
solubility in either phase [52]. As a rule of thumb, an o/w emulsion is formed when 
the surfactant is more soluble in the water phase while a w/o emulsion is formed 
when the surfactant is more soluble in the oil phase [93]. 
HIPEs are commonly stabilised by surfactant concentrations between 4 and 50 voL-
%, with respect to the total oil phase [38, 44]. Examples of surfactants that have been 
explored as HIPE stabilisers include Hypermers B246sf and 2296 [39, 46], Span 80 
(Sorbitan monololeate), and a mixture of non-ionic, anionic and cationic surfactants, 
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such as Span 20 (Sorbitan monolaurate), sodium Dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid 
(SDDB), and cetyltrimethylammonim bromide (CTAB) [40]. However, Mork et al. 
[45] and Zhang et al. [41] demonstrated that HIPEs can be stabilised with surfactant 
concentrations much lower than 4 vol.-%, when using an oil soluble oxyalkylene 
containing surfactant and cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), respectively, 
to stabilise HIPEs. 
2.1.2.2. Particle stabilised emulsions 
Particle stabilised emulsions, also known as Ramsden [57] or more commonly as 
Pickering emulsions [58], are emulsions stabilised by nanosize particles [63]. 
According to Binks and Lumsdon [62, 94], there are at least 2 ways by which 
particles stabilise emulsions; 1) particles adsorb at the interface between the 
continuous phase and dispersed phase, to form a dense stable film (monolayer or 
multilayer) around the dispersed droplet, which acts as a mechanical barrier to 
prevent droplet coalescence in emulsions and 2) increased stabilisation arises from 
particle-particle interactions, which causes a 3-dimensional network of particles to 
form in the continuous phase surrounding the droplets. Further stabilisation can arise 
from repulsion between particle coated droplets, which reduces the tendency for 
droplet coalescence [95], although Aveyard et al. [96] state that emulsions are more 
effectively stabilised by particle layers, which are close to or close-packed. 
Nevertheless, the mechanism of particle stabilisation in emulsions can defer, 
depending on particle concentrations and interactions. It was shown that emulsions 
containing high particle concentrations or particles, which aggregate due to weak 
repulsion between particles are stabilised by the mechanism of steric stabilisation 
(Figure 2.1b), whereby a close packed network of particles, gives rise to planar 
monolayers, which act as a steric (mechanical) barrier to coalescence [60, 97]. In the 
case of emulsions containing low particle concentrations, or particles, which are 
weakly aggregated due to strong coulomb repulsion between particles, such 
emulsions are however stabilised by ''particle bridging mechanism", whereby 
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droplets which are sparsely covered (incomplete coating) by particles are stabilised 
against coalescence by a dense bridging monolayer of particles that form in the 
region of contact between droplets [60, 97]. Particles unlike surfactants (Section 
2.1.2.1) irreversibly adsorb at the o/w interface in emulsions due to their high energy 
of attachment (Gibbs energy, EQ) [86], i.e. free energy gained when a particle gains 
an area of o/w interface . 
Gibbs energy Eg, is a function of two important factors namely contact angle (9) and 
interfacial tension [86]. Contact angle is representative of a particle's wettability 
by the oil and water phases [98] and is a measure of a particle's surface 
hydrophobicity [86]. It is the equivalent of a surfactant's HLB [99]. It has been 
shown that the effectiveness of particles in stabilising emulsions is largely 
determined by the extent to which particles are wetted by the two immiscible liquids 
(particle wettability), although particle size, concentration and mutual interaction 
between the particles are all important [60, 62-67, 100]. In comparison to surfactant 
systems, the same rule applies that the continuous phase of the preferred emulsion is 
normally the one in which particles are preferentially dispersed [98], while the less 
wetting liquid always becomes the dispersed phase [100]. Hydrophilic particles e.g. 
metal oxides have a contact angle < 90°, measured into the aqueous phase and will 
generally stabilise an o/w emulsion while hydrophobic particles e.g. carbon have 
contact angles > 90° and are usually better submerged in the oil phase to form a w/o 
emulsion [86, 101-104] (Figure 2.2). Research has nonetheless shown that the 
wettability of particles can be adjusted by adsorbing surfactant molecules onto the 
particle surfaces [105] or by silanation [62]. At the interface, particles like surfactant 
molecules form a monolayer around the dispersed phase droplet, which curve to 
expose the larger area of the particle surface on the external side in an o/w emulsion 
when 9 < 90° or a w/o emulsion when 9 > 90° [86] (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: Diagram illustrating particle arrangement at planar and curved surfaces 
in o/w and w/o emulsions [86]. 
Assuming the particle is small enough and typically less than a few micrometres in 
diameter so that the effect of gravity is negligible, Binks [86] states that the energy, 
EQ required to remove the particle from the interface is given as: 
Eg = 7rr^ya^(l ± cosOy (2.1) 
where r is the particle radius. The "±" sign within the bracket is -ve for removal into 
the aqueous phase and +ve for removal into the oil phase [86]. Assuming a particle 
size of 10 nm (characteristic of fumed silica) and interfacial tension of 36 mN m"' for 
a toluene/water system, Binks [86] showed that the highest energy of attachment was 
achieved for 6 = 90°, when the particle is most strongly held at the interface [86]. 
Either side of 90°, EQ falls rapidly as the particle is more submerged into the water 
phase for 0 < 90°and into the oil phase for 9 > 90°. Gibbs energy increases with 
increasing particle size [86]. Below a particle size of 0.5 nm however, particles are 
comparable to surfactants; they have a low energy of attachment and can therefore 
easily be detached from the interface [86]. The high energy of attachment of particles 
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and irreversible adsorption at the interface make them better stabilisers than 
surfactants [68, 69, 86]. 
Examples of particles (as received or surface modified), that have been investigated 
as particulate emulsifiers include silica nanoparticles [59, 61, 62] titania 
nanoparticles [106], carbon nanotubes [44], polystyrene nanoparticles containing 
ionisable carboxylic groups [68], polystyrene latex particles [107], microgels from 
latex particles [74] and bacterial cellulose [73]. The challenge with Pickering 
emulsions, however, has been the perceived limitation to the maximum internal 
phase volume ratio of emulsion that can be stabilised by particles. It was initially the 
prevailing view that particles were only suited to stabilise both medium internal 
phase emulsions (MIPEs) and low internal phase emulsions (LIPEs) [44, 62, 70] but 
not HIPEs. More recent studies have nonetheless shown that o/w HIPEs with internal 
phase levels of up to 90 vol.% can be stabilised using as received hydrophilic silica 
particles while w/o HIPEs with internal phase levels of up to 75 vol.% were 
successfully stabilised using silanised hydrophobic silica particles [72]. Above these 
values, the concentrated emulsions phase inverted. 
2.1.3. HIPE properties 
2.1.3.1. Geometry and droplet packing in HIPEs 
As was mentioned in section 2.1.1, HIPEs have an internal phase volume fraction 
greater than 0.74. Below this critical value, droplets are undeformed and spherical. 
Above 0.74 however, droplets deform into polyhedrons, and flatten out at the area of 
nearest contact between two adjacent droplets, occupied by thin films of the bulk 
continuous phase [36, 42]. The area between 3 adjacent droplets, which is occupied 
by bulk continuous phase is called the plateau border [36, 52]. 
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Lissant et al. [36, 42, 108-110] carried out extensive studies on the geometry of 
emulsions, including HIPEs, and found that for systems containing monodisperse 
droplets, internal dispersed phase droplets assume a rhomboidal decahedral (RDH) 
packing (Figure 2.3) for volume fractions between 0.74 and 0.94 but change into a 
tetrakaidecahedron (TKDH) packing (Figure 2.4) for volume fractions above 0.94. It 
was however stated that the maximum volume fraction (0.74), beyond which droplets 
deform can be altered by two key emulsion parameters namely: 1) film thickness 
between adjacent droplets and 2) contact angle between droplets, i.e. between the 
film and adjacent plateau border in the presence or absence of compressive forces 
[111-113]. Studies have nonetheless demonstrated that real emulsion systems are 
generally polydisperse, with random packing of irregularly shaped droplets[52, 108, 
114], which can reduce the degree of droplet deformation; HIPEs can have large 
droplets in close contact and much smaller, less deformed droplets, which fit into 
angular spaces between large droplets. The extent of polydispersity and the structure 
of the emulsion droplets will be dependent on the emulsification conditions, most 
importantly stirring (energy input) [52, 110, 114]. 
RDH cell RDH packing 
Figure 2.3: Rhomboidal dodecahedron (RDH) and its respective packing [36]. 
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TKDH cell TKDH packing 
Figure 2.4: Tetrakaidecahedron (TKDH) and its respective packing [36]. 
2.1.3.2. Rheology of HIPEs 
One striking feature of HIPEs is that they are highly viscous liquid formulations [50], 
which can be characterised by a yield stress, i.e. the shear stress required to induce 
flow of the emulsion [52]. Unlike dilute emulsions, which have viscosities 
proportional to that of the continuous phase [80], HIPEs exhibit non-Newtonian 
characteristics and have a rheology that varies from elastic (solid-like) to viscoelastic 
under shear [52, 79]. Below the yield stress, HIPEs behave as viscoelastic solids 
while they are shear thinning above the yield stress [52]. 
According to Pal [115], the rheological properties of HIPEs are governed by a 3-
dimensonal network of thin liquid fihns in the continuous phase. Mason [116] also 
explained that dilute emulsions behave as viscous liquids, while concentrated 
emulsions, i.e HIPEs, display solid-like elasticity. In particle stabilised system, 
Arditty et al. [98] suggest that rheology is controlled by interfacial elasticity of the 
o/w interface, due to strong adhesion/attraction between particles. 
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It is worth mentioning that the shear stress imposed on droplets during break-up 
(following agitation) is influenced by the rheological properties of a solution of the 
surfactant and continuous phase and not solely the viscosity of the continuous phase 
[80]. HIPE viscosity has been shown to increase with increasing internal phase 
volume [47, 117], increasing surfactant and particle concentrations [36, 62] and 
smaller mean droplet radius [52]. 
2.1.4. HIPE Stability 
Many applications will require that a HIPEs is very stable, having a long shelf life 
[86], while some other applications will be suited to use HIPEs with some degree of 
instability. When an emulsion is unstable, emulsion droplets can undergo one or both 
of two processes, which inevitably increases droplet size: 
• Ostwald ripening-. Ostwald ripening is a phenomenon that results from the 
difference in chemical potential between droplets of different sizes [51] i.e., 
difference in radius of curvature [118]. This chemical potential and hence 
solubility of the dispersed phase increases with decreasing droplet size [119]. As 
a result, smaller droplets dissolve, while their molecules diffuse through the bulk 
phase to be re-deposited on bigger droplets [119], which causes the bigger 
droplets to increase in size, while smaller droplets shrink until they disappear. 
Figure 2.5 presents a diagrammatic example of how Ostwald ripening can 
negatively influence emulsion stability. Ostwald ripening can be slowed down 
by surfactants in an emulsion, which create an interfacial gradient [118] and also 
reduces the rate of diffusion of the dispersed phase molecules, by decreasing the 
solubility of the dispersed phase [120]. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of how emulsions destabilise [118], including 1) 
creaming with or without aggregation, resulting in bigger droplets, and 2) droplet 
size increasing due to Ostwald ripening and droplet coalescence leading to phase 
separation. 
• Droplet coalescence'. In an emulsion, dispersed phase droplets are separated by 
thin films of the organic phase. However, due to instability, these thin films may 
rupture, causing droplets to merge and form big droplets, which could result in 
phase separation (Figure 2.5). In some cases, for example o/w Pickering-HIPEs, 
Arditty et al. [72] explain that droplets can experience limited coalescence prior 
to reaching a stable state when droplets are jammed together and can no longer 
deform or coalesce. Nevertheless, the likelihood of droplet coalescence can be 
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reduced by sufficient stirring of the emulsion (to introduce turbulence), in order 
to form small droplets, which enhance emulsion stability [121]. 
An emulsion that is unstable will likely experience creaming or sedimentation due to 
gravity, phase invert or in the worst case phase separate. Creaming and 
sedimentation can occur due to density differences between the continuous and 
dispersed phases [52]. Creaming occurs when dispersed phase droplets aggregate, 
merge and rise to the top of an emulsion (continuous phase is denser than the internal 
phase (See Figure 2.5)) whilst sedimentation occurs when they aggregate at the 
bottom (continuous phase is less dense than the internal dispersed phase) [52]. 
Certain applications have also employed gravitational creaming and sedimentation to 
concentrate emulsions [122]. For Pickering emulsions, Binks and Lumsdon [62], 
state that the rate of sedimentation is dependent on emulsion droplet size and the 
continuous phase viscosity; increased viscosity of the continuous phase tends to 
reduce the rate and extent of creaming. Creaming and sedimentation can also be 
reduced through higher internal phase volumes, smaller droplet sizes and smaller 
density differences between phases [123]. 
Phase inversion on the other hand occurs when an emulsion changes from an o/w to a 
w/o emulsion and vice versa. According to Binks [62], there are two ways by which 
emulsions phase invert: 
• Translational phase inversion - This inversion results from a change in system 
HLB. This can be observed for example on addition of a surfactant or co-
surfactant like an alcohol to surfactant stabilised systems [94, 124]. This 
transition is akin to that observed when using a mixture of particles with 
different wettabilities in particle stabilised systems [94]. For example, adding 
hydiophilic particles to an emulsion stabilised by hydrophobic particles [94]. Cui 
et al. [99] also report phase inversion of particle stabilised emulsions, when a 
surfactant was added to modify the particle wettability in-situ. Transitional 
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inversion is illustrated in Figure 2.6 as the arrow (1 to 2) when adding 
hydrophilic particles to invert a w/o to an o/w or arrow (2 to 1) by adding 
hydrophobic particles to invert an o/w to w/o emulsion [94]. 
Catastrophic phase inversion - This inversion results from a change in the 
volume fraction of the dispersed phase. According to Binks and Lumsdon, an 
emulsion containing particles with single wettability, i.e. hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic, can phase invert beyond a critical value [62, 94]. This inversion is 
illustrated in Figure 2.6 as the horizontal transitions from B' to A' or B to A. 
Hence o/w emulsions for example can be inverted to w/o emulsions by 
increasing the water phase volume ((j)w) [94]. This phenomenon is yet to be 
reported for surfactant stabilised emulsions. 
low 
system HLB 
high 
w/o § o/w 
w/o § o/w 
Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of both catastrophic (by changing the internal 
phase volume fraction, (j)w) and transitional (by changing system HLB) phase 
inversion of emulsions [94]. 
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The stability of emulsions can generally be influenced by a number of factors 
including (i) the nature and concentration of the emulsifier, (ii) composition of the 
emulsion and nature of the oil phase, (iii) temperature, (iv) presence of salt in the 
aqueous phase and (v) the pH of the system [52, 62]. These parameters are discussed 
below. 
Nature and concentration of the emulsifier 
It was established that the ability of a surfactant to stabilise an emulsion is influenced 
to a large extent by the surfactant's HLB value [86] (between 2 and 6 for w/o HIPEs 
and much higher for o/w HIPEs [34, 52, 91]), while the suitability of a particle to 
stabilise an emulsion is determined by the particle's wettability, represented by 
contact angle (0 < 90° for o/w emulsions and 6 > 90° for w/o emulsions [86, 125]). It 
has also been shown that high surfactant and particle concentrations can significantly 
enhance emulsion stability [37, 52, 62]. For both particle and surfactant stabilised 
emulsions, enhanced stability is accompanied by a decrease in emulsion droplet size 
with increasing concentration of the emulsifier [52, 86,91]. 
Nature of the continuous oil phase/emulsion composition 
The polarity of the oil phase determines the type of surfactant that is needed to 
stabilise an emulsion [52]. For example, the more hydrophobic the oil phase is in 
comparison to the aqueous phase, the more stable the emulsion tends to be [52]. 
Emulsions containing a hydrophobic oil will require a more hydrophilic surfactant 
for stability, while a hydrophilic oil will require a more hydrophobic surfactant [52]. 
In the case of particle stabilised emulsions however, Binks and Lumson [62] showed 
that the type of emulsion formed (i.e. w/o or o/w) is independent of the nature of the 
continuous oil phase, although oil type greatly influences the phase inversion point of 
Pickering emulsions [62, 71, 126]. Furthermore, Cameron and Sherrington [52] 
stated that an increase in the viscosity of the continuous phase of an emulsion leads 
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to lower maximum volume fractions, since increased viscosity prevents efficient 
mixing and incorporation of the internal phase in the emulsion. 
Temperature 
Temperature influences the thermal energy of an emulsion system. Lissant [110] 
stated that an increase in emulsion temperature causes surfactant molecules to 
migrate from the interface to the bulk, which leads to the destabilisation of the 
emulsion. As temperature and hence thermal energy increases, the rate of droplet 
coalescence increases [52, 127-129] and interfacial tension increases, resulting in an 
increase of the average droplet size and in the worst case, phase separation. 
Emulsion viscosity, which usually acts to hinder droplet coalescence [130], also 
decreases with increased temperature, owing to increased droplet mobility. In 
surfactant stabilised emulsions, temperature can induce the phase inversion of 
emulsions stabihsed by non-ionic surfactants [131] since temperature influences the 
physiochemical properties of surfactants. As temperature increases, surfactant 
solubility decreases due to dehydration of the surfactant hydrophilic groups, 
increasing hydrophobicity and thus decreasing HLB [131]. Therefore, an o/w 
emulsion will phase invert to a w/o emulsion above a certain temperature, when the 
HLB drops below that required for o/w emulsion stability [127, 128, 131-136]. This 
temperature, at which phase inversion occurs is known as the HLB temperature or 
phase inversion temperature (PIT) [131, 137]. At the phase inversion point, the 
hydrophilic and lipophilic properties of the emulsifier are just balanced and above 
the PIT for example, the emulsion phase inverts from o/w to w/o [133-136]. 
Presence/concentration of electrolytes 
The addition of electrolytes to the aqueous phase of emulsions has been known to 
have a positive effect on emulsion stability. Electrolytes tend to enhance the stability 
of w/o emulsions by increasing the resistance of water droplets to coalescence [87]. 
Ostwald ripening (earlier explained in this section) is also inhibited in two ways by 
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the electrolyte; (i) the electrolyte reduces the solubility of the aqueous phase in the 
continuous phase and (ii) the electrolyte acts to lower the attractive forces between 
adjacent dispersed phase droplets [52]. This results in smaller droplets as interfacial 
tension is reduced due to a greater excess concentration of the surfactant in the 
presence of an electrolyte [87]. Although the above has been generally accepted and 
demonstrated, there have been contrasting results to suggest that certain electrolytes 
increase the droplet size of the dispersed phase and thus reduce emulsion stability. 
For example, Kent and Saunders [138] showed that the use of MgS04 rather 
increases droplet size. They explained that MgS04 reduces the rate of adsorption of 
the surfactant at the o/w interface, which increases the interfacial tension during 
emulsification and hence droplet size [138]. Opawale and Burgess [139] further 
stated that the stability to phase separation of surfactant stabilised w/o emulsions 
decreased considerably in the presence of high salt concentration. They explain that 
the decrease in the elastic behaviour of interfacial films with increasing salt 
concentration of the emulsion reduces emulsion stability. It has also been shown that 
the stability of o/w emulsions is not enhanced in the presence of an electrolyte [52, 
140]. Horozov et al. [141] showed that o/w Pickering emulsions are stable 
irrespective of the electrolyte concentration, while the creaming rate and rheological 
properties of the emulsions were strongly affected by the electrolyte concentration. 
Binks and Rodriguez [68] showed that the presence of salt in the aqueous phase of an 
emulsion stabilised by particles containing ionisable groups causes phase inversion, 
as the electrolyte influences the particle wettability of ionisable particles. 
pH 
The pH of particle stabilised emulsions can alter the wettability of the stabilising 
particle, and hence the type of emulsion that is formed [62, 142]. Binks and 
Rodrigues [68] showed that the wettability of particles containing ionisable groups is 
influenced by a change in pH, resulting in phase inversion of the emulsion as the 
contact angle of the particle is altered. For example, a w/o emulsion inverted to an 
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o/w emulsion as the particle contact angle fell below 90° with increasing pH [68]. 
Chen et al [143] also showed that the stability of an o/w emulsion stabilised by a 
non-ion surfactant like Triton X-100 is not influenced by pH, while the stability of an 
o/w emulsion stabilised by a splittable surfactant like Triton SP-190 decreased with 
decreasing pH. Splittable surfactants, otherwise known as cleaveable surfactants, are 
ionic surfactants, which can be converted to non-ionic surfactants on exposure to an 
acid, alkali or other conditions [143-145], It was found that the interfacial activity of 
Triton SP-190 at the o/w phase decreased significantly on addition of an acid (lower 
pH), due to the fact that the Triton SP-190 molecules were influenced by the acid, 
while droplet size and distribution increased with decreasing pH, due to enhanced 
coalescence rate of the emulsion droplets [143], 
2.1.5. BUPE Preparation 
Various groups have demonstrated the preparation of HIPEs using various 
techniques, which can influence the droplet size and stability of the emulsion. These 
include: 
• Slow addition of the dispersed phase to the continuous phase - This is when the 
internal dispersed phase is added drop wise or at a steady rate to the continuous 
phase, often under gentle stirring as illustrated in Figure 2,7 [121, 146, 147], 
This method is most commonly employed in the preparation of HIPEs [32, 37-
39, 48,51,73, 134], 
• Mixing all component together - This is when an emulsion is formed by mixing 
all the necessary components (oil, water and emulsifier) in the right proportions 
in a closed tube or vessel [127, 134, 148], According to Richez et al. [121], 
although it is a one-pot process, this method, which they referred to as multiple-
emulsion method is complex, as the system undergoes various phases. The 
emulsion first undergoes inversion as the oil droplets within the water phase 
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coalesce into the continuous phase to produce a water/oil/water emulsion before 
a w/o HIPE is achieved following continuous agitation [121, 134]. 
• Emulsification based on phase inversion temperature (PIT) - PIT based methods 
are reported to produce HIPEs with smaller droplet sizes and lower 
polydispersities [133, 134] compared to the two methods above. This method 
involves rapidly changing the temperature across the conditions where the 
hydrophilic and lipophilic properties of the surfactant in the system are balanced 
(see section 2.1.4). According to Solans et al. [79], PIT based emulsification 
reduces the time and mechanical energy required for preparation. On the other 
hand, this method of emulsification can be a complex technique as accurate 
control of the PIT is required. 
Furthermore, the emulsification mode, which represents the nature of mixing an 
emulsion, can influence the maximum internal phase volume that can be attained in 
the emulsion. According to Richez et al. [121], who investigated emulsion formation 
with increasing internal phase volumes, emulsion formation becomes more difficult 
with increased levels of the internal phase and can be influenced by the 
emulsification mode. They showed that it was possible to further increase the internal 
phase volume from 96 wt/wt.-%. to 97 wt/wt.- % by simply changing the mixing 
mode from an over head stirrer using a D-shaped PTFE paddle at 300 rpm to a 
laboratory vortex for more vigorous mixing at 2400 rpm. However, in the case of the 
latter system, droplets were inhomogeneous. HIPEs have also been made by 
manually shaking components in a sealed container [98], although such emulsions 
result in rather large droplets [74]. 
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Figure 2.7: Simplified sketch for preparing w/o HIPEs by the drop wise addition of 
the dispersed aqueous phase to the continuous phase [88]. 
2.1.6. Applications of HIPEs 
HIPEs are of great interest for a variety of applications due to their physical structure 
and properties [122]. For example, HIPEs are evident in everyday applications as 
mayonnaise [149] and also as gels and creams [150]. HIPEs can be used as protective 
films, formulations for drug delivery [151-153], emulsion explosives, aviation fuels, 
in the synthesis of silica microparticles [154], for the extraction of antibiotics and 
pollutants [155] and also in road surfacing and paints [98]. More importantly, and of 
great interest in this work, is their ability to be used as templates for the synthesis of 
macroporous polymers [32-34, 44, 52, 156, 157]. 
2.2. Porous macroporous polymers synthesised from emulsion templates 
PolyHIPEs are prepared by the polymerisation of one or both phases of HIPE 
templates, most commonly w/o HIPEs, containing one or more monomers in at least 
the continuous phase of the emulsion [29, 52] and commonly stabilised by surfactant 
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concentrations of 20 - 50 voL-% (with respect to the oil phase) [38, 52]. HIPE 
templates are preferentially polymerised via free radical polymerisation of the 
monomers, using a suitable initiator [35] that can be dispersed in the water phase, for 
example potassium persulfate [32, 35, 38, 91], or in the organic phase, for example 
a,a'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) [46, 48, 106, 158]. It is worth mentioning at this 
stage that although polyHIPEs are commonly studied, polyMIPEs and polyLIPEs can 
also be prepared when employing MIPEs with internal phase volume fractions 
between 0.3 and 0.7 and LIPEs with internal phase volume fractions below 0.3, 
respectively, as templates for preparing macroporous polymers [39, 46, 48, 50, 76]. 
Following polymerisation, the polymer monolith is usually purified to remove the 
residual surfactant, before drying to yield an open-cell, low density macroporous 
polymer. 
By far, the most commonly studied polyHIPEs have been polyHIPEs prepared from 
emulsion templates containing styrene/divinylbenzene (DVB) in the continuous 
phase and water as the aqueous phase [14, 34, 52, 91, 157, 159]. However, studies 
have been extended to HIPE templates employing supercritical CO2 as the internal 
phase [82, 85, 160] or monomers like 4-vinylbenzyl chloride [8, 9, 156], 4-
nitrophenyl acrylate [12], 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA) or 2-ethylhexyl methacrylate 
(EHMA) [29, 35] and methyl methacrylate [75] in the continuous monomer phase. 
The choice of monomers employed depends largely on the physical chemistry of the 
emulsion system, for example, the fact that a monomer should be sufficiently 
hydrophobic to form stable w/o HIPE templates [32, 52]. In addition, specific 
applications for polyHIPEs may require that certain monomers are used in the 
continuous phase. For example, Blaker et al. [73] explored making environmentally 
friendly "green" polyHIPEs using a natural oil monomer like acrylated epoxidized 
soybean oil (AESO). 
PolyHIPEs have a pore structure, which is usually a replica of the emulsion droplet 
structure at the gel point of polymerisation [32, 35, 52] and have a highly-
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interconnected network of pores [44] also known as cells or voids by other research 
groups [35]. It had been claimed that only polyHIPEs, synthesised from HIPEs with 
internal phase volume > 74% [32, 38, 52], can be intercoimected, since 74 vol.-% is 
the minimum internal phase volume for droplets to be in nearest contact. However, 
recent studies have shown that even polyMIPEs and polyLIPEs can be open-cell with 
some degree of interconnectivity [39, 46, 48, 50, 76]. These interconnecting holes are 
known as windows [159] or pore throats [48], as they will be referred to in this 
theses. Although it is generally accepted that interconnecting pore throats are 
characteristic of conventional polyHIPEs, and form in the thin film region of the area 
of nearest contact between neighbouring droplets (i.e. pores in a polyHIPE), their 
mechanism of formation is not fully understood and has been a subject of debate in 
the polyHIPE community. There are two theories that currently exist for pore throat 
formation; 
• Volume contraction of monomer thin films as monomer converts to polymer at 
the gel point of polymerisation - Cameron et al. [159] suggest that pore throats 
form at the gel point of polymerisation, due to volume contraction of the 
monomer thin films as the monomer converts to a polymer (with higher density). 
Their theory was supported by cryo-SEM images of frozen samples of 
unpolymerised HIPEs, which showed that the first pore throats appeared at a 
point that corresponded to the gel point of polymerisation. In addition, no bulk 
shrinkage was observed on full curing of the materials, beyond the slight internal 
shrinkage of the thin films towards the plateau border, as pore throats formed. 
• Precipitation of polymer insoluble surfactant at o/w interface and removal 
following polymerisation - Menner and Bismarck [48] suggest that pore throats 
rather form when the organic phase, phase separates into 1) a majority polymer-
rich, surfactant-poor phase, and 2) a minority surfactant rich, polymer-poor 
phase, which forms in the thin film region and is later removed during 
purification/drying of the material. This occurs because the water insoluble 
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surfactant is insoluble in the polymer and thus precipitates as surfactant droplets 
in the thin film region as the monomer converts to a polymer. These thin polymer 
film regions containing the surfactant droplets create a weak point in the 
materials that rupture during purification/drying of the materials to form pore 
throats. Their theory was supported by SEM images of polyHIPEs having fully 
open and partially open pore throats, covered by thin solid films. Menner and 
Bismarck [48] state that pore throats are spherical and are actually covered 
initially by thin solid films, which pull back and pop open during purification or 
drying. The surfactant is shown to be key to the formation of pore throats. 
La both cases, the surfactant concentration was stated to be crucial to the formation of 
pore throats [48, 159] Films tend to thin out with increasing surfactant concentration 
in the HIPE template [52]; as surfactant concentration increases, droplet size 
decreases, causing the organic phase film surrounding individual droplets to thin out 
around the area of nearest contact between adjacent droplets [159]. It is also 
interesting that the structure of macroporous polymers synthesised from particle 
stabilised emulsions so far reported (using MIPE templates) prior to the work 
described in this thesis have been mainly closed-cell [44, 73]. The lack of 
interconnectivity in these materials could be attributed to an absence of a surfactant 
as indicated by Menner and Bismarck [48]. However, a conclusion is yet to be 
reached. 
Conventional polyHIPEs have typical pore sizes ranging from 1 - 2 0 (im [46, 157], 
low foam or envelope densities, typically less than O.lg/cm^ (but dependent on the 
emulsion internal phase volume), typical surface areas less than 5 m^g"' [32] and high 
porosities of up to 99% [37, 38, 52, 91]. However, the industrial use of these 
materials has been limited by their poor mechanical performances [50], which can be 
attributed to their characteristic low foam densities [48] and high material 
interconnectivity, which weakens the materials. The much studied styrene/DVB 
polyHIPEs are also known to be very chalky and brittle [47]. As an open-cell 
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material, polyHIPEs have high capillarity to absorb liquids [34, 52], However, 
polyHIPEs have low permeabilities [46, 158], which can be attributed to their small 
pore and pore throat sizes. 
2.2.1. Tailoring the physical and morphological properties of polyHIPEs 
As earher stated, an attractive feature of polyHIPEs is that their structural and 
physical properties can be controlled via the emulsion template. As a result, the 
properties of polyHIPEs can be tailored to suit various applications. A more detailed 
description of polyHIPE properties and methods for tailoring them is discussed in the 
following sections. 
2.2.1.1. PolyHIPE morphology 
PolyHIPEs replicate the structure of the emulsion template at the gel point of 
polymerisation. The distribution and sizes of the pores are influenced by the droplet 
distribution and size in the emulsion template, which are in turn influenced by 
various emulsion parameters. These include: 
Surfactant and salt concentration 
The cellular structure and morphology of polyHIPEs are influenced by emulsion 
stability, which is strongly dependent on the surfactant and salt concentrations in the 
emulsion template [91]. Work by Williams and Wrobleski [38] showed that 
polyHIPE microstructure is strongly dependent on the surfactant-to-oil ratio rather 
than on the individual amounts of surfactant or monomer present. Williams et al. [91] 
showed that pore size is inversely proportional to both surfactant and salt 
(electrolyte) concentrations in the emulsion template. With respect to 
interconnectivity, Williams et al. [37, 38, 91, 161] demonstrated that for 
conventional polyHIPE systems, the surfactant concentration present in the HIPE 
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template is most important in determining the final structure of the material, i.e. if 
open or closed-cell. Williams and Wrobleski [38] showed that although HIPE 
templates can be stabilised with as little as 4 % surfactant, below surfactant 
concentrations of 5%, the resulting material is closed- cell, while a highly 
interconnected open-cell macroporous polymer was produced for surfactant 
concentrations above 7%. The optimal surfactant concentration was found to be in 
the range of 20 - 50 vol.% (based on organic phase volume) at all organic phase 
levels studied [38, 76]. However, above a certain surfactant concentration (> 75 vol.-
% with respect to the organic phase), the cellular structure of the polyHIPEs was lost 
[38]. Cameron and Sherrington [52] also explain that too high concentrations of an 
electrolyte could hinder a surfactant from stabilising an emulsion due to the salting-
out of the surfactant into the oil phase. 
Emulsion composition/constituents 
Conventional polyHIPEs have pores of up to 20 p,m in diameter [46, 157]. However, 
it has been shown that pore sizes of up to 150 pm can be achieved by destabilising 
the emulsion template in a controlled manner. Barbetta et al. [56] observed a 
dramatic increase in pore and pore throat sizes with (i) increasing internal phase 
volume, which can be explained by a decrease in the amount of surfactant available 
to stabilise a larger interfacial area, as well as progressive thinning of the continuous 
phase around the droplets and (ii) addition of additives such as sodium chloride 
(NaCl) into the aqueous internal phase and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to the 
organic phase of emulsion templates containing gelatine, which can be explained by 
a lowering of the cloud point of the non-ionic surfactant and lowering of surfactant 
activity at the interface by the additives. Barbetta et al. [35] and Camachan et al. [51] 
further noted that pore and pore throat size can be increased via controlled 
destabilisation of the emulsion template, using water-miscible organic additives like 
methanol and tetrahydrofiiran (THF) in the aqueous internal phase. 
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Stirring of the emulsion template 
The stirring rate and time applied during emulsification has been reported to very 
important in determining the pore size and distribution of the resulting polyHIPEs 
[52]. Although it is infrequently monitored [52], studies have shown that prolonged 
stirring of an emulsion template can yield a less polydisperse emulsion droplet size 
distribution [52, 110] and hence polyHIPE pore size distribution, and significantly 
reduce average pore sizes [121]. Abbasian, and Moghbeli [162] however showed that 
polyHIPEs synthesised from emulsion templates prepared at high stirring rates and 
with low rates of addition of the droplet phase, had smaller pore sizes but broader 
pore size distributions than those synthesised from emulsion templates prepared at 
lower stirring rates or higher rates of addition of the droplet phase. The smaller pore 
sizes were attributed to efficient breaking of the droplets in the emulsion templates at 
high shears, while the bimodal size distribution was attributed to non-uniform shear 
stress applied around the stirrer impeller and partial coalescence between adjacent 
small droplets [162]. 
Temperature 
The temperature of an emulsion system can influence the effectiveness of the 
surfactant used [56]. The polymerisation temperature also impacts on pore size since 
lower polymerisation temperatures result in smaller pore sizes due to lower 
coalescence rates at lower temperatures [121]. Furthermore, Camachan et al. [51] 
showed that increasing the temperature of the aqueous phase destabilises the 
emulsion and results in HIPEs with bigger droplets and hence bigger pores and 
interconnecting pore throats in the resulting polyHIPEs. 
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2.2.1.2. Density and porosity of polyHIPEs 
As porous materials, polyHIPEs can be characterised by their matrix/skeletal and 
foam densities and also by porosity. The skeletal density is simply the density of the 
solid material, usually determined on crushed samples having no pores, whilst the 
foam or envelope density is the density of the material taking into account the pores. 
Porosity is also the percentage of the bulk volume of the material, occupied by pores 
[163]. 
It has been shown that foam densities and porosities can be tailored via the internal 
phase volume of emulsion templates. Following polymerisation and drying, the 
porosity of polyHIPEs usually approximates the internal phase volume of the 
emulsion template [32, 35, 46, 47]. Foam density increases, while porosity decreases 
with increased levels of the continuous organic phase [47] owing to an increase of 
the material content and hence lower void space. Menner et al. [47] show that matrix 
density increases with increasing particle reinforcements e.g. silica particles. 
2.2.1.3. Surface area of polyHIPEs 
Although polyHIPEs are highly porous and intercormected, polyHIPEs possess low 
surface areas, usually less than 5 m^g"^[32], which is a disadvantage for applications 
such as in tissue engineering [35]. Nevertheless, Hainey et al. [157] showed that 
styrene/DVB based polyHIPEs with surface areas of up to 350 m g^"^  can be achieved 
via a combination of 2 things: (i) the use of a non polymerisable solvent, i.e a 
porogen, for example toluene in the organic phase and (ii) use of high levels of 
crosslinkers, i.e. DVB in this case, which cause a secondary pore structure to be 
formed in the polyHIPE pore walls, increasing the surface area [157]. Barbetta et al. 
[35] further demonstrated the preparation of polyHIPEs with surface areas exceeding 
700 m^g'\ by replacing some of the monomer phase with a porogen, e.g toluene or 
chlorobenzene, alongside high levels of crosslinking, and the use of a surfactant 
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mixture such as non-ionic span 20, cationic CTAB and anionic 
dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DDBSS) [40], which minimise Ostwald ripening when 
using porogens. Nevertheless, a detrimental effect is that porogens can cause 
excessive thinning of the polymer foam walls, which weakens polyHIPEs [56, 121, 
164], 
2.2.1.4. Mechanical performance of polyHIPEs 
PolyHIPEs have similar overall properties to gas blown macroporous polymers [52, 
157]. However, it has been reported that polyHIPEs have higher compressive 
strengths than gas blown macroporous polymers owing to their smaller pore sizes 
and increased spherical symmetry [52]. The mechanical behaviour of macroporous 
polymers is illustrated by stress-strain curves (see Figure 2.8). PolyHIPEs have an 
initial elastic region, from which the Young's modulus is determined, while the crush 
strength is the highest stress at the end of the linear elastic region. At stresses higher 
than the crush strength, the polyHIPE structure collapses and the material eventually 
fails [52]. According to William and Wrobleski [38], the mechanical performance of 
polyHIPEs is dependent on surfactant concentration. Although the stress-strain curve 
shape remains the same, the strain levels will differ. The highest crush strength and 
Young's modulus for conventional styrene/DVB polyHIPEs were achieved in the 
range of surfactant concentration for optimum emulsion template stability, i.e. 20 -
50 vol.-% [52]. At higher surfactant concentrations, pores no longer have pore walls 
but struts, which weaken the polymer foam. Barbetta et al. [56] mention that the 
mechanical properties of polyHIPEs decreases with thinning of the polymer walls. 
Contrary to this, Williams and Wrobleski [38] stated that maximum crush strengths 
and Young's moduli are found for macroporous polymers with cell structures having 
thin-film wall and not for those having completely closed, thick walls or those 
having no walls but struts. This may be a basis for argument as other research groups 
including Haibach et al. [39] and Menner et al. [47] show that thicker walls improve 
mechanical properties. 
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Figure 2.8: Typical stress-strain curve demonstrating the mechanical behaviour of 
polyHBPEs [38] 
In order to tailor the mechanical properties of polyHIPEs, various approaches have 
been followed. These include: 
Choice of crosslinker/addition of an elastic comonomer in organic phase of emulsion 
template 
Williams et al. [91] showed that although the Young's modulus of conventional 
styrene based polyHIPEs is considerably increased in the presence of a crosslinker 
like DVB, the chaUdness and brittleness of S/DVB polyHIPEs increases significantly 
with increasing amount of DVB. However, Menner et al. [47] demonstrated that by 
replacing DVB with a more flexible crosslinker such as polyethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (PEGDMA), it is possible to reduce the brittleness and chaUdness of 
polyHIPEs. Mechanical properties such as crush strength and Young's modulus have 
also been improved by using elastic comonomers such as 2-ethyIhexylacrylate 
(EHA) and 2-ethylhexyl methacrylate (EHMA), which however reduce the glass 
transition temperature Tg and increase polymer foam flexibility [29]. 
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Increasing the continuous phase volume in the emulsion template 
Increasing the continuous organic phase level of emulsion templates has been shown 
to be very effective to increase the materials foam density and significantly improve 
the materials mechanical performance [39, 47], On the other hand, increasing foam 
density might be undesirable for applications requiring low densities, e.g. scaffolds 
employed in tissue engineering [106]. 
Use of reinforcements 
Various groups have shown that the use of reinforcement fillers, improves the 
mechanical properties of materials [39, 44, 47, 158, 165-168]. It was found that the 
effectiveness of fillers in reinforcing materials is dependent on filler properties such 
as particle size, shape and the polymer-filler interaction [165, 169]. In addition, the 
extent of reinforcement is stated to increase with decreasing particle size, as smaller 
particles are better incorporated into the polymer matrix due to a higher polymer-
filler interface [165, 166]. The most commonly used particle sizes for particle 
reinforcements are in the range of 10 - 100 nm [165, 166]. Menner et al. [39, 47] and 
Wu et al. [158] achieved an increase in mechanical properties of up to 600% of that 
achieved in the absence of reinforcements in conventional polyHIPEs, using up to 60 
wt% of silanated silica particles. Menner et al. [44] also demonstrated an increase in 
the mechanical properties of poly-Pickering-MEPEs, which were reinforced by 
carbon nanotubes. 
Emulsification methods/parameters used in preparing the emulsion template 
Macroporous polymers with large pore size distributions tend to fail quicker than 
those with narrower pore size distributions [39]. Esquena et al. [170] demonstrated 
that for materials of similar porosity, the strength and toughness of polyHIPEs 
synthesised via HIPEs prepared by the phase inversion temperature (PIT) method 
were 400% and 50% higher, respectively than polyHIPEs prepared by the more 
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conventional drop wise addition method (see section 2.1.5). This was attributed to 
the smaller pore sizes and narrower pore size distribution exhibited by polyHIPEs 
prepared from HIPEs made by the PIT method. Furthermore, Abbasian, and 
Moghbeli [162] demonstrated that polyHIPEs synthesised from HIPE templates 
prepared at high stirring rates and lower rates of addition of the dispersed phase in 
the conventional dropwise addition method have higher compressive properties than 
those synthesised from HIPEs prepared at lower stirring rates or higher rates of 
addition of the droplet internal phase. This was attributed to the smaller pore sizes 
and more compact packing of the pores evident in the former polyHIPEs [162]. 
2.2.1.5. Gas permeability 
The gas permeability of polyHIPEs is a property of great interest in this study. 
However, little has been reported on the flow of fluids through polyHIPEs. Cameron 
and Sherrington [52] state that the rather large pore sizes exhibited by conventional 
polyHIPEs means that back pressures are low to allow for liquids to be pumped 
through the material. However, Manley et al. [46] recently showed that although the 
gas permeability of polyHIPEs increases with increasing porosity, it is still possible 
to achieve only a maximum gas permeability of 0.46 D (4.6 xiO"'^  m^), 
demonstrating that the permeability of polyHIPEs is somewhat limited. 
The permeability of ceramic foams with similar morphology to that of conventional 
polyHIPEs (see Figure 2.9) has also been studied [55] to some extent. According to 
Biasetto et al. [55], the high porosity of these materials (70 - 95%) should provide a 
large volume flow path for fluids to flow through. However, the micrometre sized 
pore throats (similar to polyHIPEs) exhibited by the ceramic foams pose as an 
efficient barrier to fluid flow, with potential for a high pressure differential across the 
material. 
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Figure 2.9: Example of a microcellular ceramic foam (prepared using PMMA 
microbeads as sacrificial filler) possessing a similar morphology to that of 
polyHIPEs [55]. 
In their analysis of gas permeability and foam microstructure of microcelular foams 
having a cell size range of 10 - 150 |im, interconnecting pore throats in the range of 
10-50 fj.m and permeabilities of up to 92 xiO''^ m ,^ Biasetto et al. [55] showed that 
permeability increases with increasing pore and pore throat sizes, suggesting that 
permeability is limited by the size of the pore throat and will be boosted by bigger 
pores and pore throats. However, it is important to note that there is an optimum pore 
size, beyond which the polymer foams will be mechanically weak [55]. 
Background on permeability 
The permeability of a porous material is an indication of the fluid conductivity of the 
material, provided that at least some of the pores are interconnected to allow for fluid 
flow [163]. Permeability characterises the ease with which a fluid (gas or liquid) 
flows through a porous material under an applied pressure gradient [163, 171] and is 
defined by Darcy's law, which states that for a horizontal linear flow, where the fluid 
is incompressible, permeability can be defined as: 
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^AP/ AP / (2-2) 
where k is the permeability, Q the volumetric flow rate, fi the fluid viscosity, A the 
cross sectional area of the porous sample for flow, AP the applied pressure difference 
across the sample length and L the length of the porous sample or flow path [163]. 
The SI unit of permeability is m^ although the unit most widely used is the Darcy (D; 
1 D ^ 10"'^  m^) [163], including in the oil industry [53]. 
Darcy's law in its simple form is applicable if the fluid is incompressible and flow is 
laminar [172]. However for flow of compressible fluids (as is of interest in this 
work), two key factors must be considered : 1) The fact that gas velocity will change 
along the flow path and 2) the slip effect, which occurs between the wall and flowing 
gas [53, 173]. These factors are accounted for in the equation presented by Carman 
[174]: 
where K is the permeability coefficient, P the pressure at which Q is measured, k the 
viscous permeability, the mean pressure; Pi/2), KQ the Knudsen permeability 
coefficient, R the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature and M the molar 
Jc 4 
mass of gas. k can be derived from the slope, - while, -/Cqwhich describes the slip 
fi 3 
coefficient can be determined from the intercept of the linear plot of K and pm [53]. 
The permeability of porous materials is influenced by properties of the porous 
material, such as the porosity, pore throat shape and pore throat size (distribution) 
[163, 175]. 
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2.2.2. Applications of poIyHIPEs 
The structural and morphological properties of polyHIPEs, including its high 
porosities and pore interconnectivity, make polyHIPEs attractive for a variety of 
applications. These include their use as support for solid phase peptide synthesis 
[176], supports for catalysts [177-179], ion exchange resins [20], membrane filters 
for the removal of particulates from aerosols [15], monoliths for heavy metals 
separation [17, 180], scaffolds for tissue engineering [74], low-density polymer 
foams for fusion-fuel capsules [37], columns in automated processes [52], transport 
of hazardous or flammable liquids [34] and as permeable filters in oil field 
applications [46, 54]. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
3.1. Materials 
Styrene, divinylbenzene (DVB), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) 
having a molecular weight of 330 g/mol, oleic acid, dichlorodimethylsilane 
(DCDMS), a,a'-azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN), methanol, acetone, chloroform, 
squalene, NaOH, polyethylene glycol with a molecular weight of 200 g/mol (PEG 
200), polypropylene oxide with a molecular weight of 1000 g/mol (PPO 1000), 
polypropylene oxide having a molecular weight of 2700 g/mol (PPO 2700) and 
calcium chloride dihydrate (CaClz 2 H2O) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich 
(Gillingham, UK). Hydrochloric acid (HCl; 37 % concentration) was also purchased 
from VWR (UK). Spherical titania particles (P25; 20 nm in diameter) were kindly 
provided by DEGUSSA AG (Frankfurt, Germany) and fumed silica particles (20 nm 
in diameter) by Ortwin Rave Produkte + Diensteistungen, Germany. Calcium 
carbonate (CaCOs; Baracarb 25; 1 - 2 5 |j,m in size) particles were kindly provided by 
Halliburton Energy Services (USA). Hypermer 2296 (HLB = 4.9), Hypermer B246sf 
(HLB = 6), Hypermer 2234 (HLB = 5), and Hypermer 2524 (HLB = 4.9) were kindly 
supplied by Croda (USA). Epoxy resins Araldite® Precision Adhesive and Araldite® 
2020 as well as the silicone mould release spray Electrolube were purchased from RS 
components Ltd. (Corby UK). Oxygen free nitrogen (N2; 99.9% purity) and liquid 
nitrogen were obtained from BOC Edwards Ltd. (Crawley, UK). All chemicals were 
used as received. 
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3.2. Particle modification and characterisation 
3.2.1. Procedure for particle modification 
1 g of "as received" hydrophilic silica or titania nanoparticles was suspended in 7 ml 
chloroform in a conical flask. 8 ml of oleic acid was added to the suspension and the 
mixture was stirred for 3 h using a magnetic stirrer. Afterwards, approximately 30 ml 
of methanol was added to precipitate the particles prior to centrifugation and 
purification. The excess oleic acid was then removed in a purification step whereby 
the nanoparticles were re-dispersed in approximately 10 ml chloroform by 
sonication; two different methods of sonication were investigated to remove the 
excess oleic acid: 1) Sonication using an ultrasound nozzle (Hielscher UP50H, 
Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH, Teltow, Germany) for 5 min, and the procedure was 
repeated 5 times and 2) sonication using an ultrasound bath (Progen scientific, 
Clifton, UK) for 30 min; in the case of titania nanoparticles, the particles were 
redispersed and the process repeated 2 more times (chapter 4), while the silica 
particles were sonicated once (chapter 5). Methanol was used to precipitate the 
particles at each stage before centrifugation and decantation. The nanoparticles were 
then vacuum dried for 24 h at 120°C. 
3.2.2. Characterisation of the modified particles 
Particles were generally characterised by scanning electron microscopy to determine 
the particle sizes and also by thermo gravimetric analysis, to determine the surface 
coverage of the particles by oleic acid. With respect to chapter 6, particle contact 
angle was carried out by Ling Ching Wong of PaCE. 
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3.2.2.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy- Particle size analysis 
SEM images of the particles were carried out using scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM, 5 - 1 0 kV, LEO Gemini GEG-SEM) and particle size analysis was determined 
using the software, UTHSCSA Image Tool® version 3. To study individual particles, 
a dilute suspension of the particles (titania or silica) was prepared by homogenising 
0.01 g of the modified particles in 5 ml toluene, using Polytron 1600 homogeniser 
(Kinematica, Luzem, CH) at 15000 rpm for 15 min. A drop of the suspension was 
placed directly on the SEM metal stub and allowed to air dry. The sample was 
sputtered with gold for 120 s in argon atmosphere (Scan coat six, Edwards Ltd., 
Crawley, UK) to achieve the necessary electrical conductivity. 
3.2.2.2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
The oleic acid content of the functionalised particles was determined by 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, TA Q500 TGA, TA instruments Intl., Delaware, 
USA). Approximately 10 mg of the surface modified particles was placed in a 
platinum holder and heated to 600 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, while the air flow was 
kept constant at 20 ml/min. The weight loss due to degradation of oleic acid attached 
to the particle surface was detected as a ftinction of temperature. 
3.2.2.3. Contact angle measurements^ 
Standard microscopic glass slides (75 mm X 25 mm; Fisher Scientific, UK), which 
were used as models for the silica particles, were first cleaned by sonication using an 
ultrasound bath (Progen scientific, Clifton, UK) in water, acetone and chloroform, 
prior to being dried under vacuum at room temperature for 24 h. The dried glass 
slides were cut into 3 pieces using a glass cutter, and the slides modified by 
• Methodology was provided, and measurements carried out by Ling Ching Wong of PaCE. 
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submerging the cut slides into a petri dish having a mixture of 7 ml chloroform and 8 
m oleic acid. The petri dish was sealed and the mixture stirred with a magnetic stirrer 
for 3 h, after which the oleic acid coated glass slides were dried under vacuum at 
room temperature for 24 h. Advanced and receding contact angle measurements were 
carried out using a drop shape analyser (DSA 10; Kruss GmbH, Hamburg, 
Germany). Deionised water droplets were created by a needle, using a motor-driven 
micro-syringe in air and toluene and air and toluene/Hypermer 2296. 5 independent 
measurements were made on different areas of each piece of shde for calculation of 
standard error. 
3.3. Preparation of emulsion templates and poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
3.3.1. Method for preparing closed-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
The 50 ml of Pickering emulsion templates consisting of a continuous organic phase 
and an internal aqueous phase were generally prepared as described below. The 
organic phase of the emulsion templates was prepared by suspending varying 
amounts of functionahsed particles (particle concentrations were with respect to the 
monomer phase volume) in the monomer mixture using a Polytron 1600 
homogeniser (Kinematica, Luzem, CH) at 15000 rpm for 15 min. The suspensions 
were transferred into a reaction vessel fitted with a glass paddle rod connected to an 
overhead stirrer (IKA RW20 Digital Overhead Stirrer, Uk) and 1 mol.-% AIBN with 
respect to the monomers dissolved in the suspensions under gentle stirring at 400 
rpm. Afterwards, the internal aqueous phase containing varying concentrations of 
CaCli • 2H2O as electrolyte was added under continued stirring at 400 rpm for 2 min. 
The stirring rate of the samples discussed in section 4.2 was increased to 2000 rpm. 
Following emulsification, the Pickering emulsions were transferred into free standing 
polypropylene centriftige tubes (Fisher Scientific, UK), which were sealed and 
placed into an oven (LTE OPIOO-MF, LTE scientific Ltd. Greenfield, UK) and 
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polymerised at 70 °C for 24 h. Following polymerisation, the materials were dried in 
a vacuum oven (Heraeus VT5036, Heraeus Instruments, GmbH, Hanau, Germany) at 
120 °C for 24 h. 
3.3.2. Method for preparing open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
This section summarises the various methods used for preparing open-cell poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs discussed in chapter 6. 
Addition of low molecular weight polymers with an affinity for water into the organic 
phase of the emulsion template 
50 ml of 80 voL-% Pickering-HIPEs were stabilised by 5 w/v% oleic acid 
fanctionalised silica particles (with respect to the organic phase volume), emulsified, 
transferred to free standing centrifuge tubes and polymerised to yield poly-Pickering-
HIPEs, in the same manner as the emulsions described in section 3.3.1. However, the 
monomer phase of the emulsion templates consisted primarily of 50 vol. -% styrene 
and 25 vol. - % PEGDMA, as well as 25 vol.-% of either PEG 200, PPO 1000 or 
PPO 2700 (with respect to the organic phase volume), while the aqueous phase 
contained 0.27 M CaCl2.2H20. 
Leaching silica particles out from the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
The 50 ml of 80 vol-% Pickering-HIPE containing equal volumes of styrene and 
PEGDMA in the organic phase and stabilised by 5 w/v% oleic acid (5 ± 2 wt.-%) 
functionalised silica particles (with respect to the organic phase volume) were 
prepared and polymerised similar to the emulsions described in section 3.3.1. In this 
case however, the internal aqueous phase of the emulsion template contained 0.05 M 
NaOH. After polymerisation, the material was left on the bench for 1 week, followed 
by purification by soxhlet extraction first in distilled water for 24 h and by acetone 
for another 24 h, prior to drying under vacuum at 120 °C for 24 h. 
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Incorporating and dissolving degradable particles from poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
50 ml of 80 vol-% Pickering-HIPE containing equal volumes of styrene and 
PEGDMA in the organic phase were prepared and polymerised similar to the 
emulsions described in section 3.3.1. The Pickering-HIPE was stabilised using 3 
w/v% oleic acid (3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-%) functionalised titania particles and 1 w/v% 
degradable CaCO; particles (particle concentrations are with respect to the organic 
phase volume), while the internal aqueous phase contained 0.27 M CaCl2.2H20. 
After polymerisation, the CaCOg particles were degraded and dissolved by soxhlet 
extraction in 1 M HCl at 90°C for 1 week, followed by purification in distilled water 
for 24 h and acetone for 24 h, prior to drying under vacuum a 120°C for 24h. 
Adding a surfactant to readymade Pickering emulsion templates 
The method of preparing 50 ml emulsion templates consisting of a continuous 
organic phase and an internal aqueous phase is described below. First, varying 
amounts of oleic acid (5 ± 2 wt.-%) functionahsed silica particles were suspended in 
the continuous organic phase of the emulsion templates and Pickering-M/HIPEs 
prepared as described in section 3.3.1. The monomer phases contained 1) 50:50 by 
volume of styrene and DVB with respect to the monomer phase (Section 6.2) and 2) 
50 vol.-% styrene and varying amounts of PEGDMA and squalene or DVB with 
respect to the monomer phase (Section 6.3) while the aqueous internal phase 
contained 0.27 M CaCl2.2H20. Following the formation of stable Pickering-
emulsions, varying amounts of a non-ionic polymeric surfactant, Hypermer 2296, 
Hypermer 2234 or Hypermer 2524 was added under continued stirring at 400 rpm for 
30 s. It is important to note that particle concentrations as well as surfactant 
concentrations were based on the monomer volume and not the total emulsion 
volume. The resulting emulsions were transferred to free standing polypropylene 
centrifuge tubes and polymerised at 70 °C for 24 h in an oven to yield poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs. The poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs were later removed from the 
centrifuge tubes and purified by soxhlet extraction first in distilled water for 24 h 
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followed by acetone for 24 h to remove the residual surfactant. Samples were finally 
dried under vacuum oven at 120 °C for 24 h. 
3.3.3. Preparation of hierarchical macroporous polymers 
This method of preparation pertains only to chapter 7. The emulsion templates were 
prepared with the monomer phase consisting of equal volumes of styrene and 
PEGDMA (5ml styrene and 5 ml PEGDMA). The continuous organic phase was 
prepared by suspending varying amounts of oleic acid functionalised titania particles 
in the monomer phase using a Polytron 1600 homogeniser (Kinematica, Luzem, CH) 
at 15000 rpm for 15 min, while the surfactant solution was prepared by dissolving 
varying amounts of Hypermer B246sf, which is solid wax-like, in 2 ml of styrene. It 
is important to note that particle and surfactant concentrations were based on the 
monomer volume and not the total emulsion volume. The continuous phase was 
transferred into a reaction vessel and 1 mol.-% AIBN with respect to the monomers 
dissolved in the suspension under gentle stirring at 400 rpm. The surfactant solution 
was added drop wise to the organic phase, simultaneously with 40 ml of the internal 
aqueous phase containing 0.27 M CaCl2.2H20 under gentle stirring at 400 rpm. The 
final internal phase volume of the emulsion templates was 77 vol.-%. The resulting 
emulsions were transferred into free standing polypropylene centrifuge tubes and 
polymerised in an oven at 70 °C for 24 h. The resulting poly-Pickering-HIPEs were 
removed from the centrifuge tubes, purified by soxhlet extraction first in distilled 
water for 24 h followed by acetone for 24 h to remove the residual surfactant and 
finally dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for 24 h. 
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3.4. Characterisation of the emulsion templates 
Emulsions were characterised for 1) sedimentation/creaming (via pictures) and 
resistance to flow i.e. viscosity (visual observation) and 2) droplet structure (via 
optical microscopy). These tests were carried out to provide preliminary information 
on the emulsion characteristics that may directly or indirectly explain properties of 
the resulting macroporous polymers. 
3.4.1. Emulsion pictures - Sedimentation analysis/ Viscosity observations 
Following the preparation of the emulsions, approximately 5ml of the emulsion 
templates, were poured into 15 ml falcon tubes. Emulsion samples were kept on a 
bench and pictures taken at various intervals to monitor changes over at least 24 h. 
Emulsions were also monitored for viscosity change simply by observing the 
emulsion's resistance to flow as the emulsions were transferred from the reaction 
vessel to falcon tubes. 
3.4.2. Optical Microscopy of the Pickering-M/HIPEs 
The optical microscope (Olympus BX51 M (UK)) was used to take images of the 
emulsions in order to study the emulsion structure and determine the size of droplets 
in the emulsion templates. The samples used were prepared by simply scooping with 
a spoon, approximately 1 ml of the emulsions, which were of interest, onto silane 
modified glass slides within 10 min of preparing each emulsion. Droplet sizes were 
determined using the software, UTHSCSA Image Tool® version 3. The procedure for 
modifying glass slide is explained below. 
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Modification of microscopic glass slides^ 
The hydrophilic glass slides were first cleaned in ethanol, followed by distilled water 
and air dried. After drying, the glass slides were exposed to silane vapour in a sealed 
container containing approximately 0.002 M DCDMS overnight. Following 
modification, the glass slides were washed in chloroform followed by ethanol and 
dried at 40 °C. 
3.5. Characterisation of the Poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
3.5.1. Pore structure: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
SEM images of fractured surfaces of the produced poly-Pickering-MTHIPEs were 
taken using scanning electron microscopes (5 -15 kv) Jeol JSM-5610 LV, Jeol Ltd., 
(Welwyn Garden City, UK, (Chapters 4 - 5)) or Hitachi Science Systems, S-3400N 
VP SEM (Hitachi High Technologies USA, (Chapters 6 -7) . Prior to SEM, pieces of 
each sample were fixed to SEM stubs using a carbon sticker and sputtered with gold 
for 120 s in argon atmosphere (Scan coat six, Edwards Ltd., Crawley, UK) to achieve 
the necessary electrical conductivity. At least 3 pieces per sample taken from the top, 
middle and bottom of each poly-Pickering-M/HIPE were investigated. The pore 
dimensions of at least 100 pores per sample were determined using the software, 
UTHSCSA Image Tool® version 3. In the case of the open-cell poly-Pickering-
M/HEPEs, the number of pore throats occurring per pore was calculated by taking an 
average of the number of pore throats, which were manually counted over at least 
100 pores per sample. 
^ The procedure for modificication of the glass slides was suggested by Dr Tommy Horozov of the 
University of Hull. 
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3.5.2. Determination of Skeletal, Foam Density and Porosity 
The densities and porosities of the poly-Pickering-HIPEs were measured using 
pyncometry. The skeletal density (ps) was determined on approximately 500 mg of 
crushed poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs using a Helium pycnometer (AccuPyc 1330, 
Micrometrics Ltd., Limited, Dunstable, UK). The samples were crushed to open up 
the closed-cell pores. The envelope or foam density (pf) of the macroporous porous 
polymers was measured on approximately 3 cm^ of broken pieces of each sample 
using an envelope density analyzer (GeoPyc 1360, Micrometrics Ltd., Limited, 
Dunstable, UK). The porosity (P*) of the polymer foams was calculated using the 
following equation: 
P* = (l - X 100 [%] (3.1) 
3.5.3. Differential Scanning Calorimentry (DSC): Thermal behaviour^ 
Thermal behaviour of the polymer foams was studied using a differential scanning 
calorimeter (Perkin Elmer, Boston, USA). Approximately 5 mg of macroporous 
polymer was investigated in a temperature range from 20 °C to 200 °C at a heat rate 
of 10°C/min. Heat flow was measured and two heating and two cooling curves 
recorded. 
3.5.4. Mechanical properties: Compression behaviour of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs 
Either an Instron series 5584 (histron Ltd., Norwoord, UK) testing machine equipped 
with a 100 kN load cell (Chapter 4) or Lloyds EZ50 (Lloyds Instruments Ltd. 
Fareham UK) testing machine equipped with a 50 kN load cell (Chapters 4 - 6 ) was 
DSC measurements and analysis were carried out by Anthony Abott of PaCE 
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used to measure the compression properties of the macroporous polymers. The 
compression tests were conducted following the industrial standard BS ISO 844 at 
room temperature. Discs of the macroporous polymers of 25 mm in diameter and a 
height of 10 mm were compressed at a rate of 1 mm/min and load applied until a 
maximum displacement of 50% of the original sample height was reached. A 
minimum of 5 discs per sample were tested. Youngs's moduli were determined from 
the slope of the initial elastic region of the stress-strain curves. Crush strength was 
defined as the maximum strength at the end of the initial linear elastic region. 
3.5.5. Gas permeability of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
In this work, gas permeability of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs was measured using a 
home built sample cell (see Figure 3.1) developed by Manley et al [46, 53, 181]. 
Manley et al. [46, 53, 181] developed the new apparatus, which employs the pressure 
rise technique to measure gas permeability based on Darcy's law. The pressure rise 
technique involves measuring the rate of pressure rise as gas flows through a porous 
sample from a high pressure side to fill a vessel of known volume at the low pressure 
side [53, 181]. In contrast to other techniques involving the measurement of 
volumetric flowrates and pressure drop to measure gas permeability [172, 175, 182], 
Manley et al. [53] state that the pressure rise technique is preferable as it offers the 
advantage of measuring samples with a wide range of permeabilities [53] and also 
allows for the viscous, slip and turbulent contributions to permeability to be 
determined [53]. However, the slip and turbulent contributions were not of interest in 
this work. 
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Figure 3.1: Home built equipment developed by Manley et al [53, 181], which was 
used for gas permeability measurements in this study. 
Sample preparation for gas permeability measurements^ 
Prior to characterisation, the entire surface of the macroporous polymer cylinder, 
initially 15 mm in diameter, was coated with a layer of a highly viscous epoxy resin, 
which cured at room temperature within 20 min. When fully cured, the samples were 
inserted into PTFE sample moulds (Figure 3.2), which were sprayed before use with 
a silicon release agent at the base. A two-component epoxy adhesive Araldite® 2020, 
was thereafter poured into the mould around the sample and left to cure for 24 h at 
room temperature. These steps of surface coating with epoxy resin were performed to 
eliminate the possibility of fluid cross-flow around the sample during 
characterisation [46, 53]. The coated and sealed samples with a final diameter of 
approximately 31 mm were finally cut to a length of 25 mm and sample faces at both 
ends exposed using a diamond saw. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a poly-
^Preparation of the samples for gas permeability were carried out as described by Dr Shusan Manley 
ofPaCE 
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Pickering-M/HIPE before and after coating with epoxy resin and being machined to 
expose the sample faces. 
Top view 
Side view 
Assembled mould Unassembled mould 
Figure 3.2: PTFE sample mould used for preparing the poly-Pickering-M/HIPE 
samples for gas permeability. 
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Side View 
Figure 3.3: Typical example of a poly-Pickering-M/HIPE a) before and b) after 
coating with epoxy resin and epoxy adhesive Araldite® and c) after being machined 
to expose the sample faces. 
Measuring gas permeability^ 
Following sample preparation, the sample was placed into the sample cell (see Figure 
3.1) and the sample and cell were first evacuated using a vacuum pump (Model E-
Lab-2 Vacuum Pump, BOC Edwards Ltd., Crawley, UK) to achieve a pressure of 
approximately lOPa. Once attained, nitrogen gas was passed through a porous 
sample from the high pressure side to a low pressure side where the gas was 
collected in a vessel of known volume. The permeability coefficient was calculated 
as described by Manley et al. [46, 53]: 
K 
APA 
(3.2) 
' Gas permeability measurements were carried out as described by Dr Shusan Manley of PaCE 
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where Q2 is the volumetric flow rate downstream (low pressure side), the 
downstream pressure, Vthe known volume and t the time. The viscous permeability, 
k was derived from the gradient of a linear plot of the permeability coefficient K 
vs. Pm as described in section 2.2.1.5. Permeability measurements were performed on 
at least 2 different samples for each macroporous polymer and repeated at least 3 
times per sample. 
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4. POLY-PICKERING-M/HIPES SYNTHESISED 
FROM TITANIA-STABILISED PICKERING 
EMULSION TEMPLATES 
4.1. Introduction 
Various research groups have investigated the stabilisation of emulsions by particles 
such as carbon nanotubes [44], silica [61, 62, 183] or microgels [74, 184], some of 
which were modified by silanation or adsorption of a surfactant in order to achieve 
particles with adequate wettability to adsorb at the o/w interface. Most of the 
emulsions so far reported have been investigated at internal phase volume fractions 
below 0.7 since Pickering emulsions have been believed to phase invert at internal 
phase volume fractions between 0.4 and 0.7 [62, 70, 71]. However, Arditty et al. [72] 
successfully prepared non-polymerisable o/w and w/o emulsions with internal phase 
volume fractions of up to 0.9 and 0.75, respectively, beyond which the emulsions 
phase inverted. 
This chapter describes the successful preparation of macroporous polymers knows as 
"poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs", which have been synthesised from Pickering w/o 
emulsions with internal phase volume fractions of up to 0.85. The Pickering-
M/HIPEs in this case were stabilised using P25 titania nanoparticles, which were first 
hydrophobised with oleic acid. Titania nanoparticles are one of the most studied 
^This chapter is based on the papers : A. Menner, V. Deem, M. Salgueiro, M. S. P. 
Shaffer, A.. Bismarck; High Internal Phase Emulsion Templates Solely Stabilised by 
functionalised titania nanoparticles" Chemical Communications 2007, 4274; V. O. 
Ikem, A. Menner, A. Bismarck; High porosity macroporous polymers Synthesized 
From titania particle stabilised medium and high Internal phase emulsion Templates; 
Langmuir 2010, 26, 8836 
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oxides and were investigated due to their potential to introduce particular benefits 
such as catalytic activity, UV absorption and enhanced surface roughness within the 
resulting materials, which may lead to a variety of future appUcations [185-188]. 
Oleic acid is a mono unsaturated fatty acid, which has been employed as a surface 
directing agent in the controlled growth of anatase titania rods by Cozzoli et al. [189] 
and also by Vukicevic [190]. Although oleic acid can be regarded as a surfactant, it 
actually has a very low HLB of 1 because of its weak polar head and long 
hydrophobic alkyl chain, which makes it too hydrophobic to act as an effective 
emulsifier when employed solely in stabilising w/o emulsions [191]. 
The general procedures for modifying the particles, preparing and polymerising the 
emulsions and also characterising the particles, emulsions and resulting macroporous 
polymers were described in chapter 3. The characteristics of the particles, emulsions 
and macroporous polymers are discussed in this chapter. Properties of the 
macroporous polymers were investigated with respect to electrolyte concentration, 
particle concentration and internal phase volume of the emulsion templates. 
4.2. Emulsions and poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs prepared using oleic acid modified 
titania particles 
Following the treatment of the titania nanoparticles with oleic acid, removal of the 
excess oleic acid was investigated using an ultrasonic nozzle (section 3.2). It was 
found that the oleic acid surface content on the particles was - 1 7 wt.-% before 
sonication, while the oleic acid surface content after sonication was 2.5 wt. - % as 
determined by TGA. In order to investigate the suitability of these oleic acid 
modified titania particles to stabilise Pickering-M/HIPEs, Pickering-MIPE 1 and 
Pickering-HIPEs 2 - 4 containing equal volumes of styrene and DVB (S/DVB) in the 
organic phase and 70, 75, 80 and 85 vol.-%, respectively, of a 0.03 M aqueous 
CaClz" 2H2O solution as internal phase were stabilised by 1 w/v% of the 
functionalised titania particles with an oleic acid surface content of 2.5 wt.-% as 
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summarised in Table 4.1. The emulsions were emulsified at 2000 rpm for 2 min. For 
comparison, a conventional polyHIPE was prepared from an 80 vol.-% HIPE (similar 
to Pickering-HIPE 3) containing 50:50 S/DVB in the organic phase and stabilised by 
20 vol.-% of non-ionic polymeric surfactant Hypermer 2296. 
Table 4.1: Composition of Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 4 and HIPE 5 characterised by 
internal phase volume titania particle concentration (Cp) and surfactant 
concentration (Cg) (Hypermer 2296), as well as the porosity (P*), skeletal (ps) and 
foam (pf) densities of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 4 and polyHIPE 5 
Sample ID Cp Cs P* Ps Pf 
(vol.- %) (w/v %)M (vol.-%)['^  ( % f ] (g/cm )^'"^  ( g/cm )^™ 
Poly- 70 1 - 79 1.12 0.234 
Pickering-
MIPE 1 
Poly- 75 1 - 80 1.12 0.229 
Pickering-
HIPE2 
Poly- 80 1 - 82 1.12 0.206 
Pickering-
HIPE3 
Poly- 85 1 - - - -
Pickering-
HIPE4 
PolyHIPE 5 80 - 20 87 1.16 0.144 
[a] Particle and surfactant concentrations are with respect to monomer phase; [b] 
Value ± 1; [c] Value ±0.01; [d] Value ± 0.001 
Pickering-M/HEPEs 1 - 3 experienced sedimentation immediately after preparation, 
with no further changes to the emulsion observed over time, while Pickering-HIPE 4 
having 85 vol.-% internal volume phase was impossible to prepare because of 
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immediate phase separation. Photographs of Pickering-MIPE 1 and Pickering-HIPEs 
2 - 4 after 24 h are shown in Figure 4.1. It was noted that the volume of organic 
continuous phase expelled from the sedimented Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 3 as observed 
after 24 h, decreased with increasing internal phase volume. This leads to a 
significant increase of the internal phase level of the sedimented emulsions; the new 
internal phase volumes were calculated to be 79, 81 and 85 vol.-%, respectively. 
Until now, the prevailing view has been that only molecular surfactants are able to 
stabilise high internal phase w/o emulsions, since particle stabilised emulsions phase 
invert at internal phase volume fractions between 0.4 and 0.7 when the majority 
phase becomes the continuous phase [62, 70, 71]. However, as earlier mentioned, 
Arditty et al. [72] prepared non polymerisable w/o HIPEs, which phase inverted 
above 75 vol.-%, while Colver et al. [74] reported on the preparation of w/o 
polymerisable Pickering-HIPEs, which they were only able to make when they 
subjected Pickering-MIPEs with <50 vol.-% internal phase to forced sedimentation 
and centrifrigation. The current experiments now show that only 1 w/v% of titania 
nanoparticles, surface modified with 2.5 wt.-% oleic acid is suited to stabilise 
emulsions with dispersed phase volume fraction of up to 0.80 and that emulsion 
stability increases with increasing internal phase volume, proving that Pickering-
HIPEs are possible. An upper limit for the internal phase volume that can be 
stabilised by these oleic acid modified titania particles however exists between 80 
and 85 vol.-%, beyond which these titania particle stabilised emulsions simply phase 
separated. 
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Figure 4.1: Picture of Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 4 having 70, 75, 80 and 85 vol.-% 
internal phase, and stabilised by only 1 w/v% of fanctionalised titania particles 
containing 2.5 wt.-% oleic acid after 24 h. 
These findings might suggest that the oleic acid adsorbed at the surface of the 
particles might be directly responsible in a molecular sense for the stabilisation of 
these Pickering-M/HIPEs, since oleic acid has some surfactant properties. However, 
control experiments performed to produce an 80 vol.-% HIPE with only untreated 
titania and 0.03 w/v% oleic acid (with respect to the organic phase, calculated based 
on 2.5 wt.-% oleic acid adsorbed to the particle surface) were unsuccessful as an 
emulsion could not be formed. These observations can be explained by the fact that 
the untreated titania are too hydrophilic and preferentially remain in the bulk aqueous 
phase, while the oleic acid is not a suitable emulsifier; even attempts to stabilise 
HIPEs solely with an oleic acid concentration of 0.2 w/v% failed. 0.2 w/v% 
corresponds to 17 wt.-% oleic acid on the particle surface, which is the amount of 
oleic acid on the particle surface after treatment of the titania particles with oleic 
acid. It is clear that the oleic acid adsorbed to the surface of the titania nanoparticles 
renders the titania particles more hydrophobic, by attaching long alkyl chains to the 
particle surface. In addition, it does not act as a molecular surfactant, since its polar 
head group is bound tightly to the particle surface. The oleic acid modified titania 
particles, therefore, prefer the organic phase but still retain sufficient polarity 
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(perhaps through incomplete surface covering) to be adsorbed at the o/w interface of 
the emulsions. As a result, the particle layer at the o/w interface acts as a mechanical 
barrier to prevent the droplets of the Pickering-M/HIPEs from coalescing and also 
emulsions from phase inverting, despite the high volume fractions (of up to 0.80) of 
the internal majority phase. 
Polymerisation, purification and drying of the continuous phase of the successfully 
prepared emulsion templates resulted in porous but very brittle polymer monoliths. 
The skeletal and foam densities and porosities are summarised in Table 4.1. The 
skeletal densities of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 3 are 1.12 ± 0.01 g/cm^, and are 
identical, within error for the three samples, since they are synthesised from 
emulsion templates with similar organic phase constituents and composition, while 
the average foam densities decreased with increasing internal phase volume in the 
emulsion templates. The experimentally determined porosity of poly-Pickering-
MIPE 1 was 79 %, which is identical to the final internal phase volume for the 
sedimented Pickering-MIPE 1 after 24 h, while the porosities of poly-Pickering-
HIPEs 2 and 3 were slightly lower than the final internal phase volume for the 
corresponding sedimented emulsion templates, possibly because the emulsions had 
reached the gel point of polymerisation before total sedimentation occurred. In the 
case of polyHIPE 5 however, which was prepared from the traditional HIPE template 
5 with 80 vol.% internal phase, the much higher porosity of 87 % can be attributed to 
the additional loss of molecular surfactant during washing/drying of polyHIPE 5. 
Turning to the microstructure, SEM images show that polyHIPEs 5 (Figure 4.2) has 
an open porous structure characteristic of conventional polyHIPEs. Pores of 6 - 12 
|am in diameter are interconnected via pore throats of about 3 ± 1 |j,m. However, 
poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 3 are very polydisperse and have much larger closed 
cell pores. The pore size was generally in the range of 100 - 400 [xm for poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 - 3 , although a few bigger pores (600 - 700 |im) and smaller 
pores (20 - 100 jxm) have been observed (Figure 4.2a - c). 
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The main difference between the macroporous polymers synthesised from Pickering 
or surfactant stabilised emulsions is the degree of pore interconnectivity. Although 
the pores of poly-Pickering-foams 1 - 3 are mostly closed-cell, areas in the pore walls 
covered by an extremely thin polymer film are visible. These areas represent the 
contact faces between closest neighbouring droplets in the emulsion template, where 
pore throats will usually form, for example in conventional polyHLPEs. It has been 
hypothesised that pore throats form when the polymer insoluble surfactant is 
dissolved out from pore walls (areas of the interface of liquid emulsions droplets 
where the surfactant precipitates) during purification/drying of the polymerised 
materials. Pore throat formation is supported by large amounts of surfactants [37, 38, 
76] as discussed in section 2.2.1. In the case of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs, however, 
the thin polymer films are relatively stable but as they are put under stress by the 
mechanical forces arising during vacuum drying, some might be forced to rupture as 
can be seen in Figure 4.3a and b. This gives rise to some degree of interconnectivity 
with neighbouring pores and allows for the complete removal of the trapped aqueous 
phase. It is also possible that drying of these closed-cell materials might have been 
supported by diffusion through the pore walls or the presence of nanosized pores, 
which are not easily seen. 
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Figure 4.2: SEM images of Poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs a) 1, b) 2, c) 3 and d) the 
control sample, traditional polyHIPEs 5^  
Of further interest was the fact that some polymer balls were found within some 
pores as seen in Figure 4.3b. It may be argued that these o/w droplets might be as a 
result of early stages of phase inversion. However, Binks et al. [62] showed that 
phase inversion is catastrophic, which suggests that the process of phase inversion is 
immediate, and cannot be described as occurring in stages. Hence, the presence of 
the polymer balls might be explained by the fact that although most of the 
functionalised titania particles were relatively hydrophobic, a minority were still 
hydrophilic enough to form an o/w emulsion within some of the droplets in the w/o 
emulsion. These o/w droplets therefore, became trapped as polymer balls within the 
pores following polymerisation and drying of the w/o emulsions. This coincidental 
SEM image of polyHIPE was taken by Mariely Salgueiro of PaCE 
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discovery highhghts an opportunity for poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs to be made with a 
substructure within another structure. By cleverly choosing particles with different 
wettability, it should be possible to formulate an emulsion template with one 
emulsion within another emulsion. 
Figure 4.3: SEM images showing (a) some open and closed pore throats within the 
samples and (b) some polymer balls in a pore as was lightly seen in all the poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
4.3. Optimising the emulsion system and poly-Pickering-M/HIPE properties 
Results discussed in section 4.2 so far show that it is possible to use oleic acid 
modified titania particles to prepare Pickering-M/HIPEs, which can be polymerised 
to produce novel poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. However, it was necessary to optimise 
the system since 1) the method of dispersing the titania particles during particle 
modification by sonication with an ultrasonic nozzle yielded particles, which were 
not homogeneously modified, 2) the emulsions generally experienced sedimentation, 
which is not entirely desirable for preparing homogeneous materials and 3) materials 
with much improved mechanical properties to that of conventional polyHIPEs are 
desired. 
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In order to address these issues, the first step taken was to optimise the surface 
treatment protocol used to modify the titania particles. In this case, the method of 
dispersing the titania particles using sonication by an ultrasound bath as described in 
section 3.2 was investigated. This yielded titania particles with an oleic acid surface 
content of 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% as determined by TGA. SEM images of the functionalised 
titania particles are shown in Figure 4.4. The particle size varied from approximately 
0.05 - 6 Jim (Figure 4.4a). However, it is evident that these particles are actually 
aggregates consisting of primary particles with diameters in the range of 40 - 100 nm 
as can be seen at higher magnification (Figure 4.4b). This was interesting since the 
suppliers state a particle average size of 20 nm. 
100 ntn 
Figure 4.4: SEM images of the (a) oleic acid functionalised titania particles, which 
are (b) aggregates of smaller particles roughly 40-100 nm in diameter. 
Secondly, as mechanical properties of the final materials were of interest in this 
study, DVB, present in the organic phases of the emulsion templates discussed in 
section 4.2 was replaced with a more flexible crosslinker polyethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (PEGDMA). PEGDMA if incorporated into the emulsion template 
has been shown to result in macroporous polymers with increased material strength 
and reduced material brittleness [39, 47], which was exhibited by the poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs discussed in section 4.2. Furthermore, it was anticipated that the electrolyte 
concentration used in the emulsion templates will influence emulsion stability since 
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electrolytes suppress Ostwald ripening [118]. Research has shown that the presence 
of salt in the aqueous phase of a w/o emulsion stabilised by surfactants enhances 
emulsion stability and, therefore, allows for the production of smaller droplets in the 
emulsion template [87]. Horozov et al. [141] also stated in their work on "the effect 
of electrolyte in silicone oil-in-water emulsions stabilised by fumed silica particles" 
that the emulsions were stable irrespective of the NaCl concentration used in their 
experiments, although the creaming rates of the emulsions were significantly 
influenced by the NaCl concentration; creaming rate and extent of creaming 
decreased drastically at high electrolyte concentrations [141]. 
Table 4.2: Composition of Pickering-M/HIPEs 6 - 1 3 characterised by internal phase 
volume ({t)i), titania particle concentration (Cp) and electrolyte concentration (cg) 
Sample name (|)i Cp Ce 
(vol.%) (w/v %)W (M Caclz-ZHzO) 
Pickering-HIPE 6 80 1 0.03 
Pickering-HIPE 7 80 1 0.27 
Pickering-HIPE 8 80 1 0.54 
Pickering-MIPE 9 70 1 0.27 
Pickering-HIPE 10 75 1 0.27 
Pickering-HIPE 11— 85 1 0.27 
Pickering-HIPE 12 80 5 0.27 
Pickering-HIPE 13 80 10 0.27 
[a] Titania particle concentration are with respect to the organic phase volume. 
Hence, preliminary experiments were carried out to investigate the suitability of the 
titania particles with an oleic acid surface content of 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% to stabilise 
HIPEs and also determine the influence of electrolyte concentration on Pickering-
HIPEs and the resulting poly-Pickering-HIPEs. Pickering-HIPEs 6 - 8 having 
internal phase volumes of 80 vol.-% and containing 0.03, 0.27 and 0.54 M 
CaClz.ZHzO, respectively in the aqueous internal phases and equal volumes of 
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styrene and PEGDMA in the organic phase were stabilised using only 1 w/v% of the 
titania particles with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid. It was found that unlike the S/DVB 
emulsions prepared in section 4.2, these emulsions containing S/PEGDMA in the 
organic phase were impossible to prepare if the stirring rate applied during 
emulsification was too high (increased to 2000 rpm). However, it was possible to 
successfully prepare Pickering-HIPEs if the stirring rate was maintained at 400 rpm. 
These emulsions stabilised by 1 w/v% of the 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid modified 
titania particles were extremely stable and experienced no visible sedimentation or 
creaming; the sedimentation behaviour was not affected by CaCl2.2H20 
concentration. It was clear from these results that the wettability of these titania 
particles with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid was better suited to stabilise HIPEs. In 
addition, the purification steps employing sonication via an ultrasound bath to 
remove the excess oleic acid makes it a cheaper option since less amounts of solvents 
are used. This method was used in the rest of the thesis. 
Furthermore, the polymerisation and drying of Pickering-HIPEs 6 - 8 yielded poly-
Pickering-HIPEs 6 - 8. It was found that skeletal densities of the resulting poly-
Pickering-HIPEs increased slightly with increasing electrolyte concentration (Table 
4.3), probably due to an increase of the CaCl2.2H20 salt crystals enclosed in the 
closed pores of the macroporous polymers. However, the foam densities and 
porosities of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 6 and 7 are identical within error to each other, as 
expected for macroporous polymers synthesised from HIPEs with similar internal 
phase volumes, while the higher foam density and lower porosity measured for poly-
Pickering-HIPE 8 might be explained by the presence of some trapped water within 
the pores of poly-Pickering-HIPE 8. 
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Table 4.3: Porosity (P*), skeletal (ps) and foam (pf) density, Young's modulus (E) 
and crush strength (ac) of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 6-13. 
Sample ID P* p^  pf E Qc 
(%) (g/cm^) (g/cm )^ (MPa) (MPa) 
Poly-Pickering- 82 ±2 1.112 ±0.002 0.20 ± 0.02 46 ±8 2.1 ±0.2 
HIPE6 
Poly-Pickering- 83 ± 3 1.161 ±0.001 0.20 ±0.02 70 ±10 2.8 ±0.3 
HIPE7 
Poly-Pickering- 77 ±2 1.221 ±0.002 0.29 ±0.02 34 ±4 2.3 ± 0.2 
HIPE8 
'PoTy-Pickering-""ji"±2"" 1.193 ± 0"007 " ' ' ' 0.34 ± 0.04 "" 'i80 i"40 '&5'± 0.7 
MIPE9 
Poly-Pickering- 76 ±1 1.167 ±0.001 0.28 ± 0.02 70 ±10 3.3 ±0.2 
HIPE 10 
Poly-Pickering- 86 ±2 1.169 ±0.002 0.16 ±0.04 42 ±6 1.4 ±0.2 
HIPE 11 
Poly-Pickering-""' 80 ± 2""""Y.'l96 ±"6".005 0.23'± 0.01 65 ±3 2^ 5 ±'O.Y""""" 
HIPE 12 
Poly-Pickering- 81 ±2 1.218 ±0.008 0.24 ±0.01 55 ±3 2.6 ±0.1 
mPE 13 
Representative SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 6 - 8 (Figure 4.5) revealed 
pore sizes ranging from 200 - 1600 p,m, 350 - 900 and 100 - 800 )u,m, respectively. 
This evident decrease in pore size range with increasing CaCl2.2H20 concentration is 
indicative of enhanced emulsion stability with increasing CaCl2.2H20 concentration, 
even though the stability to sedimentation of these Pickering-HIPEs was independent 
of the CaCl2.2H20 concentration. It can thus be inferred from these results that 
similar to Ostwald ripening in surfactant stabilised w/o emulsions [52, 87], the 
tendency for Ostwald ripening in w/o Pickering emulsion templates is suppressed 
with increasing electrolyte concentrations. 
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The mechanical properties of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 6 - 8 are also summarised in 
Table 4.3. Poly-Pickering-HIPE 7 synthesised from an emulsion template with 0.27 
M CaCl2.2H20 has a much higher crush strength and Young's modulus than poly-
Pickering-HIPE 6 synthesised from an emulsion template with 0.03 M CaCl2.2H20, 
since poly-Pickering-HIPE 7 has a narrower pore size distribution. Surprisingly 
however, poly-Pickering-HIPE 8 has a much lower crush strength and Young's 
modulus than poly-Pickering-HIPE 7, despite the fact that poly-Pickering-HIPE 8 
has a narrower pore size distribution than poly-Pickering-HIPE 7. This might be 
explained by the presence of compact pores with much thinner separating walls 
(Figure 4.5c) and also the fact that the trapped water within poly-Pickering-HIPE 8 
might be acting as a plasticiser to further reduce the mechanical properties of poly-
Pickering-HIPE 8. 
It was possible to conclude based on these results that in addition to the titania 
particles with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid being better suited to stabilise HIPEs than 
the titania particles with 2.5 wt.-% oleic acid, the poly-Pickering-HIPEs prepared 
from emulsion template with 0.27 M CaCl2.2H20 possessed the highest mechanical 
properties. It was for this reason that an electrolyte concentration of 0.27 M, was 
employed in subsequent chapters to promote emulsion stability. 
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Figure 4.5: SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPE a) 6, b) 7 and c) 8 synthesised 
from 80 vol.% HIPEs containing 0.03 M, 0.27 M and 0.54 M CaCl2.2H20, 
respectively in the aqueous internal phase and stabilised by 1 w/v% titania particles 
with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid. 
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4.4. Tailoring the morphology and mechanical properties of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs 
Further to optimising the emulsion systems, emulsion templates and the resulting 
polymerised materials were characterised to determine the influence of 1) internal 
phase volume and 2) particle concentration in the emulsion template on the resulting 
poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
4.4.1. Characterisation of the emulsion templates: Emulsion stability 
Pickering-MIPE 9 having an internal phase volume of 70 vol.-% and Pickering-
HIPEs 10 - 11 in which the internal phase occupied 75 vol.-% and 85 voL-%, 
respectively, were successfully stabilised by only 1 w/v% of the modified titania 
particles with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid (Table 4.2) and compared with Pickering-
HIPE 7 having 80 vol.-% internal phase as discussed in section 4.3. 
The maximum internal phase level, which allows for the stabilisation of Pickering-
HIPEs by 1 w/v% titania particles with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid, was determined to 
be 87 vol.%. This was achieved by gradually increasing the internal phase volume of 
an already made Pickering-HIPE containing 85 vol.% internal phase. Above this 
internal phase volume, the emulsion phase separated since 1 w/v% of the 
functionalised titania particles was insufficient to form a dense particle layer at the 
w/o interface. This particle deficiency lead to droplet coalescence and ultimately to 
phase separation. Interestingly, even an increase of the particle concentration to 2 
w/v%, did not allow for a 90 vol.-% HIPE to be made. This was attributed, firstly, to 
the increased viscosity of the organic phase in the presence of 2 w/v% of the titania 
particles, and secondly to the fact that the emulsion viscosity increases with 
increasing internal phase [47, 117], reducing the efficiency of mixing and 
incorporation of the internal phase in the emulsion. Hence above a certain internal 
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phase volume, the emulsion phase separated into a thick viscous organic phase and 
water. 
The appearance of Pickering-MIPE 9 and Pickering-HIPEs 10, 7 and 11 after 24 h is 
shown in Figure 4.6. The emulsions were stable and remained the same, showing no 
sign of sedimentation for at least 2 weeks. Although the emulsions might have been 
stable for a longer period, examination of the liquid Pickering M/HIPEs was stopped 
because autopolymerisation of the monomers started after two weeks. In comparison 
to the Pickering-M/HIPEs stabilised by 1 w/v% of functionalised titania particles 
having an oleic acid surface content of only 2.5 wt.-%, which undergo sedimentation 
and phase separate if the internal phase level exceeds 80 vol.% (section 4.2), these 
results clearly demonstrate that these titania particles with an oleic acid surface 
content of 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.% are indeed better suited to effectively stabilise Pickering-
M/HIPEs. The increase of the oleic acid content from 2.5 wt.% to 3.5 wt.% leads 
most likely to an increased hydrophobicity of the particles, which promotes their 
adsorption at the w/o interface and the formation of strong mechanical barriers, 
which prevent droplet coalescence. 
:J 
Figure 4.6: Photographs of Pickering-MIPE 9 and Pickering-HIPEs 10, 7 and 11 
having 70, 75, 80 and 85 vol.-% internal phase, respectively, and stabilised by 1 
w/v% of functionalised titania particles after 24 h at 20°C. 
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Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13 containing 80 vol.% internal phase, which were 
stabilised by 5 w/v% and 10 w/v% of modified titania particles, respectively (Table 
4.2), were also extremely stable against sedimentation and phase separation. In 
comparison to Pickering-HIPE 7, the viscosity of these emulsions increased 
significantly (visual observation of the emulsion's resistance to flow) with increasing 
particle concentration. The increase of the emulsion viscosity can be attributed to two 
phenomena: Firstly, the viscosity of the continuous organic phase increased with 
increasing particle concentration due to the formation of 3 dimensional particle 
networks as a result of strong particle-particle interaction as earlier mentioned, and 
discussed in detail by Binks and Lumsdon [62]. Secondly, the increased amount of 
particles available for adsorption at the w/o interface promotes the formation of 
smaller internal phase droplets, which also contributes to the observed increase in 
viscosity of Pickering-HIPEs 10 and 11. It was however impossible to prepare an 80 
vol.-% HIPE stabilised by 20 w/v% titania particles due to the extremely high 
viscosity of the organic phase, which did not allow for mixing and incorporation of 
the internal phase. Although it might seem advisable to increase the particle 
concentration in order to increase the stability of Pickering-HIPEs, these results show 
that there is a maximum particle concentration, beyond which no emulsion can be 
prepared using the preparation protocol described in this work; this is somewhere 
between 10 and 20 w/v% for an 80 vol.-% HIPE. 
4.4.2. Characterisation of the poly-Pickering M/HIPEs 
Polymerisation of the emulsion templates as well as the drying of the resulting 
materials yielded poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 1 3 . The use of the relatively 
flexible crosslinker PEGDMA rather than the commonly used DVB [47] resulted in 
tough and non-chalky poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. In addition, no glass transition was 
measurable for poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 13 in the temperature range from 
20°C to 200°C because of the high degree of crosslinking; 50 vol.% of the 
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continuous phase consisted of PEGDMA. The physical properties of the synthesised 
poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 1 3 have been summarized in Table 4.3. 
4.4.2.1. Influence of internal phase volume in the emulsion templates on 
properties of the resulting poly-Pickering-M7HIPEs 
The porosities of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 11 are identical within errors to 
the internal phase volume fraction of the corresponding emulsion template. As 
expected, the foam density of these macroporous polymers decreases with increasing 
internal phase level of the emulsion templates, while their skeletal densities are 
identical, since the composition of the continuous phase of the emulsion templates 
remained the same (Table 4.3). 
SEM images of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 11 are shown in Figure 4.7. As 
expected, all the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs are closed-cell. It is evident that poly-
Pickering-MIPE 9 has the smallest pores (219 ± 82 p,m in diameter) and seems to 
have the narrowest pore size distribution. It is worth noting that the SEM images in 
Figure 4.7 only give a first impression of the microstructure of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 1 1 especially since the pore sizes of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 
and 9 - 11 are extremely large and only a few pores are visible. SEM images taken 
on different areas of the same piece and from samples taken from the top, middle and 
bottom section of the macroporous polymer monoliths were analysed in order to 
account for variations in pore size due to droplet coalescence or potential 
sedimentation. The resulting pore size distributions are shown in Figure 4.8. The 
pore size distribution of poly-Pickering-MIPE 9 is indeed relatively narrow. 
However, the pore size distributions of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 1 1 become 
broader with increasing internal phase volume of the emulsion template. 
Furthermore, the pore size distributions of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 7 and 11 are 
characterised by multiple maxima, which suggest that several individual pore size 
distributions are superimposed. Both, the broadening of the pore size distributions 
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and the superimposition of several distributions, can be attributed to "limited 
coalescence" of the emulsion droplets [72]. 
Figure 4.7: SEM images of poIy-Pickering-M/HIPEs a) 9, b) 10, c) 7 and d) 11 
synthesised from 70, 75, 80 and 85 vol.-% internal aqueous phase emulsion 
templates, respectively. 
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Figure 4.8: Pore size distribution for poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 9, 10, 7 and 11 
synthesised from emulsion templates containing 70, 75, 80 and 85 vol.% internal 
phase, respectively. 
During the process of limited coalescence the emulsion droplets, which are stabilised 
by a sparsely packed particle layer, coalesce until the interfacial area is sufficiently 
reduced to allow for the formation of dense particle layers [72]. Since only 1 w/v% 
particles with respect to the continuous phase of the emulsions was used to stabilise 
poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 11, the number of particles available to adsorb at 
the w/o interface decreases with increasing internal phase level. An estimate of the 
percentage surface coverage Oc of the emulsion droplets by the particles with and 
without limited coalescence was determined using equations 4.1- 4.5 and the results 
are summarised in Table 4.4 below. 
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^ (4.1) 
3 m J, 
"P = ^ (4 3) 
< " = ; S ; (4-4) 
"•c ~ < 0 " 4pprl t ^ (4 5) 
where Rd is the radius of one emulsion droplet (m), r the radius of one particle (m), 
F^the volume of water in the emulsion (m^), mp the mass of particles (kg) and Pp is 
the density of particles (kg/m^). Assuming emulsion droplets are uniform and 
monodisperse and an equal amount of particles stabilise each droplet, ni is the 
maximum number of particles needed to cover the total surface area of one droplet, 
risp the total number of droplets in the emulsion, rip the actual number of particles 
present in the emulsion, the number of particles to have 100% coverage of all 
the droplet interfacial area in the emulsion and the average % coverage of total 
droplet area by the particles (%). 
In order to calculate a percentage surface coverage (please see table 4.4 below), the 
following crude assumptions were made: 
• Droplets are spherical 
• The droplet size of the freshly prepared emulsions 7 and 9 - 11 is 219 pm equal 
to the mean pore size of poly-Pickering-MIPE 9. This assumption is however 
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incorrect firstly because the pore size of a polyM/HIPE is equal to the droplet 
size of the emulsion template at the gel point of polymerisation (limited 
coalescence already took place) and not to the droplet size of a freshly prepared 
emulsion, which is unknown. Secondly the droplet sizes of the freshly prepared 
emulsions 7 and 9 - 11 are not necessarily identical. 
• The titania particles are 0.05 |_im in diameter (However, the particles have a size 
distribution). 
• The percentage surface coverage after limited coalescence is only roughly 
estimated based on the "mean" pore size of the individual poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs. 
Table 4.4: Estimated percentage surface coverage (ttc) of the droplets in Pickering-
M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 11 by the modified titania particles 
Oc (based on mean 
Uc (no limited coalescence. 
Sample pore sizes) 
pore size= 219 p.m) (%) 
Poly-Pickering-
MIPE9 
Poly-Pickering-
HIPE 10 
Poly-Pickering-
HIPE7 
Poly-Pickering-
HIPE 11 
70 110 110 
75 86 153 
80 64 113 
85 45 129 
It is evident that the estimated percentage surface coverage of the emulsion droplets 
by particles decreases dramatically with increasing internal phase volume prior to 
limited coalescence. However, due to limited coalescence, the surface coverage of 
the emulsion droplets by particles exceeds 100% and a dense particle layer is formed. 
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Pickering-HIPE 11 is most affected by limited coalescence followed by Pickering-
HIPEs 7 and 10. As a consequence, the diameter of most pores of poly-Pickering-
HIPE 11 ranges from 150 ^m to 1100 jxm while those of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 7 
and 10 range from 100 jim to 800 |j,m and from 150 p,m to 700 i^m, respectively. 
Figure 4.9 shows the mechanical properties of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 7 and 9 - 1 1 
as a function of porosity. As expected, both the crush strength and Young's modulus 
of the poly-Pickering-HIPEs decrease with increasing porosity and decreasing foam 
density [47, 50]; poly-Pickering-MIPE 9 having the lowest porosity and highest foam 
density possesses the highest mechanical properties while poly-Pickering-HIPE 11, 
which has the lowest foam density and highest porosity, has a much lower 
mechanical performance (Table 4.3). Surprisingly, a close to 200 % decrease in 
Young's modulus as well as a 100% decrease in the crush strength of poly-Pickering-
HIPE 10 compared to poly-Pickering-MIPE 9 can be observed. This is most likely 
caused by the much broader pore size distribution of poly-Pickering-HIPE 10 
compared to poly-Pickering-MIPE 9, which is the result of limited coalescence 
occurring during the polymerisation of Pickering-HIPE 10. 
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Figure 4.9: Crush strength and Young's modulus versus porosity for poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs7and9- 11. 
4.4.2.2. Influence of particle concentration in the emulsion templates on 
properties of tlie resulting poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
Poly-Pickering-HIPEs 7, 12 and 13 were synthesised from HIPEs containing 80 
vol.% internal phase, which were stabilised by 1, 5 and 10 w/v% modified titania 
particles, respectively. The skeletal density of the resulting poly-Pickering-HIPEs 12 
and 13 increased slightly due to the increased particle concentration compared to 
poly-Pickering-HIPE 7. However, the foam densities and porosities of poly-
Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13 are identical within errors compared to the corresponding 
properties of poly-Pickering-HIPE 7 (Table 4.3). 
The SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13, compared to poly-Pickering-
HIPE 7 (Figure 4.10) clearly show that the pore size of the macroporous polymers 
decreases with increasing amount of particles used to stabilise the emulsion 
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templates. However, the average pore sizes of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13 are 
140 ± 50 pm and 120 ± 40 p,m, respectively, identical within error. Furthermore, the 
pore size distributions of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13 are relatively narrow 
(Figure 4.11). This confirms that at the gel point of polymerisation, the average 
droplet sizes of Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13 were significantly smaller and their 
droplet size distributions narrower than those of Pickering-HIPE 7. This indicates 
that limited coalescence has been suppressed in Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13 because 
the amount of particles available to stabilise the droplets is large enough to cover the 
larger interfacial area; the titania amount was increased from 1 w/v% (Pickering-
HIPE 8) to 5 w/v% and 10 w/v% (Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13), respectively. 
Surprisingly however, the mechanical performance of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 
13 does not improve compared to poly-Pickering-HIPE 7 (Table 4.3); the crush 
strengths of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 7, 12 and 13 are identical within the errors while 
the Young's moduli of the poly-Pickering-HIPEs decreased significantly with 
increasing particle concentration. Macroporous polymers with identical porosities but 
a narrower pore size distribution, such as poly-Pickering-HIPEs 12 and 13, should 
have better mechanical properties compared to the sample with the broader pore size 
distribution (poly-Pickering-HIPE 7). Furthermore, if the particulate emulsifiers act 
as reinforcement of the polymer, it is expected that an increasing amount of the 
particles should lead to improved mechanical performance. However, the increased 
quantity of the particulate emulsifier did not significantly affect the crush strength of 
poly-Pickering-HIPEs 7, 12 and 13 but rather results in a reduction of the Young's 
modulus, which indicates that the micrometre sized titania agglomerates act as flaws 
(stress concentration points) rather than reinforcement for the polymer. It is possible 
that a better dispersion of the particles using higher shear homogenisation, might 
have improved the particle dispersion and hence the mechanical properties of the 
poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
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m 
Figure 4.10: SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPE a) 7, b) 12 and c) 13 synthesised 
from 80 vol.-% internal phase emulsion templates stabilised by 1,5 and 10 w/v% 
titania particles, respectively. 
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Figure 4.11: Pore size distribution of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 7 and 12 - 13, 
synthesised from 80 vol.-% internal phase emulsion templates stabilised by 1,5 and 
10 w/v% titania particles, respectively. 
4.5. Summary 
Pickering emulsions can be used as templates to prepare macroporous polymers 
termed poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. However, it was previously believed that w/o 
Pickering emulsions were impossible above volume fractions of 0.75. In this work 
however, w/o Pickering emulsion templates with internal phase volume fraction 
exceeding 0.75 were successfully stabilised against coalescence and phase inversion 
using as little as 1 w/v % of titania nanoparticles, which were first functionalised 
with oleic acid. It was found that titania particles with an oleic acid surface content 
of 2.5 wt.-% stabiUsed emulsions with internal phase volume fractions of up to 0.8, 
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which experienced significant sedimentation, while titania particles with an oleic 
acid surface content of 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% yielded emulsions with volume fractions of 
0.85 that experienced no visible sedimentation even after 2 weeks. The 
improvements suggest the titania particles with an oleic acid surface content of 3.5 
±0.5 wt.-% have preferred hydrophobicity, and are better suited to stabilise HIPEs. 
Polymerisation of the Pickering-M/HLPEs yielded macroporous polymers that were 
mainly closed-cell, having some partial openings that formed due to mechanical 
stress on the thin film regions in the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs during drying. Pore 
size distributions revealed that the Pickering-HIPEs experienced limited coalescence. 
Pore sizes increased with increasing internal phase volume and decreased with 
increasing particle concentration and electrolyte concentration in the emulsion 
templates. Mechanical properties decreased as expected with increasing porosity and 
decreasing foam density. Interestingly, the Young's modulus of the poly-Pickering-
HIPEs decreased with increasing titania concentration. This might be caused by 
aggregated titania particles, which acted as flaws rather than as reinforcement. 
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5. POLY-PICKERING-M/HIPES SYNTHESISED 
FROM SILICA STABILISED PICKERING 
EMULSION TEMPLATES' 
5.1. Introduction 
Following the successful modification and application of titania particles 
functionalised with oleic acid to prepare stable MIPEs and HIPEs (chapter 4), silica 
particles, commonly employed as particulate emulsifiers [59, 66, 71, 141, 192-194] 
and as reinforcement for materials [39, 47], were also modified and investigated as 
HIPE template emulsifiers. 
In this chapter, the potential of the oleic acid functionalised silica particles to 
stabilise MIPEs and HIPEs and also to act as reinforcement in the resulting 
macroporous polymers is discussed. The structure of emulsions as well as the 
corresponding poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs were studied, including the influence of 
particle concentration on the maximum possible internal phase volume that can be 
achieved in emulsions. The preparation and characterisation methods for the 
particles, emulsions and macroporous polymers are described in chapter 3, while 
results are discussed in this chapter. The silica particles modification protocol 
employed the preferred method of dispersing the particles via an ultrasound bath (see 
section 4.2), in order to yield silica particles with an oleic acid content of 3.5 ± 0.5 
wt.-%. 
® This chapter is based on the paper: V. O. Deem, A. Menner, A. Bismarck, High 
Internal Phase Emulsions Stabilized Solely by Functionalized Silica Particles", 
Angewandte Chemie-Intemational Edition 2008, 47, 8277 
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5.2. Modified silica particles as HIPE template emulsifiers 
Earlier studies described in chapter 4 showed that titania particles with an oleic acid 
surface content of 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% have sufficient hydrophobicity to better stabilise 
HIPEs than the titania particles with an oleic acid surface content of 2.5 wt.-%. 
Attempts to prepare modified silica particles with a similar oleic acid content 
revealed that the amount of oleic acid on the silica particle surface was 1) ~ 12 wt.-% 
prior to washing off the excess oleic acid and 2) < 1 wt.-%, if the silica particles were 
washed three times as was done for the titania particles (section 3.2). The low oleic 
acid content of < 1 wt.-% rendered the particles useless as HIPE emulsifiers. 
However, when the number of washing steps was reduced to one, i.e. a single stage 
of sonicating the silica particles in an ultrasound bath for 30 min, the resulting silica 
particles had an oleic acid surface content of 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-%, as required. 
SEM images of modified silica particles are shown in Figure 5.1. Images show the 
modified particles are polydisperse aggregates of 0.05 - 10 pm in size (Figure 5.1a) 
and consist of primary particles with diameters in the range of 20 - 300 nm (Figure 
5.1b). It is also clear that these silica particles aggregate to a lesser extent when 
compared with the titania particles (section 4.2). This suggests that the silica particles 
can be better dispersed at the low shear rates applied during the modification process 
or during the homogenisation of the particles in toluene. 
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Figure 5.1: SEM images showing the oleic acid modified silica particles were a) 
agglomerates between 0.05 - 10 )j,m in size, consisting of b) primary silica particles, 
roughly 20 - 300 nm in diameter. 
In order to determine if these oleic acid modified silica particles were suitable 
M/HEPE emulsifiers, Pickering-MIPE 14 and Pickering-HIPEs 15 - 17 having 50:50 
S/PEGDMA in the organic phase and 70, 75, 80 and 85 vol.-% internal phase, 
respectively, were stabihsed by 1 w/v% of• functionahsed silica particles (with 
respect to the organic phase) (Table 5.1). These emulsions were prepared similarly to 
the titania particle stabilised emulsions described in section 4.4. The appearance of 
Pickering-M/HIPEs 14 - 17 after 24 h is shown in Figure 5.2. Pickering-MIPE 14 
experienced significant sedimentation, while Pickering-HIPE 15 had only a very thin 
layer of the oil phase above the sedimented emulsion and Pickering-HIPEs 16 and 
17, which possessed even higher internal phase volumes, were stable showing no 
signs of sedimentation. This trend can be attributed to the compressed packing of 
droplets (droplet jamming) at higher internal phase volumes. The deformed and 
compressed droplets [36] in the HIPEs as well as the particle layer surrounding the 
droplets ensures the emulsion is mechanically stabilised against sedimentation and 
droplet coalescence, respectively. 
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Table 5.1: Composition of the emulsion templates, characterised by internal phase 
volume ((|)i) and silica particle concentration (Cp) as well as the porosity (P*), skeletal 
(Ps) and foam (pf) densities of the prepared poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 14-20 
Sample ID 4)i Cp P* Ps Pf 
(vol.%)M (wt. - %)M ( %)["] (g/cm )^ (g/cm )^ 
Poly-Pickering-MIPE 70 1 74 1.178 0.30 
14 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 75 1 77 1.185 0.27 
15 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 80 1 80 1.187 0.24 
16 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 85 1 84 1.215 0.19 
17 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 90 2 87 1.198 0.16 
18 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 90 4 89 1.285 0.14 
19 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 92 4 90 1.316 0.13 
20 
[a] Internal phase contains 0.27 M CaCl2.2H20; [b ]with respect to the monomer 
phase; [c] Value ± 2; [d] Value ± 0.002; [e] Value ± 0.02. All emulsion templates 
contained S/PEGDMA in the organic phase. 
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Expelled 
organic phase 
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Figure 5.2: Photograph of Pickering-M/HIPEs 14-17 having 70, 75, 80 and 85 voL-
% internal phase and stabilised by 1 w/v% functionalised silica particles after 24 h 
and at 20°C. 
These results show that like the functionaUsed titania particles (section 4.4), the 
functionalised silica particles are well suited to stabilise emulsions with up to 85 
vol.-% internal phase. Attempts to stabihse 80 vol.-% HIPEs solely with 3.5 mg oleic 
acid, which is equivalent to the amount adsorbed on the silica particles, 1 w/v% of 
unmodified (as received) silica particles or in combination (in-situ modification) as 
co-emulsifiers led to immediate phase separation of the emulsions (Figure 5.3), or 
the formation of rather unstable o/w emulsions (Figure 5.4a and b). This verified that 
only silica particles, which were pre-modified with oleic acid were well suited to 
stabilise HIPEs. Further increase of the internal phase volume to 90 vol.-% resulted 
in immediate phase separation of the Pickering-HIPE when the emulsion was 
stabilised by 1 w/v%. This was most hkely due to the lack of a sufficient number of 
particles (1 w/v% with respect to the monomers but less monomers are present in 90 
vol.-% emulsions and therefore, less particles if compared to an 85 vol.-% HIPE) 
required for particles to act as a mechanical barrier to droplet coalescence at such 
high internal phase volumes. 
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Figure 5.3: Photograph of a phase separated 80 vol.-% HIPE stabiUsed by 3.5 mg 
oleic acid. 
e ' . ' , 
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o/w emulsion 
...r. expelled 
a q u e o u s phase 
creaming: 
o/w emulsion 
expelled 
aqueous phase 
Figure 5.4: Photograph of dilute o/w emulsions (water to oil phase volume ratio 
80:20), which were stabilised by a) unmodified silica particles and b) unmodified 
silica particles in conjunction with free oleic acid. 
To test this hypothesis, the particle concentration was increased and the maximum 
possible internal phase volume, beyond which the emulsion phase separates or phase 
inverts, determined. Results showed that it was possible to prepare Pickering-HIPE 
18 with 90 vol.-% internal phase if the emulsion was stabilised by 2 w/v% of the 
functionalised silica particles, while Pickering-HIPEs 19 and 20, with 90 vol.-%, as 
well as 92 vol.-% internal phase were stabilised by 4 w/v% of the functionalised 
silica particles (Figure 5.5). However, only a 90 vol.-% HIPE could be made using 5 
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w/v% of the functionahsed silica particles as further addition of the aqueous phase 
resulted in a highly viscous emulsion floating in water (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Graph showing the maximum internal phase volume possible, as a 
function of the functionalised silica particle concentration used to stabilise the 
Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
The increase in viscosity of the Pickering-HIPEs with increasing silica particle 
concentration could be attributed to two combined effects: 1) the increasing particle-
particle interaction, which causes a 3D network of particles to form in the continuous 
organic phase [62], and 2) the expected increase in emulsion stability, which leads to 
an increasing number of smaller droplets, and hence droplet contact. Above a certain 
particle concentration however, the particle interaction leads to an extremely high 
organic phase viscosity and hence emulsion viscosity, which limits the amount of 
internal phase volume that can be added. These high internal phase volumes of up to 
92 vol.-% achieved for the silica stabilised emulsions (with Cp of up to 4 w/v %) were 
not possible for the titania stabilised emulsions (maximum internal phase volume of 
87 vol.-% with Cp =1 w/v%; (chapter 4)), possibly because the much stronger titania 
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particle-particle interactions, lead to an extremely high viscosity of the organic phase 
at lower particle concentrations than for silica, that did not allow for mixing with 
higher volumes of the internal phase. 
Polymerisation of Pickering-M/HIPEs 14 - 20 with 1 moL-% ATRN (with respect to 
the monomers) in the organic phases led to poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 14 - 20. The 
skeleton and foam densities and porosities of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 4 - 2 0 are 
summarised in Table 5.1. The porosity of poly-Pickering-MIPE 14 confirms that the 
emulsion template experienced sedimentation as its porosity is higher than the initial 
internal phase volume of Pickering-MIPE 14. The porosities of the other poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs are identical (within error) to the internal phase volume of the 
corresponding Pickering-M/HIPE templates. Skeletal density increased with 
increasing particle concentration while foam density decreased with increasing 
internal phase volume of the Pickering-M/HIPEs. The increase in skeletal density 
with increasing particle concentration suggests that the silica particles were well 
incorporated into the polymer matrix. 
SEM images of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 1 4 - 1 7 (Figure 5.6) reveal pores in the 
range of 150 - 400 p.m, 200 - 500 |im, 300 - 900 |im and 600 - 1400 |Lim in diameter, 
respectively. The wider pore size distribution and larger pore sizes experienced with 
increasing internal phase volume in the emulsion templates indicates that similar to 
the titania stabilised Pickering-M/HIPEs discussed in section 4.4, which experienced 
limited coalescence, the Pickering-M/HIPEs of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 14-17 also 
experience limited coalescence. The weight percentage of silica particles (based on 
the monomer phase) is kept constant, which means that there are effectively fewer 
particles available to stabilise emulsion droplets (in g/ml emulsion) in an 80 vol.-% 
HIPE compared to a 70 vol.-% MIPE and the HIPE is, therefore, more likely to 
experience substantial limited coalescence than the MIPE. Hence the droplet size in 
the emulsions and therefore the pore size in the poly-Pickering-HIPE increases with 
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increasing internal phase volume as droplets coalesce to a point when particles form 
a denser layer at the interface and no further coalescence can occur. 
m 
Figure 5.6: SEM images of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 14 - 17 synthesised from 
emulsion templates containing a) 70 vol.-%, b) 75 vol.-%, c) 80 vol.-% and d) 85 
vol.-% internal phases, respectively and stabilised by 1 w/v% functionalised silica 
particles. 
As poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs are replicas of the emulsion templates at the gel point of 
polymerisation, optical microscopic images of Pickering-HIPEs 18 and 19 containing 
90 vol.-% internal phase and stabihsed by 2 and 4 w/v% silica particles, respectively, 
which were taken 10 min after the emulsions were prepared, were compared with the 
SEM images of the resulting poly-Pickering-HIPEs. Figures 5.7a and c show that 
droplet sizes of Pickering-HIPEs 18 and 19 were 400 - 700 |um and 250 - 500 )u,m, 
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respectively, which demonstrate that droplet size decreases with increasing silica 
particle concentration. As expected, the resulting pore sizes of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 
18 and 19 were 300 - 700 |u.m and 200 - 450 p,m, respectively (Figures 5.7b and d), 
similar to the droplet size of the corresponding emulsion template. It was however 
not possible to take SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPE 20 as the macroporous 
polymer was of extremely low density and crumbled easily. 
Figure 5.7: Optical microscopic images of Pickering-HIPEs 18 (a) and 19 (c) and 
SEM images of the resulting poly-Pickering-HIPEs 18 (b) and 19 (d). 
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5.3. Modified silica particles as potential reinforcements of the macroporous 
polymers 
It has been earlier established that an increase in particle concentration leads to a 
significant reduction in the pore size of macroporous polymers synthesised from both 
silica and titania stabilised Pickering-M/HIPEs. With respect to mechanical 
properties however, it was found that increasing the titania particle concentration 
made no difference to crush strength but resulted in a decrease of the Young's 
modulus of the macroporous polymers as the titania agglomerates likely acted as 
flaws rather than as reinforcements (section 4.4). 
Table 5.2: Silica particle concentrations (Cp) used in stabilising the 80 vol.-% HIPEs, 
as well as the porosity (P*), skeletal (ps) and foam (pf) density. Young's modulus (E) 
and crush strength (qc) of the resulting poly-Pickering-/HIPEs. 16 and 21-22 . 
Sample ID C p P* Ps Pf E CTc 
(w/v (g/cm^ (MPa) (MPa) 
Poly-Pickering- 1 80 1.187 0.24 30± 10 2.2 ±0.6 
HIPE 16 
Poly-Pickering- 5 79 1.210 0.25 61±3 3.4 ±0.1 
HIPE 21 
Poly-Pickering- 10 81 1.249 0.23 74 ±5 3.9 ±0.2 
HIPE 22 
[a] with respect to organic phase containing 50:50 styrene/PEGDMA, [b] Value ± 2, 
[G] Value ± 0.002, [d] Value ± 0.02 
In order to determine if these oleic acid modified silica particles acted as 
reinforcement in the macroporous polymers, poly-Pickering-HIPEs 21 and 22 were 
prepared from 80 vol.-% HIPEs containing 5 and 10 w/v% silica particles, and 
compared with poly-Pickering-HIPE 16 (Table 5.2). Results showed that porosities 
and foam densities were identical within error for the macroporous polymers, while 
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skeletal density increased as expected with increasing particle concentration (Table 
5.2) as the silica particles were well incorporated into the polymer matrix. 
Mechanical tests also showed that with increasing particle concentration in the 
emulsion templates, both Young's modulus and crush strength increased notably. 
These findings were in line with results reported by Menner et al. [39] and Wu et 
al.[158], which demonstrated that silica particles can be used as reinforcement in 
conventional polyHIPEs. This increase in mechanical performance with increasing 
particle concentration in the emulsion template shows that the oleic acid modified 
silica particles were successfully incorporated into the polymer network of the 
materials. 
5.4. Summary 
Highly porous closed-cell macroporous polymers were prepared from Pickering-
M/HIPEs with up to 92 vol.-% internal phase. These emulsions were successfully 
stabilised by functionalised silica particles with an oleic acid surface content of 3.5 ± 
0.5 wt.-% and were prepared using a low energy emulsification method. The upper 
limit of the internal phase volume of the emulsion templates prepared was reached 
when the silica particle concenfration was increased to 4 w/v%. Any further increase 
of the internal phase was limited by the increased viscosity of the emulsion, which 
did not allow for more of the internal phase to be incorporated into the emulsion. 
Pore sizes of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs suggested the corresponding silica particle 
stabilised Pickering-M/HIPE templates experienced limited coalescence similar to 
the titania particle stabilised Pickering-M/HIPEs discussed in section 4.4. Pore sizes 
increased with increasing internal phase volume at constant silica particle 
concentration and decreased with increasing silica particle concenfration in the 
emulsion templates at constant internal phase volume. Droplet sizes in the Pickering 
emulsion templates were identical to pore sizes of the corresponding resulting poly-
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Pickering-M/HIPEs as is expected of polyHIPEs. Mechanical properties increased 
considerably with increasing silica particle concentration unlike the mechanical 
properties of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs containing titania particles, which rather acted 
as flaws that negatively affected the mechanical performance (section 4.4). This 
provided evidence that the oleic acid modified silica particles indeed act as potential 
reinforcements in the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
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6. PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERISATION OF 
HIGHLY PERMEABLE OPEN-CELL POLY-
PICKERING-M/HIPES" 
6.1. Introduction 
Two major drawbacks of polyHlPEs have been their poor mechanical properties [39, 
47, 106] and extremely low permeabilities of up to 0.46 D [46, 53]. The earlier has 
been investigated in detail, with studies showing that mechanical properties can be 
improved through the use of a more flexible crosslinker, increase of the polyHIPEs 
material foam density and also particle reinforcements, which reinforce the organic 
polymer network [39, 47]. Little has however been done to improve the gas 
permeability of polyHIPEs. Although porosity is known to affect gas permeability 
[46, 163, 175], Biasetto et al. [55] explained that gas permeabihty is significantly 
influenced by the size of interconnects and increases with increasing pore and pore 
throat sizes. Hence, it will be necessary to appreciably increase the pore and pore 
throat sizes of polyHIPEs if gas permeability is to be increased. As previous studies 
carried out to increase the pore and pore throat sizes of conventional polyHIPEs lead 
to very weak macroporous materials [51, 56], a novel approach to prepare open-cell 
macroporous polymers was explored. 
This chapter is based on the paper: V. O. Ikem, A. Menner, T.S. Horozov, A. 
Bismarck; Highly permeable macroporous polymers synthesized from Pickering 
High and Medium Internal Phase Emulsion Templates; Advanced materials; 2010, 
22,3588 
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This chapter discusses the preparation and characterisation of highly permeable 
open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs formed by creating large interconnecting pore 
throats within the large sized pores of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs described in 
chapters 4 and 5. The major discovery of this work was the identification of a 
successful route to initiate the formation of pore throats with adequate size. Materials 
were characterised by SEM, density, porosity, gas permeability and mechanical 
property measurements as described in chapter 3. 
6.2. Highly permeable and open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
It was previously demonstrated by Manley et al. [46, 53] that conventional 
styrene/DVB polyHIPEs have low permeabilities. The control sample, polyHIPE 23 
(Table 6.1 - 6.2), synthesised from a surfactant stabilized emulsion template having 
74 vol.-% internal phase, had pore and pore throat sizes (Figure 6.1a) of 4.9 ±1.9 p,m 
and 1.5 ± 0.5 p.m, respectively, and a gas permeability of only 0.46 D [46, 53]. 
However, since it is not possible to increase pore size and hence the permeability of 
conventional polyHIPEs, while maintaining adequate mechanical properties [46, 51, 
56], Pickering emulsion templating was explored as a method to prepare open-cell 
and highly permeable poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. Although poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
are usually closed-cell, their pore sizes are much larger than those found in 
conventional polyHIPEs and should allow for the formation of pore throats much 
larger than those found in polyHIPEs, provided a route to create pore throats is 
discovered. 
As control, poly-Pickering-HIPE 24 (Table 6.1) was synthesised from a 3 w/v% oleic 
acid modified silica particle stabilised w/o emulsion template having 75 vol.-% 
internal phase. It is important to note at this point that, although the particles used to 
prepare samples in this chapter were made following exactly the same protocol as 
was used to prepare the silica particles discussed in chapter 5 (3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic 
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acid), the average amount of oleic acid adsorbed at the surface of the silica particles 
was 5 ± 2 wt.-%, which was much larger. Furthermore, the amount of oleic acid 
adsorbed on the silica particles varied for different batches, which explains the large 
error. These modified silica particles will henceforth be referred to simply as "silica 
particles" in this chapter. SEM images (Figure 6.1b) show that poly-Pickering-HIPE 
24 has a closed-cell pore structure typical of poly-Pickering-HIPEs, with a pore size 
of 210 ± 8 p,m. However, this material was impermeable, owing to the lack of 
interconnectivity. This lack of interconnectivity exhibited by poly-Pickering-HIPE 
24 is an indication of the extreme stability of the films separating the emulsion 
droplets; the particle layers formed at the o/w interface of the emulsion template 
effectively reinforce the continuous phase films. 
Table 6.1; Composition of emulsion templates 23 - 28, characterised by internal 
phase volume fraction ((j)i), and particle (Cp) and surfactant (Cs) concentrations. 
Sample <t)i 
[vol.-%] [a] 
Cp 
[w/v%] [b] 
Cs 
[voI.-%] [b] 
mPE 23 [c] [46] 74 0 20 
Pickering-HIPE 24 [c] 75 3 0 
Pickering-HIPE 25 75 (74) 3 5 
Pickering-MIPE 26 70 (69) 3 5 
Pickering-HIPE 27 80 (79) 3 5 
Pickering-HIPE 28 85 (84) 3 5 
[a] Internal phase consists of CaCl2.2H20 (0.27 M). The numbers in brackets are 
calculated taking into account the increase of the external (oil) phase volume due to 
the addition of Hypermer 2296. [b] Particle and surfactant concentrations are with 
respect to the monomer phase, [c] Control samples. 
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Figure 6.1: SEM images of a) conventional polyHIPE 23 [46] and b) poly-
Pickering-HIPE 24. 
The extent of formation of particle layers and hence particle networks can be 
deduced by calculating the amount of excess particles, which remain unattached to 
the o/w droplets in the organic phase. Assuming the entire surface of the droplets is 
covered by a particle monolayer. The surface excess calculations [114] were carried 
out as described below 11. 
The number of excess particles in a Pickering emulsion, Nex, equals to the difference 
between the total number of particles, N, and the number of particles attached to the 
o/w interface, Ns, hence 
Nex = N - Ns (6.1) 
Assuming that the particles do not migrate into the internal phase, the concentration 
of the excess particles in the continuous phase, Cex (in w/v % i.e. grams per 100 cm^) 
is given by the equation 
(6.2) 
" Calculations and description of equations were carried out and summarised by Dr Tommy S. 
Horozov of the surfactant & Colloids group, Department of Chemistry, the University of Hull. 
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Where m-p = (6.3) 
is the mass of a spherical particle with density Pp and diameter d, V the emulsion 
volume and ^ the internal phase volume fraction. The total number of particles 
added to the continuous phase at a concentration of Cp w/v % is 
lOOnip 
(6.40 
The number of particles attached to the droplet surface is 
Ns = AiT (6.5) 
where Aj is the total area of the o/w interface and F is the number of attached 
particles per unit interfacial area. When the particle diameter is much smaller than 
the droplet diameter, it is reasonable to assume a hexagonal close-packing in the 
particle monolayer at the droplet surface [96], hence 
r = ^  («•«> 
The total area of the o/w interface in an emulsion with spherical droplets is given by 
(6.7) 
where di is the mean droplet diameter and ^ is not bigger than some critical internal 
phase volume fraction ^o, corresponding to touching spherical drops ( ^ = 0.74 for 
monodisperse droplets, but tends to be somewhat smaller for polydisperse systems 
[114]). In the case of concentrated emulsions, Ai can be calculated by the empirical 
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equation [114] given below that takes into account the increase of the interfacial area 
due to droplet deformations at 0.715 <0.9. 
= -4„ {l + i [ 5 ^ - 2 ^ InCl - 0i) - 0.237]} (6.8) 
Here Ao is the total interfacial area of the emulsion with spherical droplets calculated 
by equation 6.7 at ^ Calculations also assumed Cp = 3 w/v %, a droplet size (d;) 
=200 )Lim, particle size (dp) =20 nm, particle density (pp) = 2.2 g cm"^  and V= 50 ml. 
Assuming a hexagonal close packing of the particles at the deformed o/w interface in 
Pickering-HIPE 24, it was possible to calculate that significant amounts of particles 
of-2.6 w/v %, remain in the continuous phase unattached to the o/w droplet surface. 
Therefore it can be expected that the excess and unattached particles aggregate and 
form particle networks, which lead to the formation of thicker particle layers around 
the droplets and very stable emulsion films similar to those already reported [141, 
195]. The closed-cell pore structure exhibited by poly-Pickering-HIPE 24 can thus be 
explained by these thick particle layers and hence extremely stable films, which do 
not easily rupture during or after polymerisation. This explanation for the closed-
cells is generic to poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. Even at lower particle concentrations, as 
those described in chapters 4 and 5, emulsion films are still extremely stable, such 
that polymer films do not easily rupture following polymerisation. 
In order to identify a method to successfully induce pore throat formation in the 
closed-cell materials, various methods were explored (section 3.3.2) and the pore 
structure alone analysed. The first method explored involved including low 
molecular weight polymers with affinity for water as additive in the organic phase of 
the emulsion template. It was expected that the additive will migrate to the interface 
of the w/o emulsion droplets and be dissolved out from pore walls of the polymerised 
materials to create pore throats, in the same manner as a surfactant [76]. However, 
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SEM images (Figure 6.2) revealed materials that were still closed-cell, despite the 
inclusion of PEG or PPO compounds in the emulsion templates. 
Table 6.2: Porosity (P*), pore diameter (dp), pore throat diameter (dj, gas 
permeability (k), crush strength (a) and Young's modulus (E) of the resulting 
macroporous polymers. Pore and pore throat sizes were determined by taking the 
average of the sizes measured for at least 100 pore and pore throats using the 
software image tool. 
Sample P* [%] dp [p-m] dt [|am] k[D] CTc [MPa] E [MPa] 
PolyHIPE 82±2 5±2 1.5 ±0.5 0.46 ± 0.04 3.6 ± 0.6 72 ±9 
23^ [46] 
Poly- 76 ± 1 210±8 0 0 2.9 ±0.1 49 ±7 
Pickering-
HIPE 24^ 
Poly- 87 ±2 100 ±3 26 ±2 2.20 ± 0.40 1.3 ±0.3 27 ±8 
Pickering-
HIPE 25 
Poly- 85 ±2 100 ±4 19± 1 1.41 ±0.07 2.2 ±0.5 32± 13 
Pickering-
MIPE 26 
Poly- 88±2 100 ±3 26 ±2 2.60 ± 0.60 1.8 ±0.4 30± 14 
Pickering-
HIPE 27 
Poly- 90 ±2 98 ±5 23±2 2.32 ±0.07 1.2 ±0.1 18±6 
Pickering-
HIPE28 
[a] Control samples 
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500 f.im 
Figure 6.2: Poly-Pickering-HIPEs synthesised from Pickering-HIPE templates 
containing 25 vol.-% a) PEG 200, b) PPO 1000, and c) PPO 2700 in the organic 
phase. 
The second method, which involved leaching silica particles out from pore walls of 
the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs using NaOH in the aqueous phase, also resulted in a 
material, which was mainly closed-cell (Figure 6.3). This material however had some 
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evident interconnecting pore throats (of about 5 - 1 0 )j,m), which were about the size 
of aggregated silica particles that had formed within the pore walls (Figure 6.3b). It 
was also observed that the poly-Pickering-HIPE shrunk significantly during 
polymerisation. This suggested that the silica particles had started leaching out from 
the emulsion template prior to the emulsion reaching the gel point of polymerisation. 
Leaching slowly destabilised the emulsion template and continued throughout the 
duration of polymerisation. It was observed that the internal aqueous phase was 
slowly expelled out of the polymerised material during polymerisation, leading to a 
significantly shrunk final material, floating in water. 
/ ' # 
' % 
100 fjm 20 fim 
Figure 6.3: SEM images showing a) overall pore structure and b) small pore throats, 
which were found in a poly-Pickering-HIPE, synthesised from an 80 vol.-% 
Pickering-HIPE containing 0.05M NaOH in the internal aqueous phase. 
The third method involved incorporating degradable particles into polymer walls of 
the poly-Pickering-HIPE by co-stabilising the emulsion with CaCO] particles, and 
degrading the particles by soxhlet extraction in HCL in order to create 
interconnecting pore throats. However, SEM images (Figure 6.4) of the resulting 
poly-Pickering-HIPE revealed pores, which were still closed-cell having only a few 
rough pore surfaces in areas where the CaCOg particles had likely leached out. 
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Figure 6.4: SEM images showing a) overall pore structure of a poly-Pickering-
HIPE, which had been synthesised from a Pickering-HIPE containing 1 w/v% 
degradable CaCO; particles after attempts were made to dissolve the particles using 
HCl. and b) rough pore surfaces where degradable CaCOs had been leached out. 
Results so far were unsuccessful and gave further indication of the extreme stability 
of the emulsion films as a result of the thick particle layers at w/o droplet interfaces 
and in the bulk organic phase. Therefore it was speculated that if excess particles stay 
well dispersed in the continuous phase, they could easily be squeezed out of the 
thinning films between the emulsion droplets and into Plateau-Gibbs borders. It is 
expected that this better particle dispersion should result in much thinner films, 
which are more vulnerable to break during the polymerisation or subsequent 
purification/drying of poly-Pickering-HIPEs, in the same manner pore throats form 
in conventional polyHIPEs as was described by Menner and Bismarck [76]. To 
prevent the excess particles from aggregating, the oil soluble dispersant Hypermer 
2296, was added to ready-made Pickering emulsion templates and the resulting pore 
structure of the poly-Pickering-HIPEs investigated. Hypermer 2296 is a viscous 
liquid non-ionic polymeric surfactant used in the oilfield and other industries as an 
effective dispersing agent and w/o emulsifier. Pickering-HIPE 25 was prepared with 
75 vol.-% internal phase, similar to Pickering-HIPE 24, while Pickering-M/HIPEs 26 
- 28 contained internal phase volumes of 70, 80 and 85 vol.-%. They were prepared 
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to investigate the influence of the internal phase volume on the gas permeability and 
mechanical properties of the resulting poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs (Table 6.1). 
When 5 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 with respect to the oil phase was added to Pickering-
M/HIPEs 25 - 28, it was noted that their viscosity detectably decreased, while 
significant sedimentation (approx. 10% organic phase was expelled) was observed in 
Pickering-MIPE 26 containing 70 vol.-% internal phase, slight sedimentation in 
Pickering-HIPE 25 and little to no sedimentation in Pickering-HIPEs 27 and 28. The 
polymerisation of these Pickering emulsions resulted in poly-Pickering-M/HEPEs 25 
- 28 (Table 6.2), which have a pore structure very similar to that of conventional 
polyHIPEs (Figure 6.1a) but with much larger pores and pore throats (Figures 6.5a -
d). These macroporous polymers have an average pore size of around 100 p,m and 
pore throat sizes in the range of 19 - 26 ^m (Table 6.2). It is therefore evident that 
the addition of Hypermer 2296 to the Pickering emulsion templates has a remarkable 
effect on the properties of both the templates and poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs obtained 
from them. The surfactant causes a detectable reduction of the emulsion viscosity, 
sedimentation of the emulsion droplets and decrease of their size. As a result the pore 
diameters in the macroporous polymers (-100 |im) are significantly smaller than 
those without surfactant (-210 ^m), and more importantly, macroporous polymers 
with open porous structures are formed irrespective of the internal phase volume 
fraction of the original emulsion template. 
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Figure 6.5: SEM images of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 25 - 28 containing a) 70 vol.-% 
(sample 26), b) 75 vol.-% (sample 25) c) 80 voL-% and d) 85 vol.-% internal phase, 
to which 5 vol.-% of Hypermer 2296 was later added. 
The mechanism of pore throat formation in polyHIPEs is still under debate in the 
literature, however it is accepted that the films separating the droplets in the 
emulsion templates must be sufficiently thin in order to break and form pore throats 
[76]. The actual mechanism and role of the added surfactant in the pore throat 
formation presented here is still unclear and needs further investigation. 
Nevertheless, these results give some vital clues about the interplay between the 
particles and surfactant in the synthesis of open porous poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. It 
is important to note that the low amount (5 vol.-%) of Hypermer 2296 alone added to 
the premade Pickering emulsion does not allow for the preparation of stable 
M/HIPEs under the investigated conditions. Hence, it was concluded that the 
particles act as the primary stabiliser of these emulsions in the presence of the 
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surfactant. Results suggested that when added to an already made Pickering-
M/HIPE, the surfactant adsorbs at the free o/w interface between the particles at the 
droplet surface, thus reducing the interfacial tension. At these conditions, the original 
droplets break up to smaller ones during agitation, resulting in the smaller pore sizes 
obtained for the poly-Pickering-HIPEs (Figure 6.1b and 6.5b). The reduction in 
emulsion viscosity experienced by the emulsions on addition of the surfactant can 
also be explained by the fact that the surfactant adsorbs at the particle surface, thus 
changing its wetting properties, imparting steric repulsion and thereby disaggregating 
the particles to leave them well dispersed in the organic phase. This reduced 
viscosity leads to the sedimentation of the less concentrated emulsions and results in 
thinner continuous organic phase films in comparison to the original Pickering-HIPE 
without surfactant. The results from wetting experiments'^ on a model macroscopic 
system i.e. microscope slides, which have been treated with oleic acid in the same 
way as silica particles used in the emulsions and on which the contact angle of water 
drops in toluene was measured, also provide evidence for surfactant adsorption. The 
addition of surfactant to the oil decreased the contact angle measured through water 
from 141° ± 5° in pure toluene to 111° ± 7° in the presence of 5 vol.-% Hypermer 
2296, thus indicating a significant change of wettability due to surfactant adsorption. 
The contact angle in the presence of the surfactant, however, remained bigger than 
90°, which is an important condition for the formation of stable w/o emulsions [60]. 
This is in agreement with findings that the addition of Hypermer 2296 to Pickering 
emulsion templates does not impart droplet coalescence. As a consequence of 
surfactant adsorption at the o/w interface, pore throats likely form in the manner 
described by Menner and Bismarck [76]; the surfactant rich phase phase separates 
from the polymer rich phase during polymerisation and remains at the o/w interface 
in the area of closest contact between droplets, which allows for the formation of 
pore throats during the purification/drying of the materials. The fact that these poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs were open-cell only in the presence of low amounts of the 
Wetting experiments to determine contact angles were carried out by Ling Ching Wong of PaCE 
group at Imperial college. These will be fully reported in her future thesis. 
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surfactant provides evidence to support the importance of the surfactant in pore 
throat formation as explained by Menner and Bismarck [76]. 
It was also found that the dramatic increase of the average pore size of the poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs lead to a dramatic increase in average pore throat size, when 
compared to conventional polyHIPEs. These much larger pore throat sizes exhibited 
by poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 25 - 28 thereby result in the large gas permeabilities of 
up to 2.6 D (Table 6.2), which are up to 5 times that of conventional polyHIPE 23 
(Table 6.2 and Figure 6.6). The fact that the gas permeabihties of poly-Pickering-
HIPEs 25, 27 and 28 are identical within the error can be explained by the similar 
pore throat diameters and almost identical porosities of these poly-Pickering-HIPEs 
(Table 6.2). Even poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 made from an emulsion template with an 
internal phase volume less than the critical limit of 74 vol.-% has a gas permeability 
of 1.4 ± 0.1 D, which is 3 times larger than that of the conventional poly-HIPE 23. 
The lower permeability measured for poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 in comparison to the 
other open porous poly-Pickering-HIPEs is due to the lower porosity, reduced pore 
throat diameter and lower number of pore throats occurring per pore (4.8) in 
comparison to that of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 25, 27, and 28 (5.8 - 6.3). The lower 
number of pore throats in poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 could be due to the fact that a 
MIPE rather than a HIPE was used as a template. Although Pickering-MIPE 26 
underwent sedimentation, there was less contact between neighbouring droplets, 
which resulted in smaller and fewer pore throats. 
With respect to porosities, the porosity of all the open porous poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs was nearly the same (Table 6.2), although very different internal phase 
volumes were used in the emulsion templates. This can mainly be attributed to the 
sedimentation experienced by the Pickering emulsion templates in the presence of 
Hypermer 2296, which led to an effective increase of the internal phase volume in 
the less concentrated emulsion templates. It is however, also likely that 
polymerisation was incomplete, which led to an increase in porosity. 
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Figure 6.6: Graph illustrating gas permeability and crush strength of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs 24 and 25 - 28 as a function of porosity. 
The mechanical properties of macroporous polymers can be tailored by varying the 
internal phase volume of the Pickering emulsion templates (Table 6.2). The 
mechanical properties, crush strength and Young's modulus, of poly-Pickering-HIPE 
24 were however lower than those measured for conventional polyHIPE 23, which 
can most likely be explained by the much larger pore sizes and wider pore size 
distribution exhibited by poly-Pickering-HIPE 24 in comparison to polyHIPE 23. As 
expected, opening up the pore walls and increasing the overall porosity of the poly-
Pickering-HIPEs led to a significant reduction of the crush strength and Young's 
modulus of the macroporous polymers. It is however worth noting that poly-
Pickering-HIPEs 25, and 27 - 28 with very similar porosities (87 - 90 %) and 
interconnectivities also have almost identical crush strengths and Young's moduli. It 
is important to note that despite the low mechanical properties generally measured 
for the macroporous polymers presented in this study, the materials with porosities 
exceeding 85% did not fail (i.e. were not blown out of the gas permeability 
apparatus) during gas permeability tests as experienced for conventional polyHIPEs 
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with porosities > 82% [46]. Poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 25 - 28 did not fail during the 
gas permeability test because of (i) the lower resistance to flow and (ii) the 
reinforcement of the polymer by the hydrophobised silica particles used to stabilise 
the emulsion templates (see section 5.3). Nevertheless, these materials were still 
brittle and chalky, shattering during the compression test as is commonly observed 
for styrene/DVB based polyHIPEs [39]. The poor mechanical properties still need 
improving. 
6.3. Tailoring the mechanical performance of highly permeable poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs 
It was earlier demonstrated in section 6.2 that gas permeability of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs increases with increasing internal phase volume in the emulsion template, 
while mechanical performance decreases with increasing internal phase volume. 
Since the S/DVB based poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 has a gas permeability of 1.41 D 
(Table 6.2), which is higher than the minimum gas permeability required for gravel 
pack replacements ( I D ; section 1.2) and also the highest mechanical performance 
amongst poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 25 - 28, it was taken as the control sample in this 
section. 
In order to improve the mechanical performance of open-cell and permeable poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs, the first option explored, involved replacing the crosslinker 
DVB with a more flexible crosslinker PEGDMA, which has been shown to increase 
material strength [39, 47]. However, the stable pre-made emulsion template having 
70 vol.-% internal phase and stabilised by 3 w/v% silica particles, destabilised 
immediately on addition of Hypermer 2296. This emulsion destabilisation and final 
phase separation experienced on addition of the surfactant can be explained by the 
fact that Hypermer 2296 is insoluble in PEGDMA. Therefore, on addition of 
Hypermer 2296 to the otherwise stable emulsion containing S/PEGDMA in the 
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organic phase, Hypermer 2296 hkely precipitated as large surfactant particles at the 
o/w interface, which disrupts the arrangement of the stabilising silica particle at the 
interface, leading to film rupture, droplet coalescence and the eventual phase 
separation experienced by the emulsion template. 
As an alternative to using Hypermer 2296, different surfactants such as Hypermers 
2234 and 2524, which are soluble in PEGDMA and have a HLB value close to that 
of Hypermer 2296 (between 4 and 6) were investigated. However, the inclusion of 5 
vol.-% of Hypermer 2234 in the emulsion template resulted in a closed-cell material 
with no evident pore throats (Figure 6.7), while the materials prepared from the 
Pickering emulsion templates, to which 5 and 10 voL-% Hypermer 2524 was added, 
had pore throats, which were not interconnected; pores were surrounded by 
extremely thick pore walls (Figure 6.8), which did not thin out even at higher 
surfactant concentration (Figure 6.8b). 
Figure 6.7: SEM image of a poly-Pickering-MIPE synthesised from a Pickering-
MIPE template to which 5 vol.-% of Hypermer 2234 was added. 
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Figure 6.8: SEM images of poly-Pickering-MIPEs synthesised from Pickering-
MIPE templates to which a) 5 vol.-% and b) 10 vol.-% Hypermer 2524 were added. 
It was clear that none of these surfactants produced clearly defined interconnecting 
pore throats in the final material as were found in Poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 (Figure 
6.5a). This difference in the behaviour of the surfactants, despite the fact that they 
have similar HLB values, might be explained by differences in the chemical nature 
of the surfactants [52], which are however not disclosed by the suppliers. These 
results nevertheless suggest that Hypermer 2296 possesses the ideal chemical 
characteristics, required for a surfactant to induce pore throat formation in otherwise 
closed-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs under the preparation conditions discussed in 
this study. Hence, it was necessary to identify suitable conditions, under which 
Hypermer 2296 could be employed in emulsions with an S/PEGDMA continuous 
phase, such that adequate gas permeabilities and mechanical properties can be 
achieved. 
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Table 6.3: Composition of Pickering-MIPEs 29 - 36, which were prepared and 
polymerised 
Sample Organic phase Internal phase [Particle] [Surfactant] 
content volume/ [w/v %f [vol.- %Y 
Composition [vol.- %] 
[vol.- %f 
Pickering-MIPE 29 S/PEGDMA 70 5 0 
Pickering-MIPE 30 S/PEGDMA 70 5 5 
Pickering-MIPE 31 S:PEGDMA:SQ; 70 5 5 
50:45:5 
Pickering-MIPE 32 S:PEGDMA:SQ; 70 5 5 
50:40:10 
Pickering-MIPE 33 S:PEGDMA:SQ; 70 5 10 
50:40:10 
Pickering-MIPE 34 S:PEGDMA:DVB; 70 5 5 
50:45:5 
Pickering-MIPE 35 S:PEGDMA:DVB; 70 5 5 
50:40:10 
Pickering-MIPE 36 S:PEGDMA:DVB; 70 5 10 
50:40:10 
[a] S; Styrene, PEGDMA: polyethylene glycol dimethacrylate, DVB: 
Divinylbenzene, SQ:Squalene; [b] Volume ratio is with respect to the organic phase 
volume only; [c] With respect to the organic phase volume 
The first strategy explored involved increasing the silica particle concentration in the 
S/PEGDMA based Pickering-MIPEs as it was hypothesised that a higher particle 
concentration (> 3 w/v%) will result in increased emulsion stability and much 
smaller droplets, due to enhanced 3D particle networks, which form throughout the 
organic phase. These particle networks and increased emulsion stability were 
expected to increase the droplet resistance to coalescence and enable the emulsion to 
reach the gel point of polymerisation before phase separating. Hence, Poly-
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Pickering-MEPEs 29 and 30 were synthesised from MIPE templates stabilised by 5 
w/v% silica particles, to which no surfactant was added and to which 5 vol.-% 
Hypermer 2296 was added, respectively (Table 6.3). SEM images (Figure 6.9) reveal 
that poly-Pickering-MIPE 29 has pores of 20 - 300 |im in diameter (Figure 6.9a) 
while poly-Pickering-MIPE 30 has pores of 300 - 2000 |im in diameter (Figure 6.9b). 
The much bigger pore sizes exhibited by poly-Pickering-MIPE 30 provides evidence 
of the significant emulsion destabilisation experienced by Pickering-MIPE 30 on 
addition of Hypermer 2296. Nevertheless, it is clear that the increased silica 
concentration (from 3 to 5 w/v %) indeed allowed for the successful polymerisation 
of Pickering-MIPE 30 to yield poly-Pickering-MIPE 30. However, whilst poly-
Pickering-MIPE 29 was closed-cell as expected of macroporous polymers 
synthesised from particle stabilised emulsions, poly-Pickering-MIPE 30 was 
interestingly also closed-cell, having very thick pore walls, and very few pore throats 
(Figure 6.9b). It was initially expected that poly-Pickering-MIPE 30 will have a 
highly interconnected structure comparable to that of poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 
(Figure 6.9a) but the low pore interconnectivity can again be attributed to the 
precipitation of the surfactant, which leads to the emulsion destabilisation 
experienced by Pickering-MIPE 30 but did not allow for the surfactant to phase 
separate during polymerisation and induce pore throat formation in the resulting 
material. Density, porosity, gas permeability and mechanical properties of poly-
Pickering-MIPEs 29 and 30 are summarised in Table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.9: SEM images of poly-Pickering-MIPEs 2 9 - 3 0 synthesised from pre 
made Pickering MIPEs containing 70 vol.-% internal phase, 50:50 S/PEGDMA and 
5 w/v% silica particles, to which a) 0 vol.-% and b) 5 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was 
added. 
The porosities measured for poly-Pickering-MIPEs 29 and 30 were identical within 
error to the internal phase of the corresponding emulsion templates, while skeletal 
and foam densities were relatively constant for both materials. With respect to 
mechanical properties, both poly-Pickering-MIPEs 29 and 30 have much improved 
mechanical performance in comparison to poly-Pickering-MIPE 26. The crush 
strength of poly-Pickering-MIPE 30 was however much lower than that of poly-
Pickering-MIPE 29, due to the much larger pores and wider pore size distribution 
exhibited by poly-Pickering-MIPE 30. Gas permeabilities on the other hand revealed 
poly-Pickering-MIPE 29 was impermeable as expected, while poly-Pickering-MIPE 
30 had a gas permeability of only 0.02 ± 0.01 D. Therefore it was necessary to 
maintain cellular interconnectivity whilst improving mechanical properties. 
A different approach was explored, which involved replacing some of the PEGDMA 
in the organic phase of the emulsion templates with varying amounts of the solvent 
squalene, in which Hypermer 2296 is soluble. It was hypothesised that the inclusion 
of such a solvent will increase Hypermer 2296 solubility in the organic phase, and 
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therefore enhance emulsion stability. The surfactant concentration added to the 
premade Pickering-MIPEs was also altered and its effect on the gas permeability of 
the resulting materials studied. 
Table 6.4: Porosity (P*), skeletal density (ps), foam density (pf), gas permeability 
(k), crush strength (oc) and Young's modulus (E) of poly-Pickering-MIPEs 29-36 
Sample/ P* [%] PS [g/cm ]^ PF[g/cm^] k[D] CTC [MPa] E 
poly- [MPa] 
Pickering 
-MIPE 
29 71 ± 1 1.203 ±0.003 0.341 ±0.005 0 6.7 ± 0.3 62 ±8 
30 73 ± 1 1.212 ±0.003 0.322 ± 0.005 0.02 ±0.01 3.6 ±0.3 64± 11 
32 73 ± 1 1.240 ±0.006 0.329 ±0.005 0.99 ±0.16 3.9 ±0.2 110 ± 
c 
33 72 ± 1 1.199 ±0.001 0.337 ±0.004 1.76 ±0.15 2.6 ±0.1 
J 
41 ± 1 
34 69 ± 1 1.079 ±0.002 0.342 ± 0.002 0 7.5 ±0.1 140 ±8 
35 70 ± 1 1.061 ±0.003 0.328 ± 0.002 0 7.4 ±0.1 109 ± 
11 
36 71 ± 1 1.284 ±0.013 0.371 ±0.007 0.92 ±0.09 5.6 ±0.1 95 ± 3 
Poly-Pickering-MIPEs 31 and 32 were synthesised from Pickering-MIPEs 31 and 32, 
formulated by replacing some of the PEGDMA in the organic phase with 5 and 10 
vol.-% squalene (with respect to the organic phase volume), respectively, to which 5 
vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was added. Poly-Pickering-MIPE 33 was also prepared from 
Pickering-MIPE 33 with a similar formulation to Pickering-MIPE 32 but to which 10 
vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was added to the premade Pickering-MIPE template (Table 
6.3). The appearance of the poly-Pickering-MIPEs suggested that Pickering-MIPE 31 
had experienced significant emulsion destabilisation while Pickering-MIPEs 32 and 
33 experienced slight sedimentation prior to reaching the gel point of polymerisation. 
The latter was evidenced by a thin layer of clear solid polymer above the 
corresponding poly-Pickering-MIPEs. In addition, it was noted that the materials 
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experienced slight shrinkage and felt slightly spongy prior to purification or drying 
as the squalene acted as a plasticiser. Although the sedimentation and emulsion 
destabilisation experienced by Pickering-MIPEs 3 1 - 3 3 containing squalene is not 
fully understood, it is evident that emulsion stability increased with increased levels 
of squalene in the emulsion template since Pickering-MEPE 32 did not experience as 
much destabilisation as Pickering-MIPE 31. Purification and drying of the materials, 
allowed for the removal of the surfactant and trapped squalene, resulting in materials, 
which were no longer spongy. 
Representative SEM images of poly-Pickering-MIPEs 31-33 (Figure 6.10) revealed 
pores of 50 - 1700 pm, 200 - 600 |im and 40 - 150 p.m in diameter, respectively. 
Since small droplets and hence pores are indicative of enhanced emulsion stability, 
the pore sizes exhibited by these poly-Pickering-MIPEs presents farther evidence of 
the increased emulsion template stability achieved with increased levels of squalene 
and also Hypermer 2296. Poly-Pickering-MIPE 31 has pore throats but also thick 
pore walls, while poly-Pickering-MIPE 32 has some interconnecting pore throats, 15 
- 100 pm in diameter (Figures 6.10 a - b). Poly-Pickering-MIPE 33 on the other 
hand was highly interconnected, having pore throats in the range of 10 - 50 p,m, 
although the highly interconnected pore structure made it difficult to clearly 
differentiate pores from pore throats (Figure 6.10 c). 
The density, porosity, gas permeability and mechanical properties of poly-Pickering-
MIPEs 32 and 33 are summarised in Table 6.4. It was however not possible to 
characterise poly-Pickering-MIPE 31 farther, since it was impossible to produce 
reproducible samples from the highly irregular material. The porosities of poly-
Pickering-MIPEs 32 and 33 are identical within error for both materials but slightly 
higher than the internal phase volumes of the corresponding emulsion templates, 
owing to the loss of surfactant and squalene. Foam densities were also relatively 
similar, while skeletal densities decreased with increasing surfactant concentration 
added to the emulsion templates. The much lower skeletal density measured for poly-
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Pickering-MEPE 33 might be explained by the presence of some residual surfactant, 
which was not successfully removed within the purification period. 
Gas permeabilities on the other hand were measured to be 0.99 ± 0.16 D and 1.76 ± 
0.15 D, respectively, for poly-Pickering-MIPEs 32 and 33. The much higher gas 
permeability measured for poly-Pickering-MIPE 33 can be explained by the much 
improved interconnectivity (Figure 6.10 c) exhibited by the material. The mechanical 
properties were however poor and decreased drastically as expected with increasing 
interconnectivity. 
In an attempt to farther improve mechanical properties, squalene in the emulsion 
templates of poly-Pickering-MIPEs 3 1 - 3 3 was replaced with the crosslinker DVB, 
which is a suitable solvent for Hypermer 2296. Hence Pickering-MIPEs 34 and 35 
were formulated by replacing some of the PEGDMA in the organic phase with 5 and 
10 vol.-% DVB, respectively, and adding 5 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 to the pre-made 
Pickering-MIPEs. Pickering-MIPE 36 was also prepared with a similar formulation 
to Pickering-MIPE 35 but with 10 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 added to the premade 
Pickering-MIPE template (Table 6.3). 
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Figure 6.10: SEM images of poly-Pickering-MIPEs 31 - 33, synthesised from pre-
made Pickering- MIPEs containing a) 5 vol.-% and b) 10 vol.-% squalene, to which 
5 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was added and c) 10 vol.-% squalene, to which 10 vol.-% 
Hypermer 2296 was added. 
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It was found that unlike the squalene based Pickering-MIPEs, these emulsions 
containing DVB experienced no sedimentation but rather appeared to increase in 
viscosity (visual observation) with increasing DVB in the organic phase on addition 
of Hypermer 2296, and also with increased concentration of Hypermer 2296. This 
might be explained by the improved solubility of Hypermer 2296 in the organic 
phase with increased levels of DVB. However, it was interesting that this was the 
case, since the S/DVB based emulsions discussed in section 6.2 experienced 
significant sedimentation on addition of Hypermer 2296. The discrepancy between 
the S/DVB based emulsions described in section 6.2 and these S/PEGDMA/DVB 
based emulsions on addition of Hypermer 2296, might be attributed to the increased 
amount of stabilising particles present in the S/PEGDMA/DVB based emulsions (5 
w/v%, compared to 3 w/v% used in section 6.2), which enhance 3D particle 
networks in the organic phase to increase emulsion stability to sedimentation. 
Polymerisation, purification and drying of these Pickering-MIPEs yielded poly-
Pickering-MIPEs 34 - 36. Representative SEM images (Figure 6.11) revealed pores 
20 - 250 jim in diameter for poly-Pickering-MIPEs 34 - 35 (Figure 6.11 a - b) and 
pores of 20 - 130 }j,m in diameter for poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 (Figure 6.11 c). The 
decrease in the pore size exhibited by poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 in comparison to 
poly-Pickering-MIPE 35 can be attributed to the enhanced emulsion stability (usually 
accompanied by smaller droplets in emulsion template and hence smaller pores in the 
poly-Pickering-MIPE) observed for Pickering-MIPE 36 on addition of a higher 
surfactant concentration. 
Poly-Pickering-MIPEs 34 - 35 were however mainly closed-cell having only very 
few pores with evident pore throats (Figure 6.11 a - b) , while poly-Pickering-MIPE 
36 had a much higher degree of interconnectivity, possessing pore throats in the 
range of 5 - 40 pm in diameter. It is nevertheless worth mentioning that the number 
of pore throats occurring per pore in poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 (3.0) is significantly 
reduced in comparison to that of poly-Pickering-MIPE 26 (4.8) and also that of poly-
Pickering-MIPE 33, which had a pore structure that made it difficult to determine the 
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number of pore throats occurring per pore; pores and pore throats could not be easily 
differentiated in poly-Pickering-MIPE 33. 
The density, porosity, gas permeability and mechanical properties of poly-Pickering-
MIPEs 34 - 36 are summarised in Table 6.4. Porosities are identical with error to the 
internal phase volume of the corresponding emulsion templates, and foam densities 
relatively similar for the three poly-Pickering-MIPEs. Skeletal densities on the other 
hand increased for poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 synthesised from an emulsion template 
with a higher surfactant concentration. The lower skeletal densities measured for 
poly-Pickering-MIPEs 34 and 35 might be explained by the presence of trapped 
surfactant within the mainly closed-cell samples. 
Gas permeability measurements (Table 6.4) revealed poly-Pickering-MIPEs 34 - 35 
were indeed impermeable due to their lack of substantial pore interconnectivity 
(Figure 6.11 a - b), while poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 had a gas permeability of 0.92 ± 
0.09 D (Table 6.4). In comparison to conventional polyHIPEs having a highly 
interconnected cellular structure (Figure 6.1a) [46], the much higher gas permeability 
achieved for poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 despite the fact that it has much reduced 
interconnectivity (Figure 6.11c) in comparison to conventional polyHIPEs can be 
explained by the much larger pore and pore throat sizes exhibited by poly-Pickering-
MIPE 36. This reaffirms the importance of pore throat size and demonstrates that a 
material can be relatively permeable as long as a sufficient amount of pores are 
interconnected [163] and the interconnecting pore throats are relatively large. On the 
other hand, mechanical properties summarised in Table 6.4 show that poly-
Pickering-MIPEs 34 - 35 have similar crush strengths of 7.5 MPa, while poly-
Pickering-MIPE 36 has a crush strength of 5.6 MPa. The decrease in the crush 
strength measured for poly-Pickering-MIPE 36, in contrast to poly-Pickering-MIPEs 
34 and 35 can again be explained by the much improved intercoimectivity exhibited 
by poly-Pickering-MIPE 36. However, it is evident that the gas permeability and 
crush strength measured for poly-Pickering-MIPE 36 meet the requirements of ID 
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and 3.5 MP a, respectively, required for poly-Pickering-MIPEs to successfully be 
employed as permeable filters ( see chapter 1). 
1 
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Figure 6.11: SEM images of poly-Pickering-MIPEs 34 - 36 synthesised from pre-
made Pickering MIPEs containing a) 5 vol.-% and b) 10 vol.-% DVB, to which 5 
vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was added and c) 10 vol.-% DVB, to which 10 vol. 
Hypermer 2296 was added. 
% 
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6.4. Summary 
It was earlier shown in chapters 4 and 5 that poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs have a typical 
closed-cell structure, although pores are significantly larger than those found in 
conventional polyHIPEs. In this chapter, various methods were explored in an 
attempt to prepare open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. It was shown that neither the 
inclusion of low molecular weight polymers with affinity for water in the emulsion 
template of a poly-Pickering-M/HIPE nor the leaching of silica particles from a poly-
Pickering-M/HIPE using NaOH, nor the incorporation and degradation of CaCO^ 
from the polymer walls of a poly-Pickering-M/HIPE using HCl led to the formation 
of open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. This is most likely caused by the extreme 
stability of the emulsion films and hence strength of the polymer walls as a result of 
the thick particle layers at the droplet interface of the Pickering emulsion templates. 
However, the addition of low amounts (5 vol.-%) of Hypermer 2296 to premade 
styrene/DVB based Pickering-HIPEs resulted in open-cell materials having average 
pore sizes of -100 pm and average pore throat sizes of 19 - 26 pm. This can be 
explained by the fact that Hypermer 2296 acted as a dispersant, which better 
dispersed the particles, resulting in thinning of the emulsion films, which easily 
ruptured during purification/drying of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. By varying the 
internal phase volume of the Pickering emulsion templates, it was also possible to 
achieve gas permeabilities of up to 2.6 D, which is up to 5 times that achieved for 
conventional polyHIPEs (0.46 D) [46]. However, these materials synthesised using 
the traditional styrene/DVB polymers still had poor mechanical properties. 
It was possible to tailor the mechanical properties by using Pickering-MIPE 
templates employing PEGDMA as the main crosslinker and also altering the 
surfactant concentration added to the pre-made Pickering emulsion template. 
However, as Hypermer 2296 is insoluble in PEGDMA, it was essential to include 
additives like squalene or DVB, in which Hypermer 2296 is soluble, in order to 
enhance the surfactant solubility in the organic phase of the Pickering-MIPE 
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templates. This was necessary since the addition of surfactants like Hypermer 2234 
and Hypermer 2524, which are soluble in PEGDMA to the Pickering-MIPEs, did not 
yield open-cell poly-Pickering-MIPEs. It was found that the styrene/PEGDMATDVB 
based macroporous polymers had significantly improved mechanical properties but a 
much lower gas permeability in comparison to the successfully polymerised 
styrene/PEGDMA/squalene based samples. The highest gas permeability of 0.92 ± 
0.09 D and crush strength of 5.6 ±0.1 MPa was achieved for a poly-Pickering-MIPE 
synthesised from a Pickering-MIPE template containing 10 vol.-% DVB in the 
organic phase, to which 10 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was added. 
These results certify the method described in this chapter as a route to successfully 
prepare macroporous polymers with much improved gas permeabiUties and 
mechanical properties as desired for industrial applications, for example in the oil 
service industry [46, 54]. These materials might also be useful for chemical and 
biological separation or scaffolds for tissue engineering. 
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7. HIERACHICAL MACROPOROUS POLYMERS 
SYNTHESISED FROM MIXED PARTICLE AND 
SURFACTANT STABILISED EMULSION 
TEMPLATES 
7.1. Introduction 
It was demonstrated in chapter 6 that the addition of the surfactant Hypermer 2296 to 
premade Pickering-M/HIPEs leads to open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs having 
much larger pore throats ( 1 9 - 2 6 p.m) than those found in conventional polyHEPEs 
( 1 - 3 |j,m) [46]. 
In this chapter, hierarchical macroporous polymers having an organised array of 
pores found in conventional polyHIPEs and poly-Pickering-HIPEs, which were 
prepared from emulsion templates stabilised by polymeric non-ionic surfactant 
Hypermer B246sf and titania particles, simultaneously, are described. PolyHIPEs 
having a hierachical structure, i.e. a bimodial pore size distribution with macropores 
and highly microporous walls have so far been reported for materials prepared from 
surfactant stabilised emulsion templates [196]. In this chapter, mixed particle and 
surfactant stabilised HIPE templates were prepared using both the oleic acid 
frinctionalised titania particles discussed in chapter 4 and Hypermer B246sf, which if 
used independently will produce stable HIPEs [44, 46, 47]. Pichot et al. [194] and 
Whitby et al. [197] have previously demonstrated that the stability and droplet size of 
such mixed particle and surfactant stabilised emulsions are dependent on the 
concenfrations and synergistic interactions between particles and surfactants at the 
o/w interface. Focus in this study was directed mainly at determining the effect 
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varying amounts of particles and surfactants in the emulsion template have on the 
resulting polymerised materials. 
7.2. Hierarchical poly-Pickering-HIPEs 
Pickering-HIPE 37 (Table 7.1), solely stabilised by 1 w/v% titania particles (with 
respect to the monomer phase), was prepared as the control sample. Pickering-HIPEs 
3 8 - 4 1 were prepared with a similar composition to Pickering-HIPE 37 but also 
contained 1, 5, 10 and 20 w/v% Hypermer B246sf (with respect to the monomer 
phase), respectively, while Pickering-HIPEs 42 - 43 contained 5 w/v% Hypermer 
B246sf, similar to Pickering-HIPE 39 but contained 3 and 5 w/v% titania particles, 
respectively (Table 7.1). All emulsions were stable for two weeks, displaying no 
visible sedimentation following preparation. Observations were stopped after two 
weeks due to autopolymerisation of the emulsions. It was observed that the viscosity 
of the emulsions increased with increasing particle and surfactant concentrations. 
Following polymerisation, the influence of surfactant concentration in the emulsion 
template on the resulting macroporous polymers was first investigated. The skeletal 
and foam densities and porosities of the resulting poly-Pickering-HIPEs are 
summarised in Table 7.1. The porosity of poly-Pickering-HIPE 37 is identical within 
error to the internal phase volume of Pickering-HIPE 37, while the porosities of 
poly-Pickering-HIPEs 38 - 41 are slightly higher than the internal phase volume of 
their corresponding HIPEs, possibly due to the additional loss of surfactant. As 
expected, the foam densities of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 37 - 41 are identical within 
error. Skeletal densities of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 3 8 - 4 1 are also relatively constant, 
and higher than that of poly-Pickering-HIPE 37. The lower skeletal density measured 
for poly-Pickering-HIPE 37 might be caused by the presence of some trapped water 
within the polymer material. 
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Table 7.1: Composition of the emulsion templates containing S/PEGDMA in the 
organic phase and characterised by an internal phase volume of 77 vol.-%, and 
particle (Cp) and surfactant ( c j concentrations, as well as the measured porosity (P*), 
skeletal (ps), and foam (pf) densities of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 37-43. 
Sample ID p*W 
[w/v%] [w/v%] [%] [g/cm ]^ [g/cm ]^ 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 37 1 0 78 1.107 0.25 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 38 1 1 79 1.209 0.26 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 39 1 5 81 1.269 0.24 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 40 1 10 81 1.254 0.24 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 41 1 20 81 1.295 0.24 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 42 3 5 81 1.292 0.24 
Poly-Pickering-HIPE 43 5 5 82 1.362 0.25 
[a] and [b] with respect to the monomer phase volume; surfactant dissolved in 
additional 2 ml of styrene [c] Value ± 1; [d] Value ± 0.009; [e] Value ± 0.03. 
SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 37-41 revealed that poly-Pickering-HIPE 37 
(Figure 7.1a) has a closed-cell structure typical of poly-Pickering-HIPEs (see Figure 
4.7), while poly-Pickering-HIPEs 38 - 40 (Figure 7.1b - d) have a hierarchical 
structure, consisting of an organised assembly of large closed-cell pores typical of 
poly-Pickering-HIPEs, surrounded by a network of much smaller interconnected 
pores characteristic of conventional polyHIPEs. Poly-Pickering-HIPE 41 (Figure 
7.1e) on the other hand has a pore structure typically observed for conventional 
polyHIPEs. The occurrence of the small interconnected pores and the number of pore 
throats occurring per pore (1.1, 3.9, and 6.1, respectively for Poly-Pickering-HlPEs 
38 - 40) increases with increasing surfactant concentration in the emulsion template, 
while the average pore size of the small interconnected pores decreases (60 ± 2, 35 ± 
2, 22 ± 1 and 17 ± 1 |um, respectively for poly-Pickering-HIPEs 38 - 41) with 
increasing surfactant concentration in the emulsion template. Interestingly, the 
average pore size of the large closed-cells first increases with increasing surfactant 
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concentration (321 ± 11, 408 ± 17, 445 ± 28, 305 ± 18 p,m, respectively for poly-
Pickering-HIPEs 37 - 40) but decreases when the surfactant concentration reaches 10 
w/v% (poIy-Pickering-HIPE 40), beyond which the poly-Pickering-HIPEs become a 
conventional polyHIPE having only small interconnected pores. 
The structures exhibited by poly-Pickering-HIPEs 38 - 40 can be explained by the 
formation of surfactant stabilised emulsion droplets alongside particle stabilised 
droplets as a result of the parallel addition of the surfactant solution and aqueous 
phase to the organic phase of the HIPEs during emulsification. The increasing 
interconnectivity of the small interconnected pores can also be attributed to the 
increasing surfactant concentration. Above a certain surfactant concentration, which 
is somewhere between 10 and 20 w/v% however, the surfactant seems to take over as 
the main emulsifier, such that the resulting macroporous polymer no longer exhibits 
multiple features but only conventional polyHIPE features, as seen for poly-
Pickering-HIPE 41 (Figure 7.1e). It is worth mentioning at this point that the pore 
size of poly-Pickering-HlPE 41 is much larger than that exhibited by traditional 
polyHIPEs (see Figure 6.1) [46, 48] made via the commonly used preparation 
protocol of merely adding the aqueous phase slowly to a surfactant containing 
organic phase [32, 34, 38, 91, 159]. This increase in pore size can be attributed to the 
fact that a different emulsification protocol was employed in this chapter. 
It was also possible to tailor the properties of the hierarchical macroporous polymers 
by altering the particle concentration in the emulsion template. Poly-Pickering-
HIPEs 42 and 43 were prepared from emulsion templates containing 5 w/v% 
surfactant and 3 and 5 w/v% titania particles, respectively, and compared with poly-
Pickering-HIPE 39 having 5 w/v% surfactant and 1 w/v% titania particles (Table 
7.1). The porosities of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 42 and 43 were slightly higher than the 
internal phase volume of the corresponding HIPEs (Table 7.1), owing to the 
additional loss of surfactant. The foam densities of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 39, 42 and 
43 were identical within error, as expected of materials prepared from emulsion 
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templates with similar internal phase volumes, while skeletal densities increased with 
increasing particle concentration in the emulsion template due to an increase in the 
titania particles, which were incorporated into the polymer matrix. 
SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 39, and 42 - 43 having 1, 3 and 5 w/v% titania 
particles (Figure 7.2) reveal large pores, which decrease drastically in size with 
increasing particle concentration in the emulsion template (average size of 445 ± 27, 
233 ± 10, 177 ± 7, respectively). It was observed that the pore size of the small 
interconnected pores remained relatively constant (35 ± 3) for the 3 poly-Pickering-
HIPEs (Figure 7.2). However, it is clear from the SEM images (Figure 7.2) that as 
particle concentration in the emulsion template increases, the large closed pores 
slowly disappear and the pores generally become interconnected (i.e. irrespective of 
the pore being categorised as large or small). This suggests firstly that the size of 
particle stabilised droplets in the emulsion template decreases dramatically at high 
particle concentrations, which leads to increased droplet contact. Secondly, 
Hypermer B246sf 1) better disperses the thick titania particle layers at droplet 
interfaces during emulsification to yield thinner continuous phase films at areas of 
nearest contact, as was discussed when using Hypermer 2296 in chapter 6 and 2) 
adsorbs at particle free o/w interfaces of droplets in the emulsion template to induce 
pore throat formation in the resulting polymerised materials, mostly likely in the 
manner described by Menner et al. [76]. These findings suggest that for mixed 
particle and surfactant stabilised emulsion templates prepared under the 
emulsification conditions described in this chapter, high particle concentrations will 
yield materials with a pore structure approaching that of the highly permeable poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs described in chapter 6. This suggests that, if the particle 
concentration is high enough, the method of emulsification described in this chapter 
is an alternative route to preparing highly permeable macroporous polymers. 
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Figure 7.1: SEM images of poly-Pickering-HIPEs 37-41 (a - e), synthesised from 
Pickering-HIPE templates, to which varying Hypermer B246sf concentrations were 
added. 
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Figure 7.2; SEM images of Poly-Pickering-HIPEs 39, 42 and 43 (a - c), synthesised 
from Pickering- HIRE templates containing varying titania particle concentrations. 
7.3. Summary 
Hierarchical macroporous polymers having large closed-cell pores typical of poly-
Pickering-HIPEs and pore walls containing much smaller interconnected pores 
typical of polyHIPEs have been prepared from mixed particle and surfactant 
stabilised emulsion templates. The emulsion templates were prepared by 
simultaneously adding a Hypermer B246sf/styrene solution and the aqueous phase to 
the organic phase of Pickering-HIPEs containing oleic acid functionalised titania 
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particles during emulsification. The multiple features were formed as the particles 
and surfactant in the HffE templates simultaneously stabilised different droplets 
against droplet coalescence. 
It was found that between 10 and 20 w/v% Hypermer B246sf, the resulting 
macroporous polymer exhibited only features typical for conventional polyHIPEs as 
the surfactant became the primary emulsifier. hiterestingly however, an increase of 
the particle concentration at constant surfactant concentration yielded macroporous 
polymers, in which pores (including the large closed pores) became generally 
interconnected. This phenomenon of general pore interconnectivity at high particle 
concentrations can be explained by (1) the fact that high particle concentrations lead 
to smaller droplets in close contact and (2) the fact that the surfactant acts to better 
disperse the thick titania particle layers at the o/w interfaces of the droplets and 
additionally adsorbs at free o/w interfaces, leading to even thinner films, which 
easily rupture following polymerisation and purification/drying of the resulting 
materials. 
The closed pores exhibited by these materials could serve as units for storage and 
encapsulation of substances (solids/liquids), while the interconnected walls could 
provide an efficient route for flow of substances, such as in controlled delivery 
applications. The feasibility of such applications is currently being investigated by 
Ling Ching Wong of PaCE. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1. Conclusions 
Prior to work carried out in this thesis, polyHIPEs were reported to be prepared only 
by the polymerisation of surfactant stabilised HIPE templates having internal phase 
volume fractions above 0.75. Their industrial applications were seriously limited by 
their poor mechanical performance and low gas permeabilities. This thesis on the 
other hand describes the discovery and development of macroporous polymers, 
termed poly-Pickering-HIPEs, which have been synthesised from new w/o particle 
stabilised HIPE templates, previously believed to be impossible above volume 
fractions of 0.75. It was possible to tailor the properties of these macroporous 
polymers to achieve industrially viable materials with improved mechanical 
performance and gas permeabilities. The major findings and achievements in this 
work can be summarised under the 3 main categories summarised below: 
Preparation and production of Pickering-M/HIPEs and closed-cell poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs 
Hydrophilic titania and silica particles were surface modified with oleic acid and 
successfully used to stabilise Pickering-M/HIPEs, which were employed as templates 
to produce closed-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
• The functionalised titania and silica particles with 3.5 ± 0.5 wt.-% oleic acid 
stabilised pure Pickering-M/HIPEs with internal phase volumes of up to 92 voL-
% without the need for forced sedimentation or centrifiigation. 
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Emulsions with internal phase volumes of up to 87 vol.-% were achieved using 1 
w/v% fimctionalised titania particles, while 92 vol.-% internal phase was 
achieved using 4 w/v% fimctionalised silica particles. 
The maximum internal phase volume achievable was increased by increasing the 
particle concentration. Further increase of the titania and silica particles to yield 
emulsions with even higher internal phase volumes was limited by 1) the high 
organic phase viscosity with increasing particle concentrations, which did not 
allow for efficient mixing and incorporation of the aqueous phase in the 
emulsion and 2) the expected increase in emulsion stability and viscosity of the 
emulsion due to an increasing number of smaller droplets, and hence droplet 
contact with increasing internal phase volume. 
Much lower internal phase volumes could only be achieved for the titania 
particle stabilised emulsions most hkely because the titania particles aggregate 
to a greater extent than the silica particles, and have much stronger particle-
particle interactions, which significantly influence the organic phase viscousity 
at lower particle concentrations than for the silica particles. 
The pore size and distributions of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs generally 
increased with increasing internal phase volume in the emulsion templates but 
decreased with increasing particle and electrolyte concentrations in the emulsion 
templates. 
Mechanical properties of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs decreased with increasing 
internal phase volume in the emulsion template and increased with increasing 
particle concentration in the case of the fimctionalised silica particles but 
decreased with increasing particle concentration in the case of the titania 
particles, owing to tl:e fact that the titania particle aggiegates acted as flaws 
(stress points) in the materials. 
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Production of highly permeable open cell /)o/>'-Pickering-M/H]PEs 
The closed-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs were made open-cell and highly permeable 
with gas permeabilities of up to 2.6 D (over 5 times that of traditional polyHIPEs). 
• The various routes explored unsuccessfully to create interconnecting pore throats 
in the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs included (1) including low molecular weight 
polymers with affinity for water as additive in the organic phase of the emulsion 
template (2) leaching silica particles out from pore walls of the poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs using NaOH in the aqueous phase and (3) incorporating and dissolving 
out degradable particles from polymer walls of the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. 
• Pore throats were however successfully created in the poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
by adding 5 vol.-% of polymeric non-ionic surfactant Hypermer 2296, to pre-
made Pickering emulsion templates under gentle stirring for 30 s prior to 
polymerisation. Results suggested that the addition of Hypermer 2296 to the 
premade Pickering emulsions was the only successful route because the 
surfactant 1) better disperses particle layers at the o/w interface, thinning out the 
film in the areas of nearest contact between droplets in the emulsions and 2) 
adsorbs and precipitates most likely at particle free areas of the o/w interface in 
the Pickering emulsion template, to be dissolved out of the resulting Poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs during purification/drying of the materials. 
• It was interesting that under the preparation conditions, surfactants like 
Hypermer 2234 and 2524 having similar HLB to that of Hypermer 2296 did not 
induce pore throat formation. This discrepancy was attributed to the chemical 
nature of the surfactants, which are however not disclosed by suppliers. 
• The styrene/DVB poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs had gas permeabilities of up to 2.6 
D, which is in excess of the ID required for oil well applications. They were 
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however brittle as expected, with low crush strengths of not more than 2.2 MPa, 
which limits the applications for these materials 
In order to improve the mechanical properties, 1) MIPEs, rather than HIPEs 
were used to yield open-cell poly-Pickering-MIPEs with expected enhanced 
mechanical performance; 2) DVB in the organic phase of the emulsion templates 
was replaced with PEGDMA, which has been shown to improve the mechanical 
strength of polyHIPEs [39, 47]; 3) 5 - 10 vol.-% of additives (with respect to the 
monomer phase) hke squalene and DVB were included in the organic phase of 
the emulsion templates to enhance surfactant solubility in the emulsion 
templates since Hypermer 2296 is insoluble in PEGDMA, and 4) the surfactant 
concentration was increased. 
The poly-Pickering-MIPEs prepared from emulsion templates containing 
squalene had much higher gas permeabilities than those synthesised from the 
emulsion templates containing DVB since squalene does not polymerise but is 
washed out of the poly-Pickering-MIPEs during purification/drying, which leads 
to an increased pore interconnectivity. The increase of interconnect!vity and loss 
of material however led to mechanically weak materials. 
The sample with the highest crush strength of 5.6 MPa had a gas permeability of 
0.92 D and was prepared from a Pickering-MIPE template containing 10 vol.-% 
DVB in the organic phase, to which 10 vol.-% Hypermer 2296 was added. The 
gas permeability and crush strength were within error of the desired 
specifications (gas permeability of 1 D and crush strength of 3.5 MPa) required 
for poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs to be successftilly employed as permeable filters in 
oil wells. 
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Production of hierarchical macroporous polymers 
Macroporous polymers with large closed-cell pores typical of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs and pore walls containing much smaller interconnected pores typical of 
conventional polyHIPEs were successfully synthesised from mixed particle and 
surfactant stabilised emulsion templates. 
• The emulsion templates were prepared by simultaneously adding a Hypermer 
B246sf/styrene solution and the aqueous phase to the organic phase of oleic acid 
functionalised titania particle stabilised HEPEs during emulsification. 
• The hierarchical pore structure was formed as surfactant stabilised droplets 
formed alongside the particle stabilised droplets during emulsification in the 
emulsion templates. 
• The size of the large pores and the number of the small interconnected pores 
increased while the interconnectivity of the small interconnected pores increased 
with increasing surfactant concentration at constant particle concentration. At 
some point between 10 and 20 w/v% Hypermer B246sf however, the surfactant 
becomes the main stabiliser, resulting in macroporous polymers displaying only 
features typical of conventional polyHIPEs. 
• At high particle concentrations, the large pores slowly disappeared, while the 
pore structure became generally interconnected as the material pore structure 
approached that of a highly permeable poly-Pickering-M/HIPE. This suggests 
that 1) an increase in particle concentration led to smaller droplets and hence 
pores, which are in close contact, and 2) the surfactant effectively disperses the 
titania particle layers, leading to thin emulsion films between droplets that 
eventually rupture, leaving pore throats behind in the resulting materials. 
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8.2. Recommendations for future work 
Considering the fact that the study carried out in this thesis is one of the first in the 
area of Pickering-HIPE templating, a number of actions were identified as 
possibilities for further study, which will boost understanding of Pickering emulsion 
templating and lead to advancements in the area of macroporous polymers. The 
following are recommendations for future research: 
Viability ofpoly-Pickering-M/HIPEs as permeable filters for oil well applications 
The main drive and success of the research described in this thesis has been the 
development of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs with adequate gas permeability and 
mechanical strength to be employed as practical permeable filters down oil wells. 
The next stage of this work will include 1) the scaling up of the emulsification 
protocol used in preparing Pickering-M/HIPEs, in order to make the large volumes of 
Pickering-M/HIPE needed to fill the annular space between the rock formation and 
screen perforated production pipe in oil wells and 2) the testing of poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs under conditions, i.e. temperature and pressures encountered in oil wells. 
These tests can be carried out using tests developed by and conducted in the oil 
service industry, before actual testing of the materials in oil wells. A method to pump 
the emulsion fluid into the annular space and also to purify the materials after curing 
within the formation will in addition need to be investigated. I will be carrying out 
these investigations in collaboration with Halliburton Energy Services, under the 
Imperial College one year knowledge transfer secondment scheme grant, which I 
was awarded (between October 2010 and September 2011). Activities will be aimed 
at transferring the knowledge of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs to the benefit of the oil 
industry. 
The feasibility of poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs for various other applications such as 
catalyst supports or tissue engineering supports should also be explored. 
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Wetting properties of the modified titania and silica particles 
The study of the contact angle oleic acid functionalised particles make at the 
interface of w/o droplets in Pickering-M/HIPEs is currently being investigated by 
Ling Ching Wong, using model macroscopic slides, which were also functionalised 
with oleic acid. Although contact angle measurements are not always important for 
particles, contact angle values give a measure of the hydrophobobicity of particles 
and can provide a benchmark that can be used when extending the scope of 
modification to prepare a variety of suitable Pickering-HIPE particulate emulsifiers 
using surfactants or even silane compounds. However, since the measurements of 
contact angles on particles can be problematic due to the extremely small size of the 
particles, approximate contact angle measurements can be carried out on model 
systems, using for example glass slides made of silica, in the case of the silica 
particles. 
Ling Ching Wong has so far determined the contact angle of water on oleic acid 
modified glass slides in toluene as -141° (See section 6.2). Similar work can be 
carried out for titania particles, by probably using a flat compact slide /disk of titania 
particles prepared by powder compaction or by using inverse gas chromatography to 
determine surface energies, which can be related to contact angle. Results will be 
fiilly disclosed in the future thesis by Ling Ching Wong. 
Exploring other commercially available particles and methods of modification 
This work clearly showed that it is possible to use suitably modified particles to 
prepare Pickering-HIPEs. It will be interesting to investigate the use of other 
inorganic particles, such as alumina or zinc oxide, or biodegradable particles like 
cellulose (currently investigated by fellow PaCE researchers [73]) as Pickering-HIPE 
stabilisers. The range of possible particle modifiers can include other fatty acids than 
oleic acid having various alkyl chain lengths, and also silane compounds like 
dichlorodimethylsilane (DCDMS) or methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS). It 
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should be mentioned at this point that I explored the possibility of using MPS 
silanated silica particles, which Ranting Wu of PaCE prepared for use as 
reinforcements in polyM/HIPEs [158], as Pickering-HIPE template emulsifiers. It 
was possible to prepare and polymerise an extremely stable 80 vol.-% Pickering-
HIPE using 1 w/v% silanated silica particles (see figure 8.1). This can be further 
explored in terms of the emulsion structure and poly-Pickering-M/HIPE structures 
that can be prepared using varying monomers, particle concentrations and internal 
phase volumes. 
# 
300 nm 
Figure 8.1: SEM image of a poly-Pickering-HIPE synthesised from an 80 vol.-% 
HIPE containing styrene/PEGDMA in the organic phase and stabilised by 1 w/v% 
MPS grafted silica particles. 
Furthermore, some preliminary work was carried out using varying concentrations of 
DCDMS to prepare silanated monodisperse silica particles with varying 
hydrophobicities in order to identify suitable DCDMS concentration that will yield 
suitably modified DCDMS silanated Pickering HIPE stabilisers. Work was carried 
out alongside Mike Reed of the Surfactant and Colloid science group, under the 
supervision of Dr Tommy Horozov at the University of Hull. Pictures of the 
emulsions (in the range of 50 - 80 vol.-% internal phase) and polymerised emulsions 
(poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs) stabilised by 2 w/v% sihca particles with different 
hydrophobicities showed that the emulsions generally experienced some degree of 
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sedimentation, while the most stable emulsions as well as the emulsion with the 
highest internal phase volume were achieved using silica particles, which were 
modified using a solution of 0.002 M DCDMS (Figure 8.2). Above 70 vol.-%, the 
emulsion phase inverted. It was noted that most of the Falcon tubes melted 
significantly as the emulsions stabilised by the 0.2 M and 0.02 M DCDMS silanated 
particles destabilised during polymerisation. Further increase of the silica particles 
prepared using 0.002 M DCDMS to 4 w/v% showed that, like the oleic acid modified 
silica particles (section 5.2), it was possible to increase the maximum possible 
internal phase of the emulsions to 80 vol.-% (Figure 8.3). 
Further work could involve exploring in more detail DCDMS concentrations C D C D M S 
of 0.0002< C D C D M S < 0.02 M, in order to identify the adequate DCDMS 
concentration that will yield silanated silica particles that can stabilise emulsions 
with internal phase volumes of at least 92 vol.-%, as seen for the oleic acid modified 
silica particles (section 5.2). It is also possible to study contact angles of the DCDMS 
or the MPS silanated glass slides, as well as to investigate the Pickering emulsion 
structure using an automated dispersion stability analyzer, DiStA 24 [198], 
developed by Dr Tommy Horozov. It should be pointed out at this point that it is 
highly possible that the use of fumed silica, which was used in section 5.2, will 
produce more stable emulsions than monodisperse silica, since the fumed silica 
particles will likely lead to increased viscosity of the organic phase, which limit 
coalescence and so enhance emulsion stability. Both monodisperse and fumed silica 
particles should be explored for comparison. 
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Figure 8.2: Pictures of emulsions (left hand side) and the respective polymerised 
emulsions (right hand side) stabilised by 2 w/v% silica particles, which were 
hydrophobised using varying concentrations of DCDMS. 
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0.002M Emulsion Polymerised emulsion in tubes 
Figure 8.3: Photographs of emulsions (left hand side) and the respective 
polymerised emulsions (right hand side) stabilised by 4 w/v% 0.002 M DCDMS 
hydrophobised silica particles. 
Finally, it was found that after homogenising the DCDMS silanated silica particles in 
styrene/PEGDMA, the suspensions containing the 0.2 M DCDMS silanated silica 
particles foamed at the top of the organic phase (Figure 8.4). This suggests that the 
0.2 M DCDMS particles can potentially be used as foam stabilisers, which would be 
interesting to investigate. An EPSRC proposal is currently being discussed between 
Dr Tommy Horozov and Prof Alexander Bismarck to research these suggestions. 
0.0002 
silanated 
CDMS 
particles 
0.2M DCDMS 
silanated Si02 panicles 
No foaming o f * 
organic phase after 
homogenisation 
Foaming of organic 
phase after 
homogenisation 
Figure 8.4: Photographs of suspensions of 0.0002 M and 0.2 M DCDMS modified 
silica particles respectively, in styrene/PEGDMA, showing that the 0.2 M DCDMS 
silanated particles alone stabilised a foam above the organic phase. 
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Study of the emulsion structure and particle-surfactant interactions in Pickering-
HIPE templates. 
It was noted that the Pickering emulsions containing styrene/DVB (section 6.2) or 
styrene/PEGDMA/squalene (section 6.3) in the organic phase, experienced 
sedimentation, while those containing styrene/PEGDMA/DVB, did not experience 
sedimentation on addition of Hypermer 2296. It will be very interesting to study 
these systems for comparison, in order to understand how the particles are arranged 
at the o/w interface before and after addition of the surfactant, and also to determine 
how particle-surfactant interactions are influenced by the nature/components of the 
monomer phase. This will be useful for fully understanding why sedimentation 
occurred in the styrene/DVB and styrene/PEGDMA/squalene emulsions but not in 
the styrene/PEGDMA/DVB emulsions. Furthermore, in the case of the 
titania/Hypermer B246sf stabilised HIPEs, which led to materials with a hierarchical 
structure (chapter 7), it will be very interesting to study in detail the emulsion 
structure and how Hypermer B246sf interacts with the titania particles to give rise to 
a multi-structured emulsion template. 
Exploring the stabilisation of emulsions using particles with varying wettabilities to 
produce hierarchical macroporous polymers 
Results discussed in section 4.2 showed that the stabilisation of Pickering emulsion 
templates with titania particles, which were not uniformly modified, yielded 
macroporous polymers having polymer balls within pores. It will be interesting to 
investigate the morphology of the resulting macroporous polymers as well as the 
structure of emulsion templates, which have been stabilised by a mixture of various 
particles having varying wettabilities and hence the tendency to stabilise both o/w 
and w/o emulsions. 
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Rheology of Pickering-M/HIPEs 
The focus of study in this work was primarily on macroporous polymers. However, it 
was noted (simply by visual observation of the emulsion's resistance to flow, when 
the emulsion is being transferred from the reaction vessel to falcon tubes) over the 
course of the study discussed in this thesis that the viscosity of the Pickering 
emulsions increased for example with increasing particle concentrations and 
increasing internal phase volume, respectively. Further and more detailed study of 
emulsion rheology, including viscosity, yield stress and shear modulus will advance 
knowledge of the new Pickering-M/HIPEs described in this thesis. It will also be 
useM information that can be taken into account when designing equipments or 
modules that are required in applications employing Pickering-HIPEs. 
Feasibility studies of the hierarchical macroporous polymers 
It was earlier stated in section 7.2 that the organised array of closed and 
interconnected pores in the hierarchical macroporous polymers allows for the 
materials to be employed in controlled delivery applications. Further studies of the 
material properties, such as gas permeability and mechanical properties will be 
important to investigate, including the viabiUty of these materials for controlled 
delivery of substances. These material properties are currently being investigated by 
Ling Ching Wong of PaCE. 
Determination of liquid permeability and limiting pore throat size of the highly 
permeable poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs 
The current work focused on the gas permeability of highly permeable poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs. However, there is scope to study the liquid permeability of these 
materials for comparison with the gas permeability results reported in this thesis 
using the integrated apparatus for mercury penetration permeability developed by Dr 
Shu San Manley, formerly of PaCE [53]. It will also be interesting and possible to 
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determine the flow limiting pore throat diameter of the open-cell poly-Pickering-
M/HIPEs using the apparatus and methodology described by Manley [46, 53], 
8.3. Concluding remarks 
This thesis describes the preparation and polymerisation of w/o Pickering emulsions 
with internal phase volumes of up to 92 vol.-%, which were previously reported to be 
impossible above internal phase volumes of 75 vol.-% [62, 70, 72] using oleic acid 
functionalised titania and silica particles. The structure of the resulting poly-
Pickering-M/HIPEs was a replica of the emulsion structure at the gel point of 
polymerisation and was closed-cell. The liquid Pickering-HIPEs can potentially be 
used in many food, oil, chemical and cosmetic applications, while the solid closed-
cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs can be used as insulating materials or sandwich cores 
for composite applications. 
Even more interesting is the fact that this work presents a successful route for 
preparing highly permeable open-cell poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs with much improved 
mechanical strength and gas permeabilities than that observed for conventional 
polyHIPEs, as well as hierarchical poly-Pickering-HIPEs possessing pore features 
characteristic of both conventional polyHIPEs and poly-Pickering-M/HIPEs. The 
former can be employed most especially as permeable filters in oil wells, as tissue 
engineering scaffolds or catalyst supports, while the later can be used for the 
controlled delivery of substances. 
It is hoped that the findings in this work provide substantial grounds to enable the 
successful preparation and integration of industrially viable macroporous polymers. 
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